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Abstract 
Computational and experimental investigations of fluid flow and heat transfer aspects 
ofloop heat pipes (LHPs) are presented in this thesis. The overall goal is to formulate and 
develop co st-effective mathematical models and numerical solution methods for 
computer simulations of LHPs. This work has five distinct parts. 
First, a basic network thermofluid model of conventional LHPs operating under 
steady-state conditions is proposed, implemented, tested, and applied. It illustrates the 
main steps in the formulation of such models. The capabilities of this basic mode1 are 
assessed by applying it to an LHP for which experimental results are available in the 
literature. The results show that this model is capable of at least qualitatively accurate 
predictions and could serve as a tool in preliminary designs of LHPs. 
Second, experimental apparatus and procedures are designed and implemented for 
measurements of the following properties of sintered powder-metal porous plates that are 
used as wicks in LHPs: Porosity; maximum effective pore size; effective permeability; 
and effective thermal conductivity when saturated with a liquid (distilled water in this 
work). The aforementioned experimental apparatus and procedures are applied to two 
sintered powder-metal porous plates, one made of nickel 200 and the other of stainless 
steel 31.6, and the results are presented and discussed. 
Third, an LHP with a flat (plate-type) evaporator and a fixed active mass of the 
working fluid (distilled water) is designed and constructed, and an experimental 
investigation of its steady-state operation is conducted. Full details of this LHP and the 
experimental setup and procedures are presented. The experimental results augment the 
available repertoire of experimental data on LHPs. They are used to test the predictions 
of the proposed network thermofluid mode!. 
Fourth, an enhanced version of the aforementioned basic network thermofluid model 
is proposed and adapted for computer simulations of the above-mentioned LHP operating 
under steady-state conditions. 
Fifth, results of experimental and computational investigations of the above-
mentioned LHP, operating with a stainless steel 316 wick and distilled water as the 
working fluid, are presented, compared, and discussed. The proposed network 
thermofluid model provides predictions that are within ±10% ofthe experimental results. 
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Résumé 
Des études numériques et expérimentales des aspects de l'écoulement et du transfert 
de chaleur des boucles fluides diphasiques [Loop Heat Pipes (LHPs) en anglais] sont 
présentées. L'objectif principal de cette thèse est de formuler et développer des modèles 
mathématiques et des méthodes de solutions numériques pour simuler les LHPs. 
Un modèle de réseau thermofluide de base pour le fonctionnement des LHPs 
conventionnels en régime permanent est proposé, testé et appliqué. La performance de ce 
modèle de base a été évaluée en l'appliquant à un LHP pour lequel les données 
expérimentales sont disponibles dans la littérature. Ces résultats montrent que le modèle 
est capable de fournir des prédictions qualitative et qu'il peut être utilisé comme un outil 
pour les designs préliminaires des LHPs. 
Des dispositifs et des procédures expérimentaux ont été conçus et utilisés pour 
mesurer les propriétés suivantes des plaques poreuses de poudre de métaux sintérisées qui 
ont été utilisé comme mèches dans les LHPs: La porosité, la taille effective maximum du 
pore, le perméabilité effective, et la conductivité thermique effective lorsque la mèche est 
saturée par un fluide (eau distillée). Les susnommés dispositifs expérimentaux et 
procédures ont été appliqués aux deux plaques poreuses construites de nickel 200 et de 
l'acier inoxydable 316 et les résultats sont présentés et discutés. 
Un LHP avec un évaporateur rectangulaire (type de plaque) et une masse fixée active 
du fluide caloporteur (eau distillée) est conçue et construite, et son fonctionnement en 
régime permanent a été étudié. Les détails de ce LHP et du prototype expérimental et les 
procédures utilisées sont présentés. Les résultats obtenus sont utilisés pour tester les 
prédictions du modèle de réseau thermofluide proposé. 
Une version améliorée du modèle de réseau thermofluide de base susnommée est 
proposée et adaptée pour simuler numériquement le fonctionnement du LHP mentionné 
ci haut en régime permanent. 
Les résultats expérimentaux et numériques du LHP mentionné ci-dessus, avec la 
mèche fabriquée en acier inoxydable 316 sont présentés, comparés, et discutés. Le 
modèle de réseau thermofluide proposé fourni des prédictions qui sont à ±10% des 
résultats expérimentaux. 
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction 
Computational and experimental studies of fluid flow and heat transfer aspects of 
loop heat pipes (LHPs) are presented and discussed in this thesis. LHPs are devices that 
use liquid-vapor phase-change phenomena and capillary forces in a wick to continuously 
transport heat from an evaporator to a condenser. The phase-change phenomena and the 
capillary-driven movement of the fluid within LHPs allow them to transfer heat with 
relatively small temperature drops over long distances. Furthermore, for the same 
temperature drops and distances between the heat source and the heat sink, the rates of 
heat transfer achievable with LHPs are usually one to three orders of magnitude larger 
than those possible with either conventional convection systems (without phase change) 
or solid thermal conductors. 
Currently available LHPs are capable of rates of heat transfer of the order of 1 kW 
over a length of 10 m and heat flux loads as high as 1.3x106 W/m2, and these capabilities 
are expected to increase over the next few years [Kaya and Ku (2003); Pastukhov et al. 
(2003); Maydanik (2005)]. Over the last three decades, LHPs have found numerous 
applications, for example, in satellites, solar energy systems, electronics cooling 
arrangements, gas turbines, avionic systems, cryogenie systems, and heating, ventilation, 
and air-conditioning (HV AC) systems. In these applications, the attractiveness of LHPs 
pertains to their intrinsically passive nature, in that they do not require any extemal 
motive devices (such as pumps), and their aforementioned ability to continuously 
transport heat with relatively small temperature drops over long distances. 
In this chapter, concise discussions of the key components and operational features of 
heat pipes, loop heat pipes, and capillary pumped loops are presented first as background 
information. Then the motivation for this work and its overall goal are presented. 
Following that, the specifie objectives ofthis thesis are put forward. A concise review of 
the pertinent literature is presented next. Finally, the organization of the thesis is 
summarized. 
1 
1.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Heat pipes (HPs) chronologically precede loop heat pipes (LHPs), and many of the 
underlying concepts and principles of operation of HPs are similar to those of LHPs. 
Therefore, this section is started with a discussion of HPs, and then a discussion of LHPs 
is presented. Following that, capillary pumped loops (CPLs), which are also two-phase 
capillary-driven heat transfer devices with principles of operation rather similar to those 
of LHPs, are discussed. At the end of this section, a discussion of sorne of the advantages 
of LHPs and CPLs over HPs is presented. 
1.1.1 Heat Pipes 
The heat pipe (HP) was invented by Grover et al. (1964) at Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory. A basic HP, in its simplest configuration, is presented schematically in 
Figure 1.1. It consists of a closed pipe of circular cross-section with an annular layer of 
porous material or wick covering its inside surface. Most of the wick is saturated with 
the liquid phase of a working fluid and the rest of the volume of the HP is occupied by 
the vapor phase. 
Wick Condensate Vapor 
Heat Input Structure Return Flow Heat Rejected 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a typical heat pipe. 
As shown in Figure 1.1, a typical HP has three distinct sections: An evaporator, an 
adiabatic section (in practice, a section with negligibly small heat losses or gains), and a 
condenser. When heat is applied to the evaporator, the liquid in the wick is evaporated, 
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and the heat input is absorbed primarily as the latent heat of vaporization. The removal of 
heat from the condenser causes the vapor to condense on the wick and release the latent 
heat of vaporization to a heat sink (maintained at lower temperature). The pressure 
gradient resulting from the accumulation of the vapor in the evaporator and its depletion 
at the other end in the condenser forces the vapor to flow through central core of the HP. 
As the amount of liquid diminishes by evaporation, the liquid-vapor interface in the 
evaporator enters the wick, causing a capillary head (pressure increase across the liquid-
vapor interface) to develop there. This capillary head sustains the pressure drop needed to 
transport the vapor from the evaporator to the condenser of the HP through its core space, 
and also to drive the flow of the liquid from the condenser to the evaporator through the 
wick. If the rate of heat input to the evaporator and its extraction in the condenser are 
sustained, the fluid circulates continuously, and steady-state conditions are attained, as 
long as the operating parameters of the HP stay within sorne critical ranges. 
HPs have been constructed using tubes with hydraulic diameters ranging from about 
100 /-lm (micro heat pipes) up to a few centimeters, and they can be designed to operate 
over a very wide range of temperature by choosing appropriate working fluids [Chi 
(1976); Silverstein (1992)]: Cryogenic HPs typically operate at temperatures ranging 
from 10 K to 122 K, and use hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and methane as the working 
fluid; in high-temperature HPs, liquid metals such as mercury, cesium, potassium, 
sodium, and lithium are used as the working fluid, and their approximate operating 
temperature range is between 600 K to 1900 K; intermediate- or moderate-temperature 
HPs, with working fluids such as common refrigerants, methanol, ammonia, and water, 
operate at temperatures that lie in the range 122 K to 600 K. 
HPs have several operational limits: They are generally referred to as the capillary 
limit, the sonic limit, the entrainment limit, and the boiling limit. Detailed discussions of 
these limits are available in many published works, for example, those of Chi (1976), 
Ochterbeck and Peterson (1997), and Silverstein (1992). These limits are concisely 
explained below. 
Capillary Umit: In steady-state operation of HPs, as mentioned above, the capillary 
head developed in the wick (at the liquid-vapor interface) sustains the pressure drop 
needed to transport the vapor from the evaporator to the condenser, and also drive the 
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flow of the liquid in the reverse direction through the wick. The meniscus inside the wick 
adjusts naturally to develop a capillary head that overcomes the aforementioned pressure 
drops in a HP. The total pressure drop in a HP is a function of the fluid mass flowrate, 
which, in turn, is a function of the rate of heat input to the evaporator. For a given wick 
and working fluid combination, the capillary head is limited to a maximum value. 
Therefore, there is a maximum overall pressure drop that can be handled in a HP, which, 
in tum, dictates the maximum mass flow rate that can be circulated, and, consequently, 
the rate of heat transfer from the evaporator to the condenser. This limit on the heat 
transport capability of a HP is known as the capillary limit. If the applied rate of heat 
input exceeds this limit, the capillary head is unable to supply the required liquid input to 
the evaporator and the wick dries out: In this situation, the temperature in the evaporator 
rises suddenly, and, in extreme cases, the HP could be totally damaged. 
Sonic limit: The sonic limit is the highest possible heat transport rate that can be 
sustained in a HP for a specific vapor temperature in the evaporator. This limit is reached 
when the vapor leaving the evaporator attains the local velocity of sound (Mach number 
equal to one). In this situation, the flow is said to be choked, and the vapor flow and 
associated heat transport rate are at a maximum. An increase in the heat input rate beyond 
what can be transported at the sonie limit for a given vapor temperature would cause this 
temperature to rise to a value at which the new sonie limit becomes adequate for the task 
at hand [Silverstein (1992)]. In princip le, this increase in the operating temperature of a 
HP could be accommodated until levels dictated by other limiting criteria, such as 
materiallimitations, are reached. However, there is a substantial temperature drop along 
the length of the evaporator as conditions within a HP approach the sonic limit. Thus, 
HPs are usually designed to operate weIl below the sonic limit. 
Entrainment limit: Since the vapor and the liquid move in opposite directions in a 
HP, a shear force exists at the liquid-vapor interface. At a high vapor velocity, liquid 
droplets can detach from the surface of the wick and get entrained in the vapor flow. 
When this occurs, it results in a dry-out of the wick in the evaporator. UsuaIly, this 
condition is assumed to be reached when the Weber number reaches a critical value, of 
the order of unit y: The Weber number is a dimensionless parameter that represents the 
ratio of the vapor inertia force to the liquid-vapor surface tension force. The entrainment 
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limit dictates a maximum vapor velocity that can be sustained within a HP, which, in 
turn, limits the rate of heat transport it can provide. 
Boiling limit: When heat is added to the evaporator section of a HP, a temperature 
gradient is produced across the thickness of the wick. At steady-state operating 
conditions, the temperature of the liquid in the wick is equal to or higher than the 
temperature of the adjacent saturated vapor. In addition, at the liquid-vapor interface, due 
to surface tension effects and the associated capillary pressure jump, the saturation 
temperature of the vapor is higher than that of the adjacent liquid. In other words, the 
liquid in contact with the interface is superheated. Furthermore, the temperature of the 
liquid inside the wick rises with distance from the interface, reaching a maximum value 
at the outer wick surface (the pipe wall). Therefore, the liquid is superheated over the 
entire wick thickness during steady-state operation of a HP. However, when the liquid 
superheat exceeds a critical value, vapor bubbles form at nuc1eation sites in the liquid-
saturated portion of the wick, initiating boiling [Silverstein (1992)]. The rate of heat 
transfer at which this nuc1eate boiling starts is called the boiling limit. The onset of 
boiling can cause the liquid to be driven out of the wick, resulting in dry-out and 
interruption of the capillary pumping, causing the evaporator section to overheat and 
possibly leading to permanent damage or even a meltdown of sorne of its components. 
Gravitational effects: HPs are also sensitive to gravitational effects, especially when 
the condenser is located below the evaporator section. In such situations, the capillary 
head must overcome the net gravitational head, in addition to of the total friction and 
minor pressure losses in a HP: This· requirement, in turn, leads to a reduction in the 
maximum mass flow rate and heat transfer capabilities of the HP. 
1.1.2 Loop Heat Pipes 
. As was discussed above, HPs have several intrinsic operational limits that restrict 
their maximum heat transport capability. Therefore, over the last three decades, there 
have been increasing research efforts to invent and develop devices based on similar 
principles, but capable of higher maximum rates of heat transfer than HPs. Loop heat 
pipe~ (LHPs) are among the results of such efforts. LHPs were invented in the former 
Soviet Union in the early 19705 [Maydanik (2005)]. Figure 1.2 schematically illustrates 
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the major components of a typical LHP, namely, an evaporator, a compensation chamber, 
a vapor-transport line, a condenser, and a liquid-transport line. 
In LHPs, the evaporator and the compensation chamber are integrated, and linked 
together both hydrodynamically and thermally. Generally, the evaporator is composed of 
an intemally grooved pipe and an annular wick with a liquid core (liquid pool) at its 
center. A typical LHP is schematically illustrated in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of a typicalloop heat pipe. 
In steady-state operation of LHPs, the heat input to the evaporator is conducted 
through its metallic grooved wall to the adjoining wick surface. This causes the saturated 
liquid in the wick to evaporate at its outer surface and the vapor to flow into the grooved 
channel (see Figure 1.3). As in HPs, the depletion of the liquid in the evaporator causes 
the liquid-vapor interface to enter the wick and, thereby, creates a capillary pressure head. 
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The pressure in the vapor phase at the interface is higher than that of the liquid on the 
other side, by an amount equal to the capillary pressure jump, and the accumulated vapor 
in the grooved channels is pushed to the end of the evaporator. The vapor collected from 
all grooves then flows through a smooth pipe (vapor-transport line) and reaches the 
condenser. In the condenser, the vapor is first condensed, and then, if the condenser is 
long enough, the condensed liquid is subcooled. 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the evaporator of a typicalloop heat pipe. 
The liquid collected in the condenser flows through the liquid-transport line and 
reaches the compensation chamber. Upon entering the compensation chamber, this liquid 
is heated, due to "heat leak" from the evaporator [Kaya and Hoang (1999)], and it also 
experiences heat exchange with the ambient environment. The liquid then reaches the 
inner surface of the wick. Upon entering the wick, the liquid pressure drops as it flows 
through the wick structure, and its temperature rises, due to heat conducted through the 
grooved walls to the wick. At the liquid-vapor interface, the liquid temperature reaches 
the temperature of the saturated vapor: As the saturated vapor is at a higher pressure than 
the adjoining liquid, due to the capillary pressure jump, the liquid at the liquid-vapor 
interface is superheated. 
Figure 1.4 represents a steady-state performance curve of a typical LHP [Bienert and 
Wolf (1995)]. In this figure, the overall temperature difference (between the evaporator 
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and the sink to which the condenser rejects heat) is plotted versus the rate of heat input to 
the evaporator. 
v!~ 
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Conductance Conductance 
Operation 1 Operation 
1 
1 
1 
Rate of Heat Applied ta the Evaporator 
Figure 1.4: Steady-state performance curve of a typicalloop heat pipe. 
In steady-state operation, at low values of the rate of heat input to the evaporator, 
LHPs work in a variable-conductance mode, while for higher values of this parameter, 
they behave as fixed-conductance devices (see Figure 1.4). At low rates of heat input, the 
rate of heat rejection in the condenser is more than that required for full condensation of 
the vapor entering it. Therefore, the vapor is first fully condensed, and then the 
condensed liquid is subcooled during its passage through the remaining length of the 
condenser section. As a result, the zero-quality point (position where the vapor is fully 
condensed) is located somewhere within the condenser, as is shown schematically in 
Figure 1.2. As the rate of heat input is increased, at a constant sink temperature, the 
condenser is gradually unblocked (increasingly filled with vapor), the zero-quality point 
interface moves toward the end of the condenser, and the excess liquid is pushed into the 
compensation chamber where it is stocked: Under these conditions, the rate of heat 
rejection in the condenser is increased without an increase in the operating saturation 
temperature, and, consequently, the overall LHP thermal conductance (evaporator plus 
condenser) is augmented. In this mode of operation of an LHP, depending on its thermal 
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coupling to the ambient environment, the overall temperature difference (Tevap - Tsink) 
remains constant or decreases. 
At higher rates ofheat input, the condenser becomes completely filled with two-phase 
fluid, and the overall thermal conductance of the LHP remains essentially constant. 
Under these conditions, additional increases in the rate of heat input require 
corresponding increases in the driving temperature difference between the condenser and 
the sink, resulting in an increase i~ the operating saturation temperature in the evaporator 
and an augmentation of the overall temperature difference (Tevap - Tsink). The steady-state 
performance curve of LHPs is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. 
1.1.3 Capillary Pumped Loops 
A schematic representation of a capillary pumped loop (CPL) is given in Figure 1.5. 
This device was invented in the United States of America in the mid-1960s [Ku (1993)]. 
A typical CPL consists of an evaporator, a two-phase reservoir, a vapor-transport line, a 
condenser, and a liquid-transport line. The evaporator of a typical CPL is similar to that 
of a typical LHP (see Figure 1.3), but it is not integrated with a compensation chamber. 
Vapor Transport Line 
r-- r--
--
--
--
Two-Phase 
Reservoir 
Liquid Transport Line 
Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of a typical capillary pumped loop. 
Heat 
Rejected 
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LHPs and CPLs are conceptually quite similar: A detailed discussion of the 
similarities and the difference between these devices is available in Nikitkin and 
Cullimore (1998). The main difference between LHPs and CPLs lies in the location of 
the two-phase reservoir in the loop. In LHPs, as was discussed previously, the two-phase 
reservoir (the compensation chamber) is a part of (integrated with) the evaporator (see 
Figure 1.2). In CPLs, on the other hand, this reservoir is a separate chamber that is 
connected via a relatively short pipe to the liquid-transport line, at a point that is usually 
quite close to the evaporator (see Figure 1.5). 
In both LHPs and CPLs, the two-phase reservoir has two main roles: 1) ensure the 
presence of the liquid phase at the liquid-vapor interface in the wick for continuo us 
evaporation and, therefore, continuous operation of the loop; and 2) absorb any excess 
mass of working fluid that is expelled from the Ioop during the startup phase or due to 
changes in the operating conditions. In CPLs, prior to startup, the reservoir is actively 
controlled (for example, by thermostatically controlled heating) to ensure that the liquid 
is displaced from the reservoir and is present in the wick for evaporation. However, under 
normal operation, no such control of the compensation chamber is needed during the 
startup phase of LHPs. In practical terms, the two-phase reservoir in CPLs is not 
thermally connected to the Ioop. Therefore, for operating temperatures above the ambient 
temperature, even during steady-state operation, the two-phase reservoir in CPLs has be 
to be heated in order to compensate for heat losses. In LHPs, on the other hand, the two-
phase reservoir (compensation chamber) is thermally linked with the evaporator, and it 
absorbs part of the rate of heat input to the evaporator: Thus the temperature inside the 
compensation chamber is automatically regulated as the rate of heat transfer to the 
subcooled liquid entering it and any heat loss to the ambient environment are both 
balanced by the rate ofheat Ieak (gained) from the evaporator. 
As mentioned by Ku (1993), the distribution of the liquid between the two-phase 
reservoir and the condenser in CPLs is governed by the requirement of a pressure balance 
between them. Changes in heat loads and/or thermal sink conditions cause the liquid to 
redistribute until this pressure balance is established. Therefore,- the area over which the 
vapor condenses in the condenser (active heat transfer area) adjusts automatically to the 
heat load and the thermal sink conditions. Thus, it is possible to control the operating 
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temperature of a CPL by controlling the saturation temperature (and hence the saturation 
pressure) in the two-phase reservoir. For a fixed (controlled) saturation temperature in the 
two-phase reservoir, any increase in the rate of heat input to the evaporator section causes 
the displacement of the condensate(liquid) from the condenser into the two-phase 
reservoir, allowing the CPL to operate in the variable-conductance mode. As a result, its 
operating temperature remains constant, independent of the rate of heat input to the 
evaporator, and close to the set temperature of the two-phase reservoir. 
As discussed in Nikitkin and Cullimore (1998), if the two-phase reservoir is not large 
enough, at sorne rate of heat input, it becomes completely filled with the liquid. At this 
point, the reservoir looses its regulatory role, and any increase of the heat input to the 
evaporator causes the operating temperature to increase proportionally: In other words, 
the CPL works in a fixed-conductance mode of operation. On the other hand, if the rate 
of heat input to a variable-conductance CPL with an oversized two-phase reservoir is 
increased to too high a level, the vapor could fill up both the condenser and the liquid-
transport line, and it may also enter into the wick, resulting in failure. Therefore, 
sometimes it is useful to design the two-phase reservoir and the charge (total mass of 
working fluid) such that the CPL works at high powers in the fixed-conductance mode. 
1.1.4 Advantages of Loop Heat Pipes and Capillary Pumped Loops over Heat Pipes 
In LHPs and CPLs, smooth tubing is used for both the liquid- and the vapor-transport 
lines, and a wick is necessary only in the evaporator: Thus, the pressure drop associated 
with the flow of liquid through the wick decreases significantly in comparison with the 
corresponding value in HPs (where the wick covers the entire length of the pipe) for the 
same overall mass flow rate of the working fluid. Therefore, LHPs and CPLs are usually 
capable of higher maximum heat transfer rates than HPs, over longer distances. 
Furthermore, the pore sizes of the wicks used in LHPs and CPLs can be finer than those 
of wicks used in HPs: The corresponding increase in capillary head allows LHPs and 
CPLs to cope better with adverse gravitational effects. In addition, in LHPs and CPLs, 
the evaporator and the condenser can be installed far from each other, which facilitates 
applications of these devices (by providing flexibility in the positioning of the heat source 
and the heat sink). 
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Another advantage of LHPs and CPLs over HPs is that the vapor- and liquid-flow 
paths are totally separated. In HPs, the vapor and the returning liquid (condensate) flow 
in opposite directions, and, as was explained earlier, there is a heat transfer limit 
associated with this counter-flow phenomena, known as the entrainment limit. 
LHPs and CPLs also offer the possibility of cooling multiple heat sources and 
rejecting the collected heat to a single thermal sink: This can be achieved by deploying 
multiple evaporators, in a hydrodynamically parallel configuration, and rejecting the total 
heat input via a single condenser. Multi-evaporator CPLs and LHPs are discussed in 
papers by Ku (1998), Yun et al. (1999), and Goncharov et al. (2000). 
As the wick is usually employed only in the evaporator of LHPs and CPLs, the se 
devices have a diode-like characteristic, in that the heat transfer is possible only in one 
direction (from the evaporator to the condenser). In contrast, the wick covers the entire 
length of HPs, and, therefore, the heat transfer direction can be switched. The diode-like 
characteristic of LHPs and CPLs make them particularly suitable for space applications 
[Swanson and Birur (2003)] or any other applications where a reversaI in the direction of 
heat transfer is either not acceptable or undesirable. 
As in CPLs, the operating temperature in LHPs can be actively controlled, if desired. 
The basic ideas behind both active and passive controls and methods of regulation of 
LHPs are discussed in Maydanik et al. (1994), Bienert and Wolf (1995), and Nikitkin et 
al. (1999). 
1.2 MOTIVATION AND OVERALL GOAL 
A desire and commitment, on the part of both the author and his supervisor, to 
contribute to ongoing worldwide efforts to improve the design or enhance the operating 
efficiency of energy exchange, storage, and conversion equipment is the main source of 
the motivation for the work reported in this thesis. 
As was mentioned earlier, this work is related to fluid flow and heat transfer 
phenomena encountered in loop heat pipes (LHPs). It involves complementary 
experimental and computational investigations. The overall goal of this work is to 
formulate and develop co st-effective mathematical models and numerical solution 
methods for computer simulations of LHPs, and validate these models/methods using the 
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results of complementary experimental investigations. The intention here is to propose 
models and numerical solution methods that are suitable for the design and optimization 
of LHPs, augment the available experimental data on LHPs, and aIso contribute to the 
understanding of the thermofluid processes that occur within these devices. 
1.3 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
The specific objectives ofthis investigation are summarized below: 
• To propose, implement, test, and apply a basic network thermofluid model of 
conventional LHPs operating under steady-state conditions. The aim is to 
illustrate the main steps in the formulation of network thermofluid models of 
LHPs, and to also obtain a model that is capable of at least qualitatively 
accurate predictions and could serve as a tool in preliminary designs of LHPs. 
In this context, the aim if to assess the capabilities of this basic model by 
applying it to an LHP akin to that shown in Figure 1.2 and checking its 
predictions against experimental results available in the literature. 
• To design and implement experimental apparatus and procedures for the 
measurement of the following properties of sintered powder-metal porous 
materials that are used as wicks in LHPs: 
o Porosity 
o Maximum effective pore size 
o Effective permeability 
o Effective thermal conductivity when fully saturated with a liquid 
(distilled water in this work) 
These properties are needed in the design of LHPs and required as inputs in 
mathematical models of these devices. The aim here is to also apply the 
aforementioned experimental apparatus and procedures to two sintered 
powder-metal porous plates, one made of nickel 200 and the other of stainless 
steel 316, and present and discuss the results. 
• To design and construct an LHP with a flat (plate-type) evaporator and a fixed 
active mass of the working fluid, and conduct an experimental investigation of 
its steady-state operation. The aim here is to obtain experimental results that 
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could be used to test network thermofluid models and also to augment the 
availablerepertoire of experimental data on LHPs. 
• T 0 propose an enhanced version of the aforementioned basic network 
thermofluid model, and adapt it for computer simulations of the above-
mentioned LHP with a flat (plate-type) evaporator and fixed active mass of 
working fluid. 
• T 0 present and discuss the experimental results and the model predictions for 
the above-mentioned LHP. 
1.4 LITERA TURE REVIEW 
This section is divided into five subsections as follows: 1) textbooks, handbooks, and 
review articles that provide comprehensive discussions of heat pipes (HPs), loop heat 
pipes (LHPs), and capillary pumped loops (CPLs); 2) textbooks, handbooks, and review 
articles that provide detailed discussions of the thermofluid phenomena that occur in HPs, 
LHPs, and CPLs; 3) publications on numerical methods for the prediction of fluid flow 
and heat transfer; 4) publications related to the properties of liquid-saturated porous 
materials; and 5) published works on the unsteady operation of CPLs and LHPs, and the 
steady-state operation of LHPs. 
Comprehensive reviews of the vast number of published works on each of the above-
mentioned topics are not intended in this section. Rather, only works that were used in 
and/or are directly relevant (or closely related) to the research presented in this thesis are 
reviewed here. 
1.4.1 Books and Review Articles on HPs, LHPs, and CPLs 
For detailed reviews and discussions of the underlying theory, modeling, design, 
construction, and operation of HPs, LHPs, and CPLs, the reader is referred to books by 
Chi (1976), Dunn and Reay (1982), Silverstein (1992), Petersen (1994), and Faghri 
(1995). Review articles (on these devices) that were found to be particularly informative 
and useful in this work include the contributions of Ku (1993), Ochterbeck and Peterson 
(1997), Garimella and Sobhan (2001), Vasiliev (2005), and Maydanik (2005). 
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1.4.2 Thermofluid Phenomena that Occur in HPs, LHPs, and CPLs 
The thermofluid phenomena that occur in HPs, LPHs, and CPLs include the 
following: Single- and two-phase (vapor-liquid) fluid flow and heat transfer in passages 
(of circular and noncircular cross section) and fittings; fluid flow and heat transfer in 
porous media (wick materials); boiling; and condensation. 
There are numerous textbooks that coyer single-phase Newtonian fluid flow and heat 
transfer in ducts: Examples include the works of Batchelor (1967), Eckert and Drake 
(1971), Landau and Lifshitz (1987), Tritton (1988), White (1991), Kays and Crawford 
(1993), Bejan (1995), Fox and McDonald (1998), Oosthuizen and Naylor (1999), 
Kaviany (2001), Incropera and DeWitt (2002), Bird et al. (2002), and Currie (2003). 
Classical works in this area are reviewed in an article by Kays and Perkins (1973). 
Single-phase laminar flow and heat transfer in ducts have been discussed 
comprehensively by Shah and London (1978). Detailed discussions of single-phase 
turbulent flow and heat transfer in ducts are available in the works of Tennekes and 
Lumley (1972), Hinze (1975), Wi1cox (1993), Pope (2000), and Launder and Sandham 
(2002). Details of single-phase fluid flow and heat transfer topies of particular relevance 
to this research, such as those covered in the works of Colebrook (1939), Sparrowand 
Patankar (1977), Gnielinski (1976, 1983), White (1991), and Kays and Crawford (1993), 
are elaborated in Chapters 2 and 5. 
For comprehensive discussions of the rheology ofnon-Newtonian flows, the reader is 
referred to books by Dealy and Wissbrun (1990) and Macosko (1994). 
Authoritative discussions of the basics and more advanced aspects of fluid flow and 
heat transfer in porous materials are available in books by Dullien (1992), Kaviany 
(1999), and Nield and Bejan (2006). For details of the derivations of volume-averaged 
equations that govem these phenomena and related topics, the reader is referred to the 
contributions of Beavers and Sparrow (1969), Crapiste et al. (1973), Scheidegger (1974), 
Slattery (1981), Whitaker (1999), Kaviany (1999), Minkowycz et al. (1999), Alazmi and 
Vafai (2000), and Nield and Bejan (2006). Specific details of fluid flow and heat transfer 
in the wicks ofLHPs are provided in Chapters 2, 3, and 5. 
For comprehensive discussions of two-phase (vapor-liquid) fluid flow and heat 
transfer in ducts, boiling, and condensation, the reader is referred to books by Wallis 
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(1969), Collier (1972), Carey (1992), Whalley (1996), Tong and Tang (1997), Levy 
(1999), Klienstreuer (2003), and Brennen (2005). Reviews of these topics are available in 
articles by Bouré and Delhaye (1982), Drew (1983), Rohsenow (1985), Griffith (1985), 
Rose (1998), and Ghajar (2005). Seminal works related to flow regime maps, pressure 
drops, and heat transfer coefficients for two-phase flows in horizontal and slightly 
inclined tubes include the contributions of Lockhart and Martinelli (1949), Baker (1954), 
Chato (1962), Mandhane et al. (1974, 1977), Taitel and Dukler (1976), Jaster and Kosky 
(1976), Soliman (1982, 1986), Dobson (1994), Dobson and Chato (1998), Ould Didi et 
al. (2002), and Thome (2003). Details ofthese works are provided in Chapter 5. 
The Handbook of Single-Phase Convective Heat Transfer edited by Kakac et al. 
(1987), the Handbook of Heat Transfer Fundamentals edited by Rohsenow et al. (1998), 
the Handbook of Phase Change: Boiling and Condensation edited by Kandlikar et al. 
(1999), ASHRAE Fundamentals (2005), and the Multiphase Flow Handbook edited by 
Crowe (2006) are very useful sources of information on the above-mentioned thermofluid 
phenomena that occur in HPs, LHPs, and CPLs. Comprehensive reviews of these topics 
can also be found in Vols. 1 - 38 of the series Advances in Heat Transfer edited by Irvine 
and Hartnett (1964 - 2004). 
1.4.3 Numerical Methods for Fluid Flow and Heat Transfer 
Numerical methods for the solution of the mathematical models of fluid flow and heat 
transfer phenomena are usually grouped into the following five main categories: finite 
difference methods, finite volume methods, finite element methods, boundary element 
methods, and spectral methods. Hybrid numerical methods that combine the attractive 
features of the aforementioned categories of methods have also been proposed: Examples 
include spectral element methods, finite analytic methods, and control-volume finite 
element methods. The fundamentals of these numerical methods are covered in books 
authored byPatankar (1980), Tannehill et al. (1997), Roaehe (1998), Ferziger and Perie 
(1999), Reddy and Gartling (2000), Gresho and Sani (2000), Zienkiewicz and Taylor 
(2000), Peyret (2002), Gaul et al. (2003), Jaluria and Torrance (2003), and Karniadakis 
and Sherwin (2005), among others. Reviews of control-volume finite element methods 
for fluid flow and heat transfer are available in the works Baliga (1997) and Baliga and 
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Atabaki (2006). The Handbook of Numerical Heat Transfer edited by Minkowycz et al. 
(2006) and Vols. 1 and 2 of the series Advances in Numerical Heat Transfer edited by 
Minkowycz and Sparrow (1997, 2000), provide many useful review articles on various 
aspects of computational fluid dynamics and heat transfer. The contributions of Leonard 
(1979, 1997) are recommended for reviews ofupwind procedures. 
For authoritative and useful discussions of the numerical modelling of turbulent flow 
and heat transfer in ducts, the reader is referred to the works of Wilcox (1993), Pope 
(2000), and Launder and Sandham (2002). 
There are numerous books on numerical methods for curve fitting of data, integration 
and differentiation, solutions of differential equations, and direct and iterative solutions 
of linear systems of algebraic equations: Concise discussions of these methods and. their 
implementation in computer programs are available in the works of Conte and de Boor 
(1972), Hamming (1987), and Press et al. (1992). Aigorithms for solving tridiagonal and 
pentadiagonal systems of linear algebraic equations are available in the work of Sebben 
and Baliga (1995). 
1.4.4 Properties of Liquid-Saturated Porous Materials 
As was mentioned earlier this chapter, the wicks of HPs, LHPs, and CPLs are liquid-
saturated porous materials. Thus, key inputs to the design and mathematical models of 
these capillary-driven devices inc1ude the porosity, the maximum effective pore size, the 
effective permeability, and the effective thermal conductivity of liquid-saturated wicks. 
For discussions of many of the available analytical, semi-analytical, and numerical 
correlations for effective properties of porous materials made of uniformly sized, 
regularly spaced, and packed (unconsolidated or consolidated) spherical partic1es, the 
reader is referred to the contributions of Maxwell (1954), Kunii and Smith (1960), Chen 
and Tien (1973), Batchelor and O'Brien (1977), Ogniewicz and Yovanovich (1978), 
Sangani and Acrivos (1983), Hadley (1986), Bauer (1993), Kaviany (1999), Hsu (2000), 
Bonnefoy et al. (2004), Bahrami et al. (2004), and Nield and Bejan (2006). Reviews of 
sorne of the aforementioned and additional analytical correlations are available in the 
works of Tsotsas and Martin (1987) and Tavman (1996). 
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The aforementioned analytical correlations are not applicable to the wicks typically 
used in HPs, LHPs, and CPLs, as they are made from sintered metal powders or fibers. 
Furthermore, for sintered metal P?wders, partic1es of angular rather than spherical shapes 
are preferred, and these partic1es are not uniformly sized or regularly spaced [Goring and 
Churchill (1961), Batchelor (1974), Hadley (1986); Leong et al. (1997)]. The sintering 
process creates excellent connections (solid-to-solid contact zones) between the partic1es 
or fibers; and most of the available analytical correlations do not properly account for this 
effect of the sintering process [Kunii and Smith (1960); Hadley (1986); Leong et al. 
(1997)]. 
Analytical and experimental investigations of the effective properties of sintered 
metal powders and fibers have been conducted and reported by Kunz et al. (1967), 
Soliman et al. (1970), Alexander (1972), Singh et al. (1973), Van Sant and Malet (1975), 
Hadley (1986), Peterson and Fletcher (1987), Chang (1990), Mantel and Chang (1991), 
Bonnefoy et al. (2004), and Atabaki and Baliga (2005a). 
Details of some of the above-mentioned and other contributions on this topie are 
presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
1.4.5 CPLs and LHPs 
This thesis is mainly concemed with loop heat pipes (LHPs). However, because of 
the conceptual similarities between LHPs and capillary pumped loops (CPLs), published 
works that deal with computational and experimental studies of both these devices are 
reviewed in this subsection. Generally, it is easier to start and maintain steady-steady 
operation of LHPs than that of CPLs. Thus, in the published literature, relatively little 
attention has been paid to the startup and transient operating aspects of LHPs, while 
many researchers have described these features and also the role of the two-phase 
reservoir in CPLs. In addition, some pressure and temperature oscillations (time-periodic 
and also irregular) could occur during the post-startup operation of CPLs, even with a 
fixed rate of heat input; and these phenomena too have received attention in the literature. 
Though such problems are either not present or less frequently encountered in the 
operation of LHPs, knowledge of the physical phenomena that cause or sustain the 
aforementioned oscillations in CPLs could be helpful to designers of LHPs. 
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As was mentioned previously (see Section 1.3), the design, construction, and 
experiments on a flat-evaporator LHP, and also the formulation and testing of a network 
thermofluid mode! for this LHP, are among the specific objectives of this work. This 
particular LHP does not have a compensation chamber integrated with the flat 
evaporator; in this sense, it is physically and conceptually different from conventional 
LHPs, such as that shown in Figure 1.2. Rather, an external two-phase reservoir is 
attached to the liquid-transport line of the proposed LHP for charging purposes and also 
to facilitate the achievement of a desired phase distribution of the working fluid prior to 
startup: Subsequent to startup, this reservoir is disconnected (isolated) from the LHP (full 
details of this LHP and its operation are given in Chapter 4). Therefore, during startup, 
this LHP behaves like a CPL. Thus, it was essential in this work to develop an 
understanding of the startup process of CPLs: The related works are reviewed concisely 
in this subsection. 
In this subsection, first, papers that deal with the startup and the transient operations 
of CPLs and LHPs are reviewed. Following that, attention is devoted to works on 
modeling and experimental investigations of the steady-state operation ofLHPs. 
1.4.5.1 Startup and Transient Operation of CPLs and LHPs 
Kiper et al. (1990) designed and constructed a CPL and tested it in both transient and 
steady-state modes of operation, with water as the working fluid. For the transient mode 
of operation, they applied step-shaped power inputs of 200 W and 300 W to the 
evaporator of the CPL. For both of these power inputs, they found that the temperature of 
the evaporator increased linearly with time for the first 65 s, and then asymptotically 
approached the steady-state operating condition. They also studied the effect of liquid 
subcooling at the inlet of the evaporator section for power inputs in the range 50 W to 
300 W. In these experiments, the liquid was passed through a subcooler before it entered 
the evaporator section. A significant influence of this subcooling on the CPL 
performance was reported. In tests with low subcooling, evaporator dry-out occurred 
even at low power inputs. 
Kiper et al. (1990) also proposed a lumped-heat-capacity model to predict the 
transient operating temperature of their CPL: Their predicted and experimental results 
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compared quite favorably. They also proposed a mode! of the steady-state operation of 
this CPL, in which it is assumed that the heat transfer through the liquid-saturated wick is 
due to pure conduction and the effect of subcooling (that takes place outside the 
evaporator and the wick) is introduced via a constant term in the corresponding energy 
equation (volumetric heat sink). This steady-state model yielded a parabolic temperature 
profile across the wick, with the minimum temperature located within the wick structure. 
In their experimental setup, the wick was heated from below and the liquid evaporation 
took place in the vicinity of its top surface. The subcooled liquid also entered the wick 
from below. For these conditions, the aforementioned parabolic temperature profile 
predicted by their steady-state model is physica11y unrealistic. Thus, it is clear that theit 
steady-state model needs improvements. 
Cullimore (1991) has conducted an analytical study of CPL startup transients. In this 
study, he draws heavily on his laboratory experiences. The work is focused on an analysis 
of a generic CPL with ammonia as the working fluid. In addition to the start-up behavior, 
potential failure mechanisms, which might be neglected in the design process, were 
considered in this study. Cullimore mentions in this article that to start a CPL 
successfully, the evaporator must be primed or, in other words, the wick must be 
completely wetted. One way to achieve this condition is to heat the reservoir prior to the 
startup so that it becomes the hotte st component in the CPL and causes all vapor bubbles 
in the rest of the loop to eventually collapse. Cullimore also points out in this paper that 
the liquid in all vapor passages (groves, vapor collector, and vapor-transport line) must be 
cleared off during the startup process; and the displaced liquid must flow to the reservoir 
through the vapor-transport line and the condenser: Various aspects ofthis clearing of the 
liquid in the vapor passages are discussed in Cullimore's work. 
Ku (1993) has presented an overview of CPL technology from the late 1970s to 
1993. He describes various existing designs, inc1uding two experimental CPLs (CPL 1 
and CPL2) with multiple cylindrical evaporators used at the NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Center. In these NASA CPLs, arnmonia was used as the working fluid and the maximum 
heat flux (applied to the evaporators) was about 15x104 W/m2• In this paper, Ku has 
discussed the following performance anomalies observed in CPLs: a) sudden depriming 
of the evaporators (drying-out of the wick); b) evaporator depriming during rapid step-
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down of the power input; and c) pressure oscillations during steady-state operation. The 
following possible causes of depriming of the evaporators after several hours of steady-
state operation have been mentioned: Accumulation of non-condensable gases in the 
wick; and expansion and penetration of the vapor into the wick during startup. No 
operating problems were detected during sudden step-up of the power input to the 
evaporator. However, during rapid power step-downs, the condenser becomes less active, 
and, therefore, a sudden displacement of the liquid phase of the working fluid from the 
reservoir towards the condenser (in the reverse direction to the normal fluid flow in the 
loop) can cause sorne instabilities [Ku (1993)]. 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the distribution of the liquid phase of the 
working fluid between the reservoir and the loop in CPLs is govemed by the balance 
between the saturation pressure in the reservoir and that within the loop. As mentioned by 
Ku (1993), even small changes in the operating temperatures of the fluid in loop or the 
reservoir during steady-state operation can lead to pressure imbalances and oscillations in 
the CPL. The interaction between the reservoir, the evaporator, and the condenser during 
such transient operation of CPLs are quite complex, not very well understood, and 
require further investigations. 
The pressure and temperature oscillations during the operation of CPLs are also the 
subject of many other studies. High-frequency pressure oscillations are thought to be 
related to hydrodynamic interactions between the fluid in the reservoir and that in the 
loop [Muraoka et al. (2001)]. Hoang and Ku (1996) have conducted a theoretical studyof 
the hydrodynamic stability of CPLs. They have proposed an increase in the flow 
resistance in the line connecting the reservoir to the loop as a means of improving the 
stability and damping of the aforementioned pressure oscillations. 
Kiper et al. (1988, 1990) analytically modeled the transient rate of heat conduction 
from the evaporator to the piping at its inlet. Their goal was to explain temperature 
oscillations observed experimentally at the surface of the evaporator inlet pipe in one of 
the CPLs they tested. They found a criterion for a critical value of the steady-state power 
input to the evaporator beyond which the inlet pipe surface temperature could oscillate in 
an unstable way. They compared their model predictions with the results obtained from 
one of their experimental runs and reported relatively good agreement. Their criterion 
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implies that at a given steady-state power input to the evaporator, larger values of the 
following parameters would help in preventing the occurrence of the aforementioned 
temperature oscillations: Inlet pipe diameter; heat transfer coefficient at the entrance of 
the evaporator; thermal conductivity of the inlet pipe wall; and degree of subcooling. 
ln the model of Kiper et al. (1988, 1990), no hydrodynamic oscillations or backward-
and-forward motion of the liquid entering the evaporator were considered, and the 
experimental results (measured temperature) pertain to the pipe wall (not the fluid). 
Furthermore, they did not provide any measurements of the pressure difference across the 
evaporator: Such data (if measured) could help to determine if liquid flow oscillations 
accompany those in the temperature of the wall of the inlet pipe of the evaporator. 
Ku (1993) has pointed out the importance of having a proper working fluid phase 
distribution (charging strategy) in CPLs prior to the startup. He investigated the 
implications of having the whole loop either fully or only partially flooded with the liquid 
phase of the working fluid before the startup. In the partially flooded case, the vapor-
transport line was filled with the vapor phase while the condenser, the liquid-transport 
line, and the evaporator were filled with the liquid phase: To ensure that this fluid phase 
distribution was achieved (at one-g, or in ground tests), the vapor lines of the 
experimental CPLs studied were located at an elevation of about 0.1 m higher than the 
rest of the loop: Ku (1993) maintains that the startup under this condition is easier as it 
leads to lower superheat (amount by which the saturated vapor temperature in the 
evaporator exceeds the saturation temperature set in the reservoir), and, therefore, less 
chance of evaporator depriming; in addition, the loop experiences a lower pressure spike 
during the startup than that associated with a fully-flooded loop (where a sharp pressure 
spike is caused by rapid emptying of the liquid phase from the vapor-transport line). 
The thermodynamics of CPLs has been discussed by Ku (1994). In this paper, a 
discussion of the steady-state operation of CPLs for both constant- and variable-
conductance modes is presented, and the related thermodynamic pro cesses are presented 
(and interpreted) on pressure-temperature (P-T) and temperature-entropy (T-S) diagrams. 
In a follow-up paper, Hoang and Ku (1996) have focused on sorne of the main problems 
that occur during startup of CPLs (such as depriming of the evaporator). In addition, 
Hoang and Ku (1996) have stressed the necessity of a detailed study of the onset of 
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nucleate boiling in a flooded evaporator and presented an equation for calculating the 
pressure spike at the onset of this nucleate boiling. 
Platel et al. (1995) have experimentally studied the heat transport capacity of a CPL 
with two parallel evaporators and one condenser. Dichloro-difluoro carbon (CChF2; R12) 
was used as the working fluid. Tests were performed for an operating temperature of 
about 30°C (set point in the two-phase reservoir) corresponding to an operating pressure 
of 7.42 bar. For a polyethylene wick with an effective pore size of 10 jlffi, the maximum 
capillary pressure registered was about 2000 Pa. The maximum rate of heat transported 
was 600 W from the evaporators (300 W from each of the two evaporators) to the 
condenser, over an equivalent length of23 m; the minimum rate ofheat transported in the 
tests was 10 W. Startup and transient behaviors of the CPL were also studied, and 
significant temperature and pressure oscillations in the reservoir were reported. 
Platel et al. (1996) formulated a mathematical model to simulate unsteady behavior of 
the CPL used in the above-mentioned experimental studies of Platel et al. (1995). They 
developed an expression for the determination of the radius of curvature of the liquid-
vapor interface in the pores of the wick as a function of the interface saturation 
temperature, vapor pressure, and the liquid velocity in the wick. By controlling the 
saturation temperature in the reservoir, they were able to keep the operating temperatures 
and pressures in loop of the CPL essentially constant. 
Li and Ochterbeck (1999) have presented a numerical and experimental study of the 
effect of wick thermal conductivity on the startup of a CPL. They showed that thick 
wicks with low thermal-conductivity are preferable with respect to startup: With thin 
wicks, they observed sudden generation of vapor bubbles and even boiling directly in the 
liquid core of the cylindrical evaporator, resulting in rapid dry-out of the wick; similarly, 
for a wick ofhigh thermal conductivity, they noticed that the high rate ofheat conduction 
through the wick structure could cause the ons et of nucleate boiling in the liquid core, 
and the vapor could penetrate into the wick rather than remain confined in the grooved 
channels of the evaporator. 
LaClair and Mudawar (2000) studied the thermal transients in the evaporator of a 
CPL prior to the initiation of nucleate boiling. An unsteady heat conduction equation 
applied to the evaporator was solved analytically (using Green's Function method). They 
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showed that to maximize the probability of a successful startup, it is necessary to 
maintain a minimum difference between the temperature of the fluid in the vapor grooves 
and that in liquid core (initial subcooling level). This was achieved by applying a 
sufficiently large heat flux to the evaporator. However, they also noted that there were 
sorne limits to this technique: For example, a very large heat flux could cause rapid 
boiling within the liquid in the vapor grooves during startup, and lead to a large pressure 
surge; if this pressure surge became too large, it could force vapor into the wick and lead 
to startup failure. LaClair and Mudawar (2000) also pointed out that a wick with high 
thermal conductivity decreases the degree of subcooling and reduces the chance of a 
successful startup, confirming similar earlier findings of Li and Ochterbeck (1999). 
Muraoka et al. (1998, 2001) have presented numerical and experimental studies of a 
LHP with a porous element in both the evaporator and the condenser. They formulated a 
mathematical model (based on a nodal method) to simulate the transient behavior of this 
LHP. In this method, the physical system is divided into a finite number of isothermal 
regions and each of these regions is assigned a node; and the system of discretized energy 
equations for each node is solved numerically. The LHP used in their experimental 
investigation consisted of a flat (disk-type) evaporator, a flat (disk-type) condenser, and 
two connecting pipes. The working fluid was ethanol, and disk-type plates made of 
sintered bronze were used as the wicks in both the evaporator and the condenser. This 
loop does not have a two-phase reservoir normally used in CPLs or a compensation 
chamber usually integrated with the evaporator of a LHP. Therefore, their LHP had a 
fixed mass of the active working fluid and an essentially fixed location of the liquid-
vapor interface in the evaporator and the condenser (within the wicks). The reason for not 
using a two-phase reservoir (akin to that used in CPLs) was to reduce the pressure 
oscillations (and the related potential for failure) associated with the interactions between 
the fluid in the reservoir and that in the loop. 
Muraoka et al. (1998, 2001) have also presented results for the steady-state 
performance of their LHP for power inputs of 73W and 120W, and heat-sink 
temperatures of 30°C, 40°C, and 60°C. The evaporator saturation temperature for these 
conditions ranged from 61.8°C to 75.6°C, and the total thermal conductance was in the 
range 2.2 W/oC to 4.4 W/oC (the corresponding total thermal resistance ranged from 0.23 
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°C/W to 0.45 °C/W). Their results showed that for a constant power input of 120W 
applied to the evaporator, the total thermal conductance increases with increasing the 
heat-sink temperature (thermal resistance decreases). They claimed excellent agreement 
between their numerical predictions and experimental results, with the differences not 
exceeding 1%: This level of agreement seems a bit exaggerated or it could be a 
typographical error. 
Muraoka et al. (1998,2001) also did experiments on the transient operation oftheir 
LHP, by performing power cycling (120W to OW) with a constant heat-sink temperature, 
and also by varying the heat sink temperature between 30°C to 60°C while maintaining a 
constant power input. They also visualized the fluid flow in the evaporator (designed to 
be partly transparent) and observed that vapor bubbles were present in the liquid core 
(liquid pool) below the wick almost aH the time during the operation of the loop: These 
bubbles oscillated; and during the power step-down test, they grew rapidly and pushed 
the liquid in the reverse direction out of the evaporator and towards the condenser. 
1.4.5.2 Steady-State Operation of LHPs 
Dickey and Peterson (1994) have conducted experimental and analytical 
investigations of the thermal performance of a CPL with ammonia as the working fluid. 
The external two-phase reservoir typically used in CPLs was absent in their loop, thus it 
resembled LHPs more than conventional CPLs. Both the evaporator and condenser of 
this loop were 120 mm long pipes with an outside diameter of 12 mm. The vapor- and 
liquid-transport lines were made of stainless steel pipes of length 3 m with inner 
diameters of 3 mm and 2 mm, respectively. The wick was made from sintered nickel 
powder with a maximum effective pore radius of about 1.5 J.1ITl and a porosity of 70%. 
They studied the influence of the power input to the evaporator and also adverse tilts 
(operation against gravity) on the steady-state performance of the loop. They also 
presented an analytical model for the prediction of the steady-state performance of the 
loop: This model is based on an energy balance on the evaporator and condenser (lumped 
model), and ca1culations of pressure loss through the transport lines and the wick; and 
gravitational heads were incorporated in this model, when needed. However, the two-
phase pressure drop in the condenser was neglected. The analytical model presented by 
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Dickey and Peterson (1994) is relatively simple: For example, the heat transfer from the 
subcooled section of the condenser to the heat sink was modeled using an average liquid 
temperature (for the entire subcooled length) and a prescribed constant temperature ofthe 
pipe wall. Axial variation of the temperature of the liquid flowing through the subcooled 
section of the condenser could easily be integrated in this model to provide better 
estimates of both the rate of heat transfer and the exit temperature. Despite the 
aforementioned simplicity of their. model, relatively good agreements between the model 
predictions and the experimental data were reported. 
Many researchers have studied the thermodynamics of LHPs. For example, the 
different processes that the working fluid undergoes during the steady-state operation of 
LHPs are presented and interpreted on P-T diagrams in the works of Dickey and Peterson 
(1994), Kiseev et al. (1997), Parker (2000), and Atabaki and Baliga (2003). In Chapter 2 
of this thesis, the different processes that occur inside a conventional LHP during steady-
state operation are demonstrated on a P-T diagram and discussed in detail. In Chapter 5 
of this thesis, a P-T diagram is used to represent the processes inside an LHP with a flat 
(plate-type) evaporator and a fixed active mass of working fluid (water): This LHP was 
specially designed and used in this research (full details are given in Chapter 4). 
Bienert and Wolf (1995) presented an analytical model and test results for an LHP. 
Unfortunately, full details of the experimental setups were not provided. Their analytical 
model is based on pressure and energy balances on each element of the LHP; the energy 
balances are formulated and solved using a combined lumped parameter/nodal approach; 
the evaporator and the compensation chamber are treated as lumped parameters; and the 
remainder of the loop is treated using a nodal network approach. They have presented 
experimental results for the steady-state performance of the LHP, operating in both 
variable- and fixed-conductance modes. They also noted that these two modes of 
operation may not be fully established in every test case; furthermore, depending on the 
thermal coupling to the ambient environment, one or the other mode may be suppressed. 
Bienert and Wolf (1995) have also discussed the possibility of using active thermal 
control in the operation of LHPs. They have presented results obtained with thermostatic 
control (heating) of the compensation chamber of their LHP, which was operated at 
temperatures above that of the ambient environment in these tests. They found that for a 
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given sink temperature, the available control range is limited by the heat rejection 
capability of the condenser: In other words, for a given temperature setpoint in the 
compensation chamber, their technique could provide active control of the steady-state 
operating temperatures in the LHP until the condenser was unable to handle the rejection 
of the total power input. Thus, when the temperature setpoint was elevated, the heat 
rejection capability of the condenser increased and thermal control became possible over 
a wider range ofthe total power input to the evaporator/compfmsation chamber assembly. 
Wirsch and Thomas (1996) have conducted and reported experimental, analytical, 
and numerical studies of the performance of an LHP made of stainless steel and operated 
with ammonia as the working fluid. In their work, for a given power input to the 
evaporator, the cooling rate in the condenser was adjusted (by increasing or reducing the 
flowrate of the refrigerant) to keep the temperature of the fluid in vapor-transport line 
constant (set-point temperature). The evaporator was equipped with a cylindrical sintered 
nickel-powder wick, and it was fitted in a flat aluminum saddle. Two tests were 
performed for vapor-transport line temperatures of 40 Oc and 50 oC, and the maximum 
power inputs that could be handled by the LHP were determined. This highest power-
input point was 337 W for a vapor-line temperature of 50 oC: At this point, there was 
insufficient amount of liquid to keep the wick wet, the evaporator temperature rose 
suddenly, and the evaporator eventually dried out. However, when the vapor-transport 
line temperature was set at 40 oC, the maximum heat-rejection capacity of the condenser 
was about 260 W (condenser limit): For this limiting power input, the dry-out condition 
was not reached in the evaporator. An effective thermal resistance was also calculated 
from the experimental results, using the input power and the temperature difference 
between the average steady-state temperatures of the evaporator and the condenser. This 
effective thermal resistance decreased when the power input was increased: Its minimum 
sustainable value was 0.085 oC/W. In addition, it was noted that the average effective 
thermal resistance for a vapor-transport line temperature of 50 oC was lower than that 
obtained when this temperature was set at 40 oc. 
Wirsch and Thomas (1996) used a finite element analysis to model the steady-state 
conduction heat transfer in the evaporator assembly (aluminum saddle, thermal grease, 
and stainless steel evaporator shell). This model considered heat transfer from a strip 
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heater to the saddle, which was then conducted to and through the evaporator stainless 
wall, and finally lost at the inside radius of the evaporator wall via an evaporative 
convection boundary condition. Values of the evaporative heat transfer coefficient were 
ca1culated using the results obtained from the experiments, as a function of the power 
input and difference in the temperature of the vapor-transport line and the average 
evaporator temperature. The numerical predictions of the average evaporator temperature 
(outer surface) showed relatively good agreement with the corresponding experimental 
data. 
Mulholland et al. (1999) used an analytical model developed by Dynatherm 
Corporation to predict the operation characteristics of an 800 W LHP tested at the V.S. 
Air Force Research Laboratory. The liquid-line of this LHP enters the transition section 
between the evaporator and the compensation chamber (CC), instead of in the CC itself, 
and this was accounted for by modifying the analytical model. In addition, a weighting 
factor was introduced to predict the temperature of the liquid entering the wick as a 
function of its temperatures in the compensation chamber and at the exit of the liquid-
transport line. Their model predictions are in relatively good agreement with 
experimental results for power levels between 50 W and 600 W. 
Kaya and Hoang (1999) have put forward a mathematical model ofLHPs. This model 
is based on steady-state energy conservation equations and pressure drop calculations. 
The model was validated by using it to simulate two different LHPs (labeled the GLAS-
LHP and the NRL-LHP) and comparing its predictions to the available experimental data. 
NASA designed the GLAS-LHP for thermal control of the Geoscience Laser Altimeter 
System (GLAS), and the NRL-LHP was designed and built for the V.S. Naval Research 
Laboratory (NRL). Comparisons of corresponding computational and experimental 
results showed good agreements (within 5%). In the model, it was assumed that the 
compensation chamber was always filled with a two-phase (liquid and vapor) fluid 
mixture, and this ensured that the required mass and phase distribution in the 100p were 
automatically satisfied: In other words, the size of the compensation chamber was 
appropriate to absorb any excess fluid pushed into it from the condenser while 
maintaining the fluid inside it in a two-phase condition. It was also assumed that in the 
compensation chamber, the retuming subcooled liquid from the condenser would be 
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heated up to the saturation temperature of the liquid entering the inner surface of the 
wick, with the required energy coming from heat transfer from the ambient environment 
(through the compensation chamber envelope) and heat leak from the evaporator. The 
heat rejection in the condenser was divided into two-phase and subcooled parts. The 
condenser tube was attached on one side to a plate with embedded pipes through which a 
coolant (a refrigerant) was circulated to simulate a uniform-temperature thermal sink; the 
other si de of the condenser pipe was exposed to the ambient environment: In the model 
of this condenser, the heat exchange with the ambient environment (the so-called 
"parasite heat transfer") was inc1uded. However, details of how the heat transfer surface 
of the condenser tube was divided to take into account heat transfer both to (or from) the 
ambient environment and to the sink (cooling plate) are not provided. 
Kaya and Hoang (1999) observed that the GLAS-LHP operated in the variable-
conductance mode for power inputs to the evaporator of less than 100 W. The operating 
temperature (saturation temperature in the vapor grooves of the evaporator) in this mode 
decreases to a minimum with increasing power input up to 100 W. For power inputs 
above 100 W, the LHP operated in the fixed-conductance mode: This was demonstrated 
by the linear rise in the operating temperature with increase in the power input. These 
experimental results were used to test a network thermofluid model proposed in this 
thesis (details are presented in Chapter 2). 
Pastukhov et al. (2003) studied miniature LHPs (cylindrical evaporator less than 6 
mm in diameter, and connecting lines ranging from 1.5 mm to 2 mm in diameter) 
designed for applications in electronics cooling. These LHPs could handle power inputs 
of up to 30 W with heat transfer distances up to 0.25 m, and were used for cooling the 
central processing unit (CPU) of a mobile personal computer (PC). They built six 
different LHPs, with different sizes, sink designs, and wick materials. Ammonia and 
acetone were used as the working fluids. With an air-cooled heat sink, the total thermal 
resistance (from the source to the sink) ranged from 1.4 °C/W to 4.0 oC/W. These LHPs 
were tested successfully in the one-g condition for a variety of orientations. 
Kaya and Ku (2003) experimentally and computationally studied the thermal 
characteristics of a small LHP operated with ammonia as the working fluid. The 
cylindrical evaporator of this LHP was made of aluminum and had an outer diameter of 
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13 mm and a length of 120 mm; and its transport lines were also made of aluminum and 
had an inner diameter of 2.5 mm. This LHP has a sintered nickel wick with effective pore 
radius of less than 1.2Jiffi and porosity of 60%. This LHP was successfully started with 
evaporator input power as low as 5 W and for different loop orientations (compensation 
chamber above evaporator, evaporator above the compensation chamber, and condenser 
above the evaporator). The steady-state performance of this LHP was studied for input 
power ranging from 5 W to about 250 W and evaporator temperature ranging from 250 K 
to 325 K. The sink temperature was fixed at about 233 K. For evaporator power input of 
above 40 W, the steady-state performance of the loop indicated operation in the fixed-
conductance mode. 
Kaya and Ku (2003) modified and used the mathematical model of Kaya and Hoang 
(1999) for computer simulations of the steady-state performance of the above-mentioned 
small LHP. In the modified model of Kaya and Ku (2003), the heat leak formulation 
accounts for the effect of the radial mass flow rate through the wick, rather than treat this 
heat transfer as just pure conduction as was done in the model of Kaya and Hoang 
(1999). The predictions obtained with the modified model were within 8.5 K of the 
experimental temperature measurements that ranged from 250 K to 320 K (sink 
temperature was fixed at about 233 K). As noted by the authors, these model predictions 
for the small LHP are less satisfactory than those obtained for the larger GLAS-LHP. 
Atabaki and Baliga (2003) presented a network thermofluid model for steady-state 
operation of an LHP with a cylindrical evaporator. Mathematical models of the fluid flow 
and heat transfer in each of the elements of this LHP, and collectively of the entire LHP, 
were proposed and discussed. Experimental results provided by Kaya and Hoang (1999) 
for the GLAS-LHP operated with ammonia as the working fluid were used to validate the 
model. Full detail of this model and its results are discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
Cimbala et al. (2004) used both real-time neutron radioscopy and single-exposure 
neutron radiography in an experimental study of an LHP to visualize the fluid flow and 
the phase distribution. This LHP had a cylindrical evaporator made of aluminum and it 
was operated with ammonia as the working fluid. Aluminum is nearly transparent to 
thermal neutrons, and the liquid-phase and vapor-phase of ammonia (and also of water) 
are visually distinguished (liquid is darker), since their mass densities are very different 
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from each other. With this method, Cimbala and his colleagues were able to visualize 
pmial dry-out of the wick, the liquid-vapor interface location in the condenser, and the 
fluid flow in the vapor- and liquid-transport lines. This method of visualizing the fluid 
flow and phase distribution holds great promise, and it is recommended for use in future 
investigations aimed at improving the understanding and modeling of LHPs (and also 
HPs and CPLs). 
Riehl and Dutra (2005) experimentally studied an LHP made of stainless steel. This 
LHP had a cylindrical evaporator designed to handle power inputs up to 70 W with 
acetone as the working fluid. The wick of this LHP was made of an ultra high molecular 
weight (UHMW) polyethylene. The heat source temperature was limited to 85 oC. The 
condenser of this LHP was in excellent thermal contact with an aluminum plate 
embedded with internaI channels through which a coolant supplied from constant-
temperature bath set at -5 oC was circulated. They used the model proposed by Kaya and 
Hoang (1999) for the design and prediction of the thermal behavior of this LHP. The 
experimental results pertaining to the steady-state performance of this LHP were found to 
be in good agreement with those predicted by the aforementioned model (relative 
differences less than ::;; 5%). The steady-state operating temperature ranged from about 
20 oC to 80 oC for the power inputs in the range 2 W to 70 W. 
1.5 THESIS ORGANIZATION 
In earlier sections of this chapter (Chapter 1), sorne background discussions (of HPs, 
LHPs, and CPLs), the motivation for this work, its specific objectives, and a review of 
the literature relevant to this research were presented. 
In Chapter 2, a basic network thermofluid model for conventional LHPs is presented. 
The application of this basic model to an LHP (with a cylindrical evaporator and 
ammonia as the working fluid) and a comparison of the predicted results with 
experimental results taken from the published Iiterature are aiso presented and discussed 
in Chapter 2. 
In Chapter 3, the experimental apparatus and procedures that were designed and 
implemented for the determination of the porosity, the maximum effective pore size, the 
effective permeability, and the effective. thermal conductivity of water-saturated sintered 
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powder-metal plates are presented and discussed. The applications of these techniques to 
two porous plates, one made of nickel 200 and the other of stainless steel 316, and the 
results are also presented and discussed in Chapter 3. 
In Chapter 4, details of an LHP with a fiat (plate-type) evaporator and a fixed mass of 
active working fluid are presented. This LHP was designed, constructed, and used in this 
work. The overall setup and procedures that were used in an experimental investigation 
of this LHP are also described in this chapter. 
In Chapter 5, an extended version of the network thermofluid model of LHPs 
presented in Chapter 2 is presented and discussed. This model is designed for computer 
simulations of the LHP described in Chapter 4. 
Computational and experimental results that pertain to the LHP described in Chapter 
4 are presented and discussed in Chapter 6. 
In Chapter 7 (the concluding chapter), the contributions ofthis thesis are summarized 
and sorne suggestions for extensions of this work are provided. 
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Chapter 2: 
A Basic Network Thermofluid Model of Loop Heat Pipes 
In this chapter, a basic network thermofluid model of loop heat pIpes (LHPs) 
operating under steady-state conditions is presented. The model is formulated for the 
simulation of a simple LHP, with one cylindrical evaporator, a vapor-transport line, a 
single condenser, a liquid-transport line, and a compensation chamber, as shown 
schematically in Figure 2.1. The working fluid considered here is ammonia, but the 
proposed mode! can be adapted to any suitable working fluid by simply changing the 
inputs of thermofluid property data. 
The objective of the work described in this chapter is to formulate a basic network 
thermofluid models of LHPs, based on re!atively rudimentary treatments of the fluid flow 
and heat transfer phenomena in the vapor- and liquid-transport lines, and also in the two-
phase and single-phase regions of the condenser, but still capable of at least qualitatively 
accurate predictions. Such a model would be useful not only in illustrating the main steps 
in the formulation of network thermofluid models of LHPs, but also a tool for 
preliminary designs of LHPs akin to that shown in Figure 2.1. In order to check this 
desired capability of the proposed model, it was applied to an LHP similar to one 
investigated experimentally by Kaya and Hoang (1999). The details of this exercise, the 
predicted results, and their comparison with the experimental results of Kaya and Hoang 
(1999) are presented in this chapter. 
An extended version of this basic network thermofluid model is presented in Chapter 
5. The extend model is suitable for simulations of LHPs with a flat evaporator and fixed 
active mass of working fluid, similar to the one designed, constructed, and used in the 
experimental phase of this research (details are provided in Chapter 4). The proposed 
extended model also incorporates more sophisticated and/or complete treatments of the 
fluid flow and heat transfer processes in the vapor- and liquid-transport lines and in the 
condenser than those used in the basic model described in this chapter. 
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2.1 THERMODYNAMICS 
Figure 2.1 sets the stage for a discussion of the different thermodynamics pro cesses 
that the working fluid undergoes during the steady-state cyc1ical operation of the LHPs 
for which the proposed basic network thermofluid model is formulated. The 
thermodynamic states of the working fluid at each of the points shown in Figure 2.1 are 
presented in a pressure-temperature (P-T) diagram given in Figure 2.2. Ku (1994) has 
presented a similar study for a capillary pumped loop (CPL). In the following 
presentation, the effects of gravit y on the thermofluid processes inside the LHP shown in 
Figure 2.1 are totally neglected, mainly for convenience in the presentation, and it is 
assumed the evaporator and condenser sections are at the same elevation. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the loop heat pipe considered in the formulation 
of the basic network thermofluid model. 
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At point 1 in the evaporator grooves, the fluid is vaporized at the saturation 
temperature T] and the corresponding pressure p]. This point has the highest 
thermodynamic (static) pressure in the loop. The vapor then flows through the grooves 
(channels) and reaches the vapor accumulation area at the end of the evaporator, point 2. 
A uniform heat flux is added to the entire length of the evaporator, a part of which heats 
the vapor during its passage between point 1 to the exit of the channels. As shown in 
Figure 2.2, the vapor undergoes a heating process, accompanied by a pressure drop, 
during its passage through the channels. Therefore, the saturated vapor at point 1 arrives 
at point 2 in a slightly superheated state. 
The process 2-3 is assumed to be an adiabatic expanSIOn process, as the vapor-
transport line is well insulated. In this process, due to shear stress at the inner surface of 
the pipe wall, the pressure drops, so the vapor expands. The work dème by this shear 
stress on the vapor is converted to heat and this causes its temperature to rise. However, 
the temperature drop.due to vapor expansion and the temperature rise due to friction work 
counteract each other, and the 2-3 is as an essentially constant-temperature process. Thus, 
the vapor condition at point 3 could still be slightly superheated. 
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Figure 2.2: Pressure-temperature (P-T) diagram (not to scale) for the LHP considered in 
the formulation ofthe basic network thermofluid model. 
Under steady-state conditions, the rate at which heat is absorbed by the fluid in the 
evaporator and compensation chamber ensemble is equal to the rate ofheat rejection to a 
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thermal sink in the condenser. The superheated vapor entering the condenser unit cools to 
the saturation condition, point 4, usually in a small entrance length of the condenser. In 
this basic model, 3-4 is considered as a constant-pressure cooling of the vapor from T3 to 
T4, the saturation temperature, at the corresponding saturation pressure P 4 (P 4 ~ P 3). 
Between points 4 and 5, the saturated vapor (with 100% quality) condenses to 
saturated liquid (0% quality) and a pressure drop along the condenser pipe accompanies 
the process. This process is demonstrated on the saturation line in Figure 2.2. If the 
condenser length is long enough, the saturated liquid exits the condenser at point 6 in a 
sub-cooled condition. Therefore, the 5-6 is a cooling process with a pressure drop. 
The liquid-transport line is very well insulated. Therefore, the process 6-7 IS an 
adiabatic process, with a pressure drop. The viscous dissipation in this process is 
considered negligible; thus, it is presented on the P-T diagram as an isothermal process. 
The subcooled liquid then enters the compensation chamber at point 7. Generally, the 
compensation chamber would be filled with two phases, liquid and vapor, so it 
accommodates any thermal expansion (or contraction) of the fluid in the rest of the loop. 
T~e subcooled liquid enters the compensation chamber and mixes with the wanner two-
phase (saturated) fluid. The two-phase fluid is thus slightly cooled, and there is heat 
transfer from the ambient environment to the compensation chamber. Furthermore, a part 
of the heat input to the evaporator heats up the fluid in the compensation chamber by 
me ans of conduction through the wick material. This heat transfer through the wick is 
referred to as heat leak [Kaya and Hoang (1999)]. The liquid condition at point 8 is 
therefore determined by an energy balance on the compensation chamber, considering 
both heat transfer from the ambient and heat-Ieak from the evaporator. The process 7-8 is 
a heating process accompanied by a pressure drop, as presented in the P-T diagram. 
At point 8, the saturated liquid enters the wick and then moves up to the liquid-vapor 
interface. During this passage, the temperature of the saturated liquid rises, due to heat 
leak from the evaporator, and its pressure drops. At the liquid-vapor interface (point 9), 
the temperature of the liquid is equal to that of the saturated vapor (point 1). Therefore, 
the liquid is in a superheated state, because the saturation pressure at point 1 is higher 
than that of the liquid at point 9 (because of the pressure jump across the interface). That 
is why the process 9-1 is plotted as a dashed line in the vapor zone of the P-T diagram 
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(see Figure 2). Due to heat input at the interface, the superheated liquid evaporates in a 
constant temperature process from point 9 to 1 and its pressure jumps up due to the 
capillary head developed at the interface. It should be noted that point 9 has the lowest 
pressure in the loop, and the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium at the 
interface gives T9 = Tl. 
lt should also be noted that in many practical applications, the changes in temperature 
and pressure of the working fluid in the entire loop are relatively very small compared to 
their mean values: For example, as presented by Ku (1994), in an ammonia-CPL with a 
nominal operating temperature of 25°C and pressure of 1003.08 kPa, the temperature 
difference due to a pressure drop of 2000 Pa is just 0.07°C. These temperature and 
pressure changes have been exaggerated (not drawn to scale) in Figure 2.2 in order to aid 
the presentation. 
2.2 NETWORK MODEL 
As was discussed earlier, the LHP considered in this paper is composed of the 
following elements: evaporator, vapor-transport line, condenser, liquid-transport line, and 
the compensation chamber (see the schematic in Figure 2.1). Mathematical models of the 
fluid flow and heat transfer in each of these elements, and, collectively, in the whole 
loop, are presented in this section. Gravitational effects are ignored in these models. 
Furthermore, in the energy balance equations for the various elements of the LHP, the 
rates of viscous dissipation and changes in the kinetic energy of the fluid are assumed to 
be negligible in comparison with the other rates of energy transport. 
2.2.1 Evaporator 
The cylindrical evaporator is constructed of an intemally grooved pipe of circular 
cross section, with an annular wick installed on its inner surface, as illustrated 
schematically in Figure 2.3. The wick is made of a sintered powder metal. Under steady-
state conditions, the rate of power input applied to the evaporator, qapp' can be divided 
into three portions as follows: 
qapp = qvsh + qfg + qhl (2.1) 
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where qvsh is the rate of heat transfer to the saturated vapor during its pas~age through the 
grooved channels, qfg is the rate of heat transfer required for evaporation of the saturated 
liquid in the wick, and q hl is the rate of heat leak through the wick, from its vapor side to 
its liquid side. 
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Figure 2.3: Details of the cylindrical evaporator of the LHP. 
Liquid-vapor interface inside the wick: Under steady-state conditions, it is assumed 
that the liquid-vapor interface is located at the outer surface of the wick, and it is 
stationary there. Of the total input heat flux to the evaporator, a portion q;' is transferred 
by conduction through the grooved metal wall of the pipe to the outer surface of the wick 
(see Figure 2.3). This heat flux (q;') is assumed to be constant, and imposed at the liquid-
vapor interface, as shown in Figure 2.4. It is also assumed that the pores of the wick are 
uniformly distributed at the outer surface of the wick. In addition, the porosity, B, and 
permeability, K, of the porous sintered powder-metal wick are assumed to be essentially 
uniform. 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the liquid-vapor interface in one equivalent, or 
effective, pore at the outer surface of the wick structure. . 
The çonservation of mass at the interface, located at the outer surface of the wick, r = 
ra, for one pore (see Figure 2.4), implies that the mass flux across the interface is given: 
(2.2) 
where vvand VI denote the vapor and liquid absolute velocities, in the direction of fi, 
averaged across the interface, as shown in Figure 2.4. Thus, 
(2.3) 
A simplified momentum conservation statement normal to the curved interface is the 
following: 
(2.4) 
where (J is the surface tension at the vapor-liquid interface, rp is the pore radius, and Bd is 
the dynamic contact angle of the liquid-vapor interface. In the development of Eq. (2.4), 
the effect of the net normal viscous stresses acting on the interface has been considered 
negligible. Using Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), Eq. (2.4) can be rewritten as follows: 
(p"_~)=20"cosBd _( miDI J2(_1 __ 1 J (2.5) 
rp & 21rroL Pv PI 
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Figure 2.?: Schematic representations of the energy balances at the liquid-solid interface 
and solid portion of the wick outer surface (r = ro). 
With reference to Figure 2.5, a simplified energy balance at the liquid-vapor interface 
gives: 
m:Uv -il) = q;' -q;' (2.6) 
where Uv - il) = iJg is the enthalpy of evaporation of the working fluid, and 
(2.7) 
Combining Eqs. (2.2), (2.6), and (2.7), the energy balance equation at the liquid-vapor 
interface can be cast in the following form: 
mtoJJg +2trroL[(1-E)ks dT: 1 +Ekl dT; 1 ] dr r=r dr r=r 
o 0 
(2.8) 
At this stage, local thermal equilibrium [Whitaker (1999)] is assumed to prevail at the 
liquid-vapor interface: Thus, T: = T; = T = T
sat • In addition, an effective thermal 
conductivity of the wick is defined as follows: 
(2.9) 
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The topic of effective thermal conductivity of liquid-saturated sintered powder-metal 
wick is discussed in detail in Chapter 3, along with more sophisticated models for ke' 
Here, Eq. (2.9), which is commonly known as the parallel model, is considered adequate 
for illustrating the main steps in the formulation of the basic network thermofluid model. 
With these assumptions, the energy balance at the liquid-vapor interface, Eq. (2.8), can be 
expressed as follows: 
m'o,i Jg + 2nroLke dT 1 = 2nroL qj " 
dr r~ro 
(2.10) 
On the left-hand side of Eq. (2.10), the first term represents the total rate of heat input 
required for evaporation of the working fluid, qJg' and the second term is the rate ofheat 
leak, q hl • Thus, 
(2.11) 
Pressure drop and heat leak across the wick: It is assumed that the Darcy law 
[Kaviany (1999); Nield and Bejan (2006)] applies to the flow of the working fluid 
through the wick. Furthermore, preliminary computations revealed that the heat transfer 
inside the wick could be modeled as pure conduction, with the porous medium being 
assigned the effective thermal conductivity given in Eq. (2.9). With these assumptions, 
and with reference to the notation in Figure 2.6, it can be shown that the total pressure 
drop in the liquid and the rate of heat leak across the wick are given by the following 
expresslOns: 
M. = mlolf-ll ln(ro) 
Wlck 2 L K n PI r; 
(T -T ) 
= 2 Lk .wl w,enl 
qhl n e ( ) ln ro Ir; 
(2.12) 
Again, it is noted that the expression presented for the effective thermal conductivity 
in Eq. (2.9) corresponds to what is commonly known as the parallel model. Generally, 
this model overestimates the effective thermal conductivity of fluid-saturated sintered 
powder-metal wicks (it provides the upper llmit of this property). In Chapter 3 of this 
thesis, several existing models, including the parallel model, are presented and discussed. 
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In general, for liquid-saturated sintered powder-metal or fiber-metal wicks used in LHPs, 
the effective thermal conductivity should be determined experimentally or with more 
sophisticated (and appropriate) correlations (additional details are presented Chapter 3). 
Figure 2.6: Cross section of the wick and related notation. 
Grooved channels: It is assumed here (again, just to illustrate the formulation of the 
basic network thermofluid model) that the pipe of the evaporator has N channel s, or 
grooves, of trapezoidal cross section, as shown in Figure 2.6. Figure 2. 7 (top) represents 
schematically the vapor flow in each groove. The vapor flow in the groove could be 
laminar or turbulent. The vapor mass flow rate increases from zero at the start of the 
channel (closed end) to its maximum value at the open end. It is assumed that the rates of 
vapor flow and heat transfer in each of the N channels are the same. 
The vapor mass flux exiting the outer wick surface, m", is assumed to be uniform 
along the channel length: m" = & m:. The wick outer perimeter is divided by the number 
of grooves, N, to obtain the arc length, S = 2rcr,) / N , of the wick cross section associated 
with each groove, as shown in Figure 2.3. The axial mass flow rate of the vapor through 
each channel is denoted by mz . Then, mass continuity requirements yield the following 
expressiOns: 
mlOI = m"SNL ; mz = m"Sz = (miOI / N)(z / L) 
u = (miDI / N)(z / L)/(PvAG) 
(2.13) 
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where u is the average axial velocity of the vapor inside the groove at any z, and AG is the 
cross-sectional area of the groove. 
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Figure 2.7: Schematic illustrations of the vapor flow through the grooved channel (top): 
(a) mass balance, (b) axial force and momentum balance, and (c) energy balance, all on a 
control volume spanning a slice of the channel. 
The hydraulic diameter of the groove, Dh, the average Darcy friction factor, f, and the 
Reynolds number, ReL, at the end ofthe channel (z = L) are defined as follows: 
(2.14) 
In this analysis, it is assumed that the product f Re L is a constant and corresponds to 
its fully developed value. For Revl ~ 2300, the flow is considered laminar, and for fully-
developed flow f Revl is set equal to 64.0. For Revl >2300, the flow is considered 
turbulent, and the Colebrook and White correlation [Colebrook (1939); White (1991)] is 
used to estimate the friction factor (using an iterative procedure). Thus, 
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f = 64/ReL when ReL ~ 2300 
1/ 17 = -2.010g lO [( el Dh )/3.7 +( 2.51/(ReL 17))] when ReL> 2300 (2.15) 
With the se assumptions, the static pressure drop in the grooved channel is given by the 
following equation: 
l1P = _1_ ( m lol )2 + f ReL L JLvmlol 
channel A2 N 6 D2 LI N Pv G hPv·~ 
(2.16) 
The vapor flow Mach number is defined as: 
Mchannel = {mtol I(N PvAc;)} 1 ~YvR"T",abs (2.17) 
where Yv and Rvare the vapor specific heat ratio, (ç p 1 cv)v' and the specific gas constant, 
respectively. For Mchannel > 0.2, the effect of compressibility on friction factor is taken 
into account, following the recommendations of Chi (1976), as follows: 
( )
-1/2 fc Yv- 1 2 7 = 1 + -2-Mchannel {Laminar} 
( )
-3/4 ;= 1+Yv;1M:hannel (2.18) {Turbulent} 
. . 
The rate of heat input per unit length from the channel walls to the vapor, Q2' 1S 
assumed to be uniform over the length of the channel, and the specific enthalpy of the 
vapor is assumed to be only a function of temperature (di = C p,vdT). Thus, the 
temperature of the vapor in the channel is essentially invariant, and can be expressed as 
follows: 
T = 1'.ml + (q;NL) I(c p,VmlOl) 
or (2.19) 
T = T'al + qvsh I( C p,VmlOI) 
2.2.2 Vapor-Transport Line 
The vapor that accurnulates at the end of the evaporator enters the vapor-transport line 
(see Figure 2.1). In this model, the vapor-transport line is assumed to be made of a 
smooth pipe and has no bends (or the effects of any bends in this li ne are negligible). It is 
also assumed that entrance effects are negligible and fully-developed vapor flow prevails 
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throughout this line. The Darcy friction factor and the Reynolds number are defined as 
follows: 
(2.20) 
where Dv' is the inside diameter of the vapor-transport line. The total static pressure drop 
in the vapor-transport line is then given by the following equation [White (1991)]: 
M = (Iv/ Re v/) !lv/Lv/n,o, 
v/ 2 Pv,A.,D?t 
(2.21 ) 
The values of Iv, are obtained using Eq. (2.15), with Rev' replacing ReL. 
In the evaporator, if qvsh is negligible in comparison to the other rates of heat transfer, 
then the vapor enters the vapor-transport line in a saturated condition, rather than a 
superheated state. The saturation temperature is a direct function of the saturation 
pressure. Here, the vapor temperature drops along with the pressure in the transport line. 
Following Ku (1994), the Clapeyron equation is used to estimate the slope of the 
saturation pressure-temperature curve, and the temperature drop is calculated using this 
slope. This rudimentary approach was considered to be adequate in this basic transport 
model. The Clapeyron equation is the following: 
(dP/dT). =(ir.g /{T[_1 __ 1 ]}sat] 
, >al JI Pv p/ (2.22) 
2.2.3 Condenser 
The net rate of heat input to the ensemble of the evaporator and compensation 
chamber is rejected to a thermal sink in the condenser. The vapor reaches the condenser 
in a saturated state, an approximation that was discussed in the last subsection. The 
temperature of the saturated vapor at the inlet plane of the condenser is T:al,cd' which, due 
to the pressure drop in the vapor-transport line, is a bit lower than T.<al (T,al,cd < T"al) . It is 
assumed here that the condenser is built from a horizontal pipe covered with a metallic 
sleeve of high thermal conductivity. The outer surface of this sleeve is maintained at a 
constant temperature, T
sink • The condenser is shown schematically in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic representation ofvapor flow through the condenser. 
The possible states of the fluid at the exit of the condenser can be categorized as 
saturated-liquid, subcooled liquid, and two-phase mixture. Figure 2.8 shows a case where 
the fluid exits the condenser in a subcooled state, and the location where x = 0 (full 
condensation of the vapor) is within the condenser pipe (L;; < Led): The saturated vapor 
entering at temperature T:al-ed is condensed over the length L;;, and its saturation 
temperature drops slightly over this length due to the pressure drop. Over the remaining 
portion of the condenser length, L;~, the condensed liquid iscooled further, and it exits in 
a subcooled condition. Assuming that an average heat transfer coefficient in the 
subcooled region stays essentially constant, this process is shown in Figure 2.8 as an 
exponential decay of the fluid temperature. 
Two-phase part: In the two-phase region, the rate ofheat rejection to the sink is equal 
to the product of the rate of condensation of the fluid and its latent heat. Furthermore, 
under steady operating conditions, when the vapor condenses completely within the 
condenser (as shown in Figure 2.8) mcond = mlol . Thus: 
(2.23) 
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where qfgc is the rate of heat rejection that is needed from the inlet saturated-vapor to the 
thermal sink for complete condensation. The latent heat of evaporation of the working 
fluid at the temperature T'.at-cd is ifg,c' The average heat transfer coefficient in this region 
of the condenser is denoted by h~'P. DCd is the condenser pipe internaI diameter. L~d is 
the length of the two-phase region measured from the entrance of the condenser, and Twall 
is the pipe wall inner-surface temperature, which is considered constant in the two-phase 
region. In Eq. (2.23), h;'P, Twall ' and L~; are not known a priori. 
As was noted by Rohsenow (1985), at low condensation rates, the vapor velocities are 
low, permitting the liquid condensate inside the horizontal pipe to run off in a stratified 
condition. In this case, the condensate formed in the upper portion of the tube flows 
around the periphery to the bottom layer, which flows off in a kind of open-channel flow. 
Chato (1962) has presented the following correlation for calculating the average heat 
transfer-coefficient, h~'P , for this type of condensing flow: 
[ ( )e.']± h~'P = 0.7283 gPI Pl - Pv llfg,c J-Ll (T.,'al-cd - Twall ) DCd (2.24) 
where :J = 0.76 and 
(2.25) 
Eq. (2.24) is valid when the Reynolds number associated with the inlet vapor 
flow, Re = PvDcdV = mtotDcd ,is lower than 35,000. In the current study, it is assumed 
J-Lv J-LvAcd-PiPe 
that the Reynolds number is always less than this critical value. It should be noted that for 
higher values of Rey, the condensate liquid flow becomes annular, with a vapor core; at 
even higher values of Rey, the vapor core may contain a mist of liquid droplets 
[Rohsenow (1985)]. For these situations, Rohsenow (1985) presents a set of correlations 
for the calculation of the local heat transfer coefficient and the pressure-drop, based on 
the work of Traviss et al. (1973). For high mass flow rates, these correlations should be 
incorporated in the model, a task that is left for future works. Additional discussions of 
these and related issues are given in Chapter 5. 
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Eqs. (2.23) - (2.25) contain the term Twall ' which is not known a priori. Using the 
resistance analogy presented for the two-phase region in Figure 2.8, the following 
relation are used to relate Twall to I:ink: 
T,al-cd - Twal1 T,al-cd - I:ink 
= 
R2-phase R2-Phase + Rpipe-wall + Rcover-p'ale 
(2.26) 
Here, R2-phase is the thennal resistance between the saturated vapor and the inner pipe 
surface, and is given by R2-Phase =l/{h;''''(;rDcd L;:)}. RpiPe-wall and Rcover-p'ale are, 
respectively, the pipe wall and the coyer plate (sleeve) thermal resistances. These thermal 
resistances are calculated using the relations Rpipe-wall =ln(Dpo/Dcd)/(2;rL;:kc,PiPe) and 
Rcover-p,ale = ln( Dso / Dpo ) / (2;r L;;;kc,s'eeve); here, kc,pipe and kc,s'eeve are, respectively, the 
condenser pipe wall and sleeve-material (cover-plate) thermal conductivities; and Dsa 
and D po are the outside and inside diameters of the coyer plate (sleeve), respectively. A 
thermal conductance that is based on the inner diameter of the pipe and inc1udes both 
pipe-wall and coyer-plate thermal resistances is given by the following equation: 
(2.27) 
where U p-s depends on the geometry of the condenser and is considered to be known for 
the particular problem. An overall heat transfer coefficient based on the inner diameter of 
the pipe is now defined as follows: 
or (2.28) 
U:ar; = 1/( !'" +_l_J hm Up _s 
Substituting Eq. (2.28) into Eq. (2.26) and rearranging the terms, the following equation 
is obtained: 
(2.29) 
For given values of T,al-cd' mlol ' and I:ink' the three unknown values, h;,"', Twall and 
L;;;, can be determined using an iterative method to solve Eqs. (2.23) to (2.25), (2.28), 
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and (2.29). It should be noted that all fluid properties are detennined at the saturation 
temperature inside the condenser, 1'.al-cd' 
Eq. (2.23) can also be written as: 
(2.30) 
Once L~j is determined, it is compared to the total condenser pipe length, Led' As 
mentioned previously, three possible cases could exist: 
a) L~j= Led 
In this case, the fluid exits the condenser in the saturated liquid state. The saturation 
temperature is essentially 1'.al-cd' The vapor quality at the exit is Xvqual,cdexil = 0, and the 
total rate ofheat rejected in condenser section is: 
- -" - U2'P D L2'P (T T) qcd-rejeci - qfgc - mlollfg,c - IOI1r cd cd sai-cd - sink (2.31) 
b) L;'d> Led 
This situation occurs when the capability for the rate of heat rejection in the condenser is 
not enough to condense the vapor completely. Therefore, the fluid at the exit would be in 
a two-phase condition at the saturation temperature T,,'al-cd' The quality of the fluid at the 
exit would be 0 < Xvqual,cdexil < 1. The total rate ofheat rejected in the condenser section is: 
q cd-rejeci = mlOI (iv - iexil ,c ) = U~; 1r Dcd~d ( 1'.al-cd - I:ink ) (2.32) 
Here, qcd-rejeci <qfgc' iexil)S the fluid enthalpy at the exit of the condenser, and iv is the 
enthalpy of saturated vapor measured at T,,'al-cd' Both ieXiI,Cand qcd-;ejeci can be detennined 
from Eq. (2.32). Once iexil,C is calculated, the vapor quality at the exit can be detennined 
from: 
iexil,C = ivXvqual,cdexii + (1- Xvqual,cdexil )il (2.33) 
where hl is the enthalpy of the saturated liquid measured at Tml _ cd . 
) L2'P< L c cd cd 
This situation could occur for low rates of heat transfer across the loop. The ability of the 
condenser to reject heat is more than that required for complete condensation of inlet 
saturated vapor, and the x = 0 position is located within the condenser pipe. The heat 
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rejection to the sink is continued over the rest of the condenser pipe, and the fluid exits in 
a subcooled condition. The total rate ofheat rejection is calculated as follows: 
(2.34) 
where qsc' the rate of heat rejection from the condensed liquid which brings it to the 
subcooled state at the exit ofthe condenser, is given by the following equation: 
(2.35) 
To obtainqsc' T.xiI,c should be known first. The method for the determination of Texil,)s 
presented in the next subsection. 
In this work, the pressure drop in the two-phase part of the condenser is considered 
negligible, compared to the absolute value of the average pressure of the fluid in the 
condenser. In Chapter 5 of this thesis, a procedure is presented for the estimation of the 
two-phase pressure drop in the condenser section of LHPs. 
Single-phase part: In the subcooled region, neglecting viscous dissipation and axial 
diffusion terms, the energy balance on an infinitesimally thin control volume is presented 
schematically in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of energy balance on a slice of the subcooled 
portion of the condenser. 
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Assuming that the specifie enthalpy of the subcooled liquid is just a function of 
temperature (diz,sc = C p,ld4ulk-sc)' the energy equation in the subcooled region can be 
written as follows: 
d (Tbulk-SC - I:ink) _ 
(4Ulk-SC - I:ink ) 
(2.36) 
with the following boundary condition: at Zsc = 0, Tbulk-sc = Tsal-cd' The overall heat 
transfer coefficient is given by: 
U}:; = 1/( ~~ +_I_J 
hsc Up _s 
(2.37) 
The coyer-plate and pipe wall are made from a material of relatively high thermal 
conductivity, thus Twall would be quite close to T'.vink and essentially constant. Thus, 
assuming hydrodynamically and thermally fully-developed laminar flow and heat transfer 
in the subcooled region of the condenser, the Nusselt number in this region is given by: 
(2.38) 
The solution to the energy equation in the subcooled region is the following: 
- (U:/::IlDCd J' (r. T )/(T T) _ ,;,,,,,cp,l·" bulk-sc - sink sOI-cd - sink - e (2.39) 
The fluid temperature at the condenser exit, if there is a subcooled region, could be 
estimated by substitutiag Zsc = L:: in Eq. (2.39), which gives: 
_ (U!!rIlDCJ )z:,,'d 
T T (T T) m/o/cp,1 exi/,c = sink + sa/-cd - sink e (2.40) 
Once T.Xil,c is calculated, Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35) can be used to calculate the total rate of 
heat rejection in the condenser section. 
Assuming single-phase fully-developed flow, the pressure drop along the subcooled 
length of the condenser pipe is calculated using the following equation: 
( {' R ) 'Lsc ' M = J sc esc III ,sc cdm/o/ 
sC,cd 2 A D 2 
PI,sc cd ,pipe cd 
(2.41) 
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Here again, depending on the value of Resc ' it is first determined whether the flow is 
laminar or turbulent, and then appropriate correlations are used to calculate the product 
Ise Rese [see Eq. (2.15)]. 
2.2.4 Liquid-Transport Line 
The liquid-transport line, which connects the condenser to the compensation chamber, 
is made of a smooth pipe. Assuming the fluid exiting the condenser is in a saturated or 
subcooled liquid condition, this transport line is considered to convey an incompressible, 
single-phase fluid flow. 
The liquid-transport line is very well insulated; thus it is considered to be adiabatic. 
The enthalpy of the liquid flowing through this line is constant, as the kinetic and 
potential energy changes, and also the viscous dissipation, are negligible. Furthermore, 
the contribution of the Pv term in the specific enthalpy is also negligible. Therefore, it is 
assumed the temperature of the liquid remains constant. 
For laminar and turbulent fully-developed flow, the pressure drop through the liquid-
transport line is estimated using appropriate correlations [see Eq. (2.15)]. 
2.2.5 Compensation Cham ber 
The compensation chamber is usually a small reservoir that is connected in series 
with the evaporator (see Figure 2.1). In essence, it is an accumulator filled with a liquid-
vapor mixture, and it performs the following functions: It ensures that enough saturated 
liquid is always available in the evaporator, and thus decreases the risk of depriming; it 
stores the excess working fluid that is not required in the loop at specific operating 
conditions; and it acts as an expansion tank in a closed system, absorbing all thermal and 
hydrodynamic surges that may occur during transient variations of the power input or the 
startup process. In this model, it is assumed, and ensured by using an appropriate 
charging strategy, that during the operation of the LHP, over the full range of desired rates 
of heat input, the compensation chamber is always filled with a two-phase mixture. 
An energy balance on the entire LHP gives the following equation: 
q app - q ec-amb = q ed-rejeel (2.42) 
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where qcc-amb represents the rate of heat transfer from the fluid stocked ln the 
compensation chamber to the ambient. Assuming that this fluid is in the saturated state, 
the following equation applies: 
(2.43) 
where Ucc-amb is an overall heat transfer coefficient, Ace is the corresponding heat transfer 
surface area (envelope of the compensation chamber), Tamb is the ambient temperature, 
and 1'.al-cc is the saturation temperature of the fluid inside the compensation chamber. 
Neglecting the heating up of the saturated liquid entering the evaporator section by the 
heat leak exiting the inner surface of the wick, 1'.al-cc can be considered equal to the 
saturated temperature of the liquid entering the wick structure, Tw,ent' It should be noted 
that qcc-amb could be negative or positive depending on the operating temperature of the 
LHP (or the rate ofheat input applied to the evaporator). 
2.2.6 Total Pressure Drop in the Loop Heat Pipe 
The total pressure drop in the entire LHP should not be higher than the maximum 
capillary pressure that is developed at the liquid-vapor interface in the wick structure. The 
totalloop pressure drop, in its general form, is calculated as follows: 
~Ol = P" -~ = 
~hanne' + 11P", + ~~rp + !:!.P.c,cd + ~, + ~c + M.v,ent + M wick 
(2.44) 
Here, ~hanne' is the vapor pressure drop through the evaporator grooved channel; M., is 
the vapor pressure drop through the vapor-transport line; ~~rp is the liquid-vapor 
mixture pressure drop in the two-phase part of the condenser; M.,c,cd denotes the liquid 
pressure drop in the subcooled region of the condenser (single-phase part); ~, indicates 
the liquid pressure drop through the liquid-transport line; ~c is the liquid-vapor mixture 
pressure drop thorough the compensation chamber; M.v,ent is the liquid pressure drop 
from the compensation chamber exit to the annular wick entrance in the evaporator; and 
M
wick denotes the liquid pressure drop during its passage in the radial direction through 
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the wick. In addition, it is essential to ensure that ~ot is less than the maximum capillary 
pressure, ~ap,max: 
~ot < ~ap,max 
M = 2(J,v cos Be 
cap,max 
(2.45) 
Here, Be is the contact angle at the static equilibrium condition. In this basic network 
thermofluid mode!, the terms ~~rp , ~e' and M.v,ent are considered negligible. 
2.2.7 Model Implementation 
The proposed network thermofluid model was incorporated in a computer pro gram. 
This program is written in FORTRAN and it is designed to simulate an LHP akin to that 
shown in Figure 2.1, with ammonia as the working fluid. It calculates the steady-state 
operating temperature and mass flow rate as a function of the power input, qapp' to the 
evaporator. The program starts by reading the input geometry of the loop, r:ink' and Tamb • 
Then, the operating temperature of the loop, r:at' is guessed. Here, Tsat is the saturation 
temperature of the working fluid (ammonia, in this case) at the liquid-vapor interface in 
the wick inside the evaporator section. 
The sequence of the various calculations and checks performed by the pro gram, and 
its overall iterative solution procedure, are presented in the flow chart in Figure 2.10. 
2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The proposed network thermofluid model and its overall iterative solution procedure 
described in the earlier sections of this chapter were used to predict the performance of an 
LHP akin to that shown schematically in Figure 2.1. Details of this LHP and the results 
obtained in this investigation are presented and discussed in this section. 
2.3.1 Details of the LHP 
In order to allow comparisons of the results of this investigation with those available 
in the literature, the characteristics of the LHP considered here were chosen to be as close 
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as possible to those of the GLAS LHP (LHPl) investigated by Kaya and Hoang (1999). 
Where specific data were not available, sorne logical guessed values were substituted. 
Input 
qapp 
G uess Tsat 
1 Fluid thennophysical properties 
1 l 
Guess mlot 
(mlot = qapp /ifg ) 
1 Pressure drops 1 
! Tw,enl 
1 
qh/ 
1 
1 
qfg = qapp - qhl 1 
mtot,new 
1 
mlOI,new = qfg / i fg 1 
1 mlOI,new ~ mlOI,old 1 
Tw,enl 
1 1'.al-cd' mlOI 
1 mlolifg,c = UI~;1l: DCd~d (T'.at-cd - TsinlJI 
1 
qcc-amb 
1 
L2 '1' 
cd 
1 
qfg:' q.\·c 1 
q app - q cc-amb J 
l 
1 
q cd-rejecled 
1 , 
1 q cd-rejecled ~ (q app - q cc-amb ) 1 1 
Change TSal , 
1 Output 1 
Figure 2.10: Flow chart depicting key elements of the overall iterative solution procedure 
of the basic network thermofluid model. 
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The LHP considered in this work is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1, with 
details given in Figures 2.2, 2.4, 2.6-2.9. It has a cylindrical, internally grooved, 
evaporator, with an external diameter of 25.4 mm and a length of 150 mm. The total 
number of grooves in the evaporator is N = 16, each with an average cross-sectional area 
of AG = 4 mm2, and a hydraulic diameter of Dh = 2 mm. The evaporator is equipped with 
a nickel 200 sintered powder-metal wick with an effective pore radius of rp = 1.2 J.lm. 
The porosity and permeability of the wick are set equal to 50 % and 2.7xl0·10 cm2, 
respectively, and its inside and outside radii are, respectively, ra = 10 mm and ri = 6 mm. 
The compensation chamber (CC) has an internaI diameter of 46 mm and a length of 76 
mm (giving a CC volume of 126.3 ml). This chamber exchanges heat with the ambient 
environment through its envelope. The ambient temperature, Tamb, is fixed at 295 K. 
It is assumed that the compensation chamber is initially filled (at ambient 
temperature) with a two-phase mixture of 50% quality. The charging strategy is the 
following: The liquid-transport line, the condenser pipe, the liquid core of the evaporator, 
and the void volume of the wick structure are filled with saturated liquid ammonia; and 
the vapor-transport line and the evaporator grooves are filled with saturated ammonia 
vapor at this temperature. To estimate the rate ofheat transfer through the envelope of the 
CC, to or from the ambient, an average overall heat transfer coefficient, Ucc-amb' is set 
equal to 10 W/m2-K. This coefficient, Ucc-amb' is based on the internaI surface area of the 
cylindrical container of the CC. 
Both the vapor- and the liquid-transport lines of the LHP are made of identical 
smooth-walled tubes (made of stainless steel), each with an inner diameter of 5.54 mm 
and a length of 460 mm. These transport lines are very weIl insulated, and assumed to 
have adiabatic boundaries. 
The condenser is a single-pass heat exchanger, with a tube of length 4.06 m and 
internaI diameter of 5.54 mm. The thermal conductance per unit length from the inner 
surface of the condenser tube to the outer surface of the condenser coyer plate (sleeve) is 
set equal to 4 W /m-K. It is assumed that this conductance is constant over the entire 
length of the condenser, therefore, the related heat transfer coefficient, U p-s ' is ca1culated 
as 229.8 W/m2-K, using the definition given in Eq. (2.27). 
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The working fluid in the LHP is ammonia. The required thermophysical property data 
for this fluid were obtained from the book by Faghri (1995): Appropriate curves were 
fitted to this data for use in the aforementioned computer program. In this investigation, 
the range of the power input to the evaporator, qapp' was limited to ensure that the 
saturation temperature of the ammonia was in the range 200 K < T:al < 400 K ; the critical 
'point temperature of ammonia is 405.4 K [Avallone and Baumeister III (1987)]. 
The performance of the LHP was examined for qapp in the range 0 to 400W and three 
different values of the sink temperature: T:ink = 273 K, 283 K, and 290 K. The results for 
these sink temperatures are qualitatively similar. In this chapter, therefore, attention in 
limited to the results for T:ink = 273 K. 
2.3.2 Variation of T:al and Texil,c with qapp 
In Figure 2.11, the variations of the saturation temperature of the ammonia at the 
liquid-vapor interface in the wick structure, T:al' and the fluid temperature at the exit of 
the condenser, Texil,c' with the power input to the evaporator, qapp, are presented, for 
T.'ink = 273 K and Tamb = 295 K. For low power inputs (qapp < 80 W), the saturation 
temperature first decreases as qapp increases and then reaches a minimum value. For 
higher values of power input, T:al increases almost linearly as qapp increases. For low 
power inputs, T.xiI,c remains almost constant and very close to the sink temperature, and 
when this temperature starts to rise with q app , so does T:al • 
Similar results have been reported by Bienert and Wolf (1995) and Kaya and Hoang 
(1999). In both of these investigations, the researchers concluded that at low power 
inputs, the fluid exits the condenser as a subcooled liquid and the LHP operates as a 
variable conductancedevice; and beyond the minimum point of the TSal vs. qapp curve, the 
condenser becomes fully "open" (in that its entire length is filled with a two-phase flow), 
the LHP operates as a constant conductance device, and T:al increases almost linearly 
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with q app' This explanation is essentially correct, but not precise, as is indicated by the 
results presented in the following subsections. 
300 T. ex/t,c 
o T
sat 
280 
T
amb = 295 K 
T
sink = 273 K 
270~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
o 50 100 150 200 
qapp [W] 
250 300 350 400 
Figure 2.11: Variation of T:al and T'.Xil,c with qapp for T:ink = 273 Kand Tamb = 295 K. 
2.3.3 Length of the Two-Phase Flow Region inside the Condenser 
The variation of dimensionless length of the two-phase flow region in the condenser . 
with qapp' for T'ink = 273 K and Tamb = 295 K, is depicted in the results presented in 
Figure 2.12. These results show that when qapp = 80 W, roughly 90% of the condenser 
length is occupied by the two-phase flow region. Thus, the location of the minimum point 
in Figure 2.11 does not coincide with the condenser becoming fully open, as proposed by 
Bienert and Wolf (1995) and Kayaand Hoang (1999). lndeed, at the location of the 
minimum point in the loop operating temperature, the rate of growth of the two-phase 
region inside the condenser is decreased and an inflection point is evident in Figure 2.12, 
around qapp = 80 W. 
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Figure 2.12: Dimensionless length of the two-phase flow region in the condenser as a 
function of qapp' for T.'ink = 273 Kand Tamb = 295 K. 
2.3.4 Variation of qsc' qcc-amb' and qh/ with qapp 
These results for T.'ink = 273 K and Tamb = 295 K are presented in Figure 2.13. The 
negative values of the heat transfer rates in this figure imply heat loss from the system, 
and heat gains are indicated by the positive values. 
The results in Figure 2.13 show that for 05,. qapp 5,. 80 W, the rate of heat rejection in 
the subcooled region ofthe condenser, qsc' increases from zero to about 1.7 W (negative 
values), reaching its highest value at about qapp = 80 W. Simultaneously, the rate of heat 
gained in the compensation chamber, qcc-amb' increases and reaches its highest value (1.7 
W) at point A. In this range, the heat leak, qh/' is almost zero because the loop mass flow 
rates and pressure drops are relatively very small. For qapp > 80 W , qsc starts to decrease 
with increasing power input and reaches zero at qapp = 355 W (point D), where the 
condenser becomes totally open. At point B, the rate of growth of qh/ is increased due to 
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the transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the vapor-transport line. In this case, the 
total pressure drop in the loop is increased, and, in consequence, a higher temperature 
difference across the wick is achieved. From point A to C, qcc-amb is decreased, and at 
point C, the loop operating temperature reaches the ambient temperature yielding a zero 
value for qcc-amb' It should be noted that before reaching point C (qapp = 320 W), the sum 
of qcc-amb and qhl' which represents the total rate of heat gained in the compensation 
chamber, is equal to qsc' 
2.5 t........,. ............ -.-,-........... .,...,......,........,.~ .......... ,......................,...,........,.~~:::!:!:~ 
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T
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T
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qapp [W] 
Figure 2.13: Variation of qsc' qcc-amb' and qhl with qapp' for T,";nk = 273 Kand 
Tamb = 295 K. 
At point C, the rate of heat leak, qhl' is adequate to compensate for qsc' For qapp> 
320 W (beyond point C), the LHP operating temperature becomes higher than the 
ambient temperature resulting in a negative value of qcc-amb • 
Between points C and D, the rate ofheat leak is adequate to compensate for both qsc 
and qcc-amb' At point D, qsc becomes zero and the rate of heat leak is balanced by the rate 
of heat rejected to the ambient from the compensation chamber. For qapp> 355 W 
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(beyond point D), the rate of heat rejected to the ambient in the compensation chamber is 
higher than the rate of heat leak gained from the evaporator. To investigate the reason for 
this, it is necessary to consider the condenser again. After reaching point D, where the 
condenser becomes totally open, for increasing values of the applied power, the 
condenser section does not allow complete condensation of the inlet saturated vapor. In 
this case, the fluid exits the condenser as a two-phase liquid-vapor mixture, and the 
temperature of the fluid at the exit of condenser remains essentially constant and equal to 
Tmt • However, the enthalpy of this two-phase fluid is higher than that of the saturated 
liquid, and because the quality at the exit of the condenser increases with increasing 
power input, the fluid enthalpy also rises. Therefore, the fluid entering the compensation 
chamber carries more and more enthalpy with increasing power input, which, along with 
the heat leak, must be dissipated to the arnbient environment from the compensation 
chamber envelope, under steady-state conditions. Therefore, as is seen in Figure 2.13, 
with increasing power input (beyond point D), qcc-amb decreases more rapidly than qhl' 
2.3.5 Comparison of Model Predictions with Experimental Data 
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Figure 2.14: Comparisons of the experimental data of Kaya and Hoang (1999) with the 
numerical predictions obtained with the proposed model, for Tamb = 295 K . 
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As was mentionéd earlier in this section, the geometry and other parameters of the 
LHP investigated in this work were chosen to match, as c10sely as possible, those of an 
LHP investigated experimentally by Kaya and Hoang (1999). A comparison of the 
numerical predictions obtained in this work with the experimental results of Kaya and 
Hoang (1999) is presented in Figure 2.14. Considering the difficulty experienced in 
duplicating the geometry and other parameters of the LHP investigated by Kaya and 
Hoang (1999), mainly because of lack of sufficient information in their paper, the 
comparisons in Figure 2.14 are regarded as being quite encouraging. 
2.4 SUMMARY 
A basic network thermofluid model of a loop heat pipe (LHP) operating under steady-
state conditions was presented and discussed in the earlier sections of this chapter. 
Attention was focused on a simple LHP, with one evaporator, a vapor-transport line, a 
single condenser, a liquid-transport line, and a compensation chamber. Quasi one-
dimensional mathematical models of the fluid flow and heat transfer in each of the 
elements of the LHP, and collectively of the entire LHP, were proposed and discussed. 
The basic network thermofluid model was used to simulate an LHP similar to one 
investigated experimentally by Kaya and Hoang (1999). Results pertaining to the 
performance of this LHP over a range of operating conditions were presented, and their 
implications were discussed. These results show the basic network model proposed in 
this chapter produces results that compare quite well (at least qualitatively) with the 
corresponding experimental results of Kaya and Hoang (1999). In this sense, this basic 
network thermofluid model could serve as a simple, but effective, tool in the preliminary 
designs of LHPs akin to the one shown in Figure 2.1. 
As was mentioned at the start of this chapter, an extended version of this basic 
network thermofluid model is presented and discussed in Chapter 5. This extended model 
is suitable for simulations of LHPs with a flat evaporator and fixed active mass of 
working fluid, similar to the one designed, constructed, and used in the experimental 
phase ofthis research (details are provided in Chapter 4). 
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Chapter 3: 
Determination of the Properties of Sintered Powder-Metal 
Wicks 
Porous materials of good rigidity, and low effective pore size can be readily 
fabricated by sintering metal powders. The aforementioned characteristics have made 
sintered powder metals the materia,ls of choice for the construction of wicks employed in 
heat pipes (HPs), capillary pumped loops (CPLs), and loop heat pipes (LHPs) [Dunn and 
Reay (1986); Silverstein (1992); Faghri (1995); Leong et al. (1997)]. For discussions and 
derivations of volume~averaged equations that govem fluid flow and heat transfer in 
porous media and the corresponding effective thermofluid properties, the reader is 
referred to the contributions of Hadley (1986), Kaviany (1999), Whitaker (1973, 1999), 
Minkowycz et al. (1999), Alazmi and Vafai (2000), and Nield and Bejan (2006). 
Key inputs required in network thermofluid models and designs of LHPs, such as the 
one presented in Chapter 2, include the porosity, the maximum effective pore size, the 
effective permeability, and the effective thermal conductivity of the liquid-saturated 
wicks used in these devices. In this chapter, the theoretical considerations, the 
experimental apparatus, and the procedures that were used to determine these properties 
for two sintered powder-metal plates, one made of nickel 200 and the other of stainless 
steel 316, are presented. A square pie ce cut from this stainless steel 316 sintered powder-
metal plate was used as the wick in the LHP that was designed, constructed, and used in 
the experimental part ofthis work (details are given in Chapter 4). 
3.1 OVERVIEW OF THE SINTERED POWDER-METAL POROUS PLATES 
As was mentioned above, two sintered powder-metal plates, one made of nickel 200 
and the other of stainless steel 316, were used in this work. These plates were purchased 
from a manufacturer of specialized filters (Mott Corporation, Connecticut, U.S.A.) in the 
form of disks with nominal dimensions of 185.4 mm (7.3") diameter and 6.35 mm (1/4") 
thickness. Laser machining was used to cut the following samples from each of these 
plates: a square of nominal dimensions of 127 mm x 127 mm (5.5" x 5.5") and few disks 
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of 22.23 mm (7/8") nominal diameter. The laser machining ensured that the peripheral 
surfaces (eut edges) of the se samples were sealed (impermeable to the working fluid). 
A scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S-4700) was used to obtain 
photomicrographs of the samples of both the nickel 200 and stainless steel 316 sintered 
powder-metal porous plates. Examples of these photomicrographs at 300X and 1000X 
magnifications are given in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for the nickel 200 and the stainless steel 
316 samples, respectively. 
(a) (h) 
Figure 3.1: Scanning electron microscopy images of samples of the sintered powder-
metal plate made of nickel 200 at magnifications of (a) 300X and (b) 1000X. 
(a) (h) 
Figure 3.2: Scanning electron microscopy images of samples of the sintered powder-
metal plate made of stainless steel 316 at magnifications of (a) 300X and (b) 1000X. 
The photomicrographs presented in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 clearly show that the particles 
of the metal powders used in the fabrication of the sintered porous plates are not spherical 
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ln shape. Rather, these particles are randomly shaped and not uniformly sized. 
Furthermore, the sintering process creates excellent connections (solid-to-solid contact 
zones) between these particles. Thus, it is clear that available analytical, semi-analytical, 
and numerical correlations [Kunii and Smith (1960); Chen and Tien (1973); Ogniewicz 
and Y ovanovich (1978); Hadley (1986); Kaviany (1999); Hsu (2000); Bahrami et al. 
(2004), Nield and Bejan (2006)] for effective properties of porous materials made of 
uniformly sized, regularly spaced, and packed (unconsolidated or consolidated) spherical 
particles are not applicable to the sintered powder-metal porous plates considered here. 
Therefore, in this work, experimental methods were used to measure the effective 
properties of these porous plates. 
3.2 POROSITY 
The porosity of a porous medium is defined as the ratio of the volume of the voids 
within it to its total volume, and it accounts for aH pores in the porous medium. On the 
other hand, the term effective porosity, accounts for only the volume of the 
interconnected pores within the porous material. Kunz et al. (1967) examined 
photomicrographs of sintered metal fibers and screens, and observed that the pores in 
these types of porous materials are, for the most part, interconnected. However, as they 
have also noted, during the compacting of powders to form sintered materials, isolated 
voids can form. Nevertheless, they claimed that by suitably packing the powder before 
the compacting and sintering process, the probability of the formation of isolated voids 
could be minimized. Based on these observations, it is assumed here that for well-
fabricated porous materials made of both sintered fibers and powders, the porosity and 
the effective porosity are essentially equal. Furthermore, following the arguments of 
Kunz et al. (1967), the porosity of sintered porous materials is estimated as follows: 
li = v;,Oid = 1 _ m dry porous mail 
V,otal Ps V,otal 
(3.1) 
where v;,Oid is the total volume of the voids inside the porous material; V,otal is the total 
volume of the porous material; m dry _porous_mat/ is the total mass of the dry porous material; 
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and Ps is the mass density of the solid. In this equation, the mass of the air filling the 
voids is neglected in comparison to the mass of the solid part of the porous material. 
Procedures for measuring the porosity of porous metal plates are discussed in Dullien 
(1992). A simple procedure, the so-called density method [Dullien (1992)], was used in 
this work for the determination of the porosity of each sample. It is described below: 
o Measure the dimensions of the sample several times, and average the 
measurements to obtain their mean values. Use these mean values to calculate the 
total volume of the porous sample. 
o Measure the ambient temperature, and then obtain the value of the mass density 
( P s ) of the solid component of the porous sample at this temperature. 
o Dry the porous sample and then weigh it (in this work, an electronic balance with 
an accuracy of±O.1g was used). 
oUse Eq. (3.1) to estimate the porosity of the sample. 
As was mentioned earlier, two different sintered powder-metal plates were considered 
in this work: One made of nickel 200 and the other of stainless steel 316. In the 
experiments to determine the porosity of these plates, the mass of a 126.8 mm x 126.8 
mm x 6.65 mm sample of the nickel 200 plate was measured to be 683.4 g; the sample of 
the stainless steel 316 plate had dimensions of 126.6 mm x 126.6 mm x 6.54 mm, and its 
mass was measured to be 462.4 g. The ambient temperature during these experiments 
was about 27°C throughout. At this temperature, the mass density of solid nickel 200 and 
stainless steel 316 are, respectively, 8890 kg/m3 [Special Metals (2002)] and 8238 kg/m3 
[Incropera and DeWitt (2002)]. 
Using the abovementioned data and Eq. (3.1), the porosity of the above-mentioned 
two sintered powder-metal plates were determined to be the following: 
Nickel 200 E = 0.281 (±0.010) 
Stainless steél 316 E = 0.465 (±0.016) 
The uncertainties in these values of the porosity were calculated using the method 
described in ASHRAE Standard 41.5-75 (1976). 
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3.3 MAXIMUM EFFECTIVE PORE SIZE 
Another important property of the wicks used in capillary driven heat transfer devices 
is the maximum effective pore size. This property is needed for the determination of the 
maximum capillary pressure that can be developed at the liquid-vapor interface in the 
wick and, consequently, the associated heat transfer limit for HPs, CPLs, and LHPs. In 
this section, an: experimental apparatus that was designed, constructed, and used for the 
determination of this property of the wicks is described. The experiments were conducted 
with cylindrical (disk-shaped) samples cut (using laser machining) from sintered powder-
metal porous plates made of nickel 200 and stainless steel 316. The results of these 
experiments are also presented and discussed in this section. 
3.3.1 Theoretical Considerations 
Figure 3.3 shows a schematic representation of a liquid-vapor interface that is 
concave with respect to the vapor. The interface is characterized by two principal radii of 
curvature, RI and R2. In static equilibrium and with no mass transfer across the interface, 
the normal components of the surface tension forces are in balance with the force caused 
by the pressure jump from the liquid phase to the vapor phase. This statement is strictly 
true only for portions of the curved liquid-vapor interface that are far from solid walls. 
However, as discussed by de Gennes (1985), in many applications, the extent of a near-
wall region that is affected by the Van der Waals force of the solid is less than 100 A. 
With reference to Figure 3.3, the difference in pressure across the liquid-vapor interface 
is given by the Young-Laplace equation [Silverstein (1992)]: 
(3.2) 
In this equation, Pv and Pl denote, respectively, the thermodynamic pressure in the vapor 
and the liquid phases adjacent to the interface; Oiv represents the surface tension at the 
liquid-vapor interface; and rc is the mean radius of curvature. As is commonly done 
[Alexander (1972); Stepanov et al. (1977); Silverstein (1992)], it is assumed here that the 
liquid-vapor surface tension is essentially equal to that of the liquid-air interface, and 
both are referred to as the liquid surface tension, cr. In HPs, LHPs, and CPLs, it is 
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necessary to obtain a positive value of the pressure jump (Pv - PD, to balance the overall 
pressure drop in the rest of the working fluid circuit. Therefore, a working fluid that wets 
the solid in the porous wick is needed. 
Figure 3.3: Liquid-vapor interface and associated notation. 
Vapor 
Pl 
Liquid 
In the setup shown schematically in Figure 3.4, the capillary force causes the liquid 
inside the vertical pipe of small diameter to rise to an equilibrium height of hcap. 
Neglecting the weight of the air column in comparison to that of the liquid column, the 
following equation applies: 
(Pa -~) = (2CY 1 rJ = p,ghcap ; rc = rp 1 cos(BJ (3.3) 
In Eq. (3.3), Pl is the mass density of the liquid; (J is the surface tension at the liquid-air 
interface; g is the gravitational acceleration; rp is the inner radius of the pipe; and Oc is the 
contact angle at static equilibrium [Stepanov et al. (1977)]. 
The experiment illustrated schematically in Figure 3.4 could be repeated with the pipe 
replaced by a cylinder made of a porous material. The equilibrium height of the liquid 
column that would rise up in the porous cylinder could then be used in Eq. (3.3) to 
compute a value of rp , which would represent the effective pore radius of the interstices 
of the porous material under "rising" conditions. 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of capillary action inside a pipe of small diameteL 
Another·experiment with a disk ofporous material inserted in a sample holder with a 
pipe attached to its bottom could be run as follows: This assembly is immersed 
completely in a pool of liquid contained in a vertical tube of larger diameter; after the 
porous disk is fully saturated and the tube at the bottom of the sample holder is 
completely filled, the liquid in the larger tube is slowly withdrawn until the liquid column 
inside the bottom tube breaks away from the porous sample; the height of this liquid 
column is then used in Eq. (3.3) to compute a value of rp. This value of rp would 
represent the effective pore radius under "falling" conditions. 
In earlier experimental works [Alexander (1972), Stepanov et al. (1977)], values of 
the effective pore size (dp = 2rp) obtained under rising conditions have been found to be 
consistently less than those obtained under falling conditions, but no convincing 
explanation has been advanced for this finding. However, an examination of the data 
shows that these rising and falling values are established by the minimum and maximum 
effective pore radii, respectively, of the interstices of the porous material. Furthermore, in 
HPs, LHPs, and CPLs operating just beyond their capillary limit [Silverstein (1992)], the 
vapor pushes the liquid out of the wick material, and the corresponding capillary pressure 
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is that obtained with the falling (or maximum) value of the effective pore size. The 
determination of this ma{(imum effective pore size is the focus of this experimental work. 
3.3.2 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
The apparatus that was designed, constructed, and used in this work is schematically 
shown in Figure 3.5. It is an improved version of an apparatus designed by Alexander 
(1972). 
Flexible 
Transparent 
Tube 
Plexiglas 
Porous 
Sample 
Sample Holder 
Figure 3.5: Schematic of the experimental apparatus used for measurements of the 
maximum effective pore size. 
This apparatus isdesigned to accommodate cylindrical (disk-shaped) test samples of 
22.23 mm diameter and 6.35 mm thickness (nominal). As was mentioned earlier, in this 
study, cylindrical samples cut from 6.35 mm thick (nominal) sintered powder-metal 
plates of nickel 200 and stainless steel (SS) 316 were tested. It is noted again that these 
cylindrical samples were cut out of the porous plates using laser machining, which 
ensured that their curved surface (cut edge) was water-tight. 
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In the apparatus illustrated in Figure 3.5, the straight Plexiglas tube has 50.8 mm 
outer diarneter and 2 m length. The porous metal samples were sandwiched between two 
specialIy designed flanges, along with ring-shaped gaskets (see inset in Figure 3.5). At 
the start of each experimental run, the porous sample was thoroughly c1eaned by using 
high-pressure nitrogen to sequentially push (several times) isopropyl a1cohol and alI-glass 
double-distilled deaerated water through it. Then the test celI was located in its fixed 
position (as shown in Figure 3.5), the globe valve was fully c1osed, and the whole system 
was completely filled with alI-glass double-distilled deaerated water. Following that, the 
globe valve was opened slightly to allow the water to drain very slowly out of the system. 
In the early stages of this draining process, the water levels both in the Plexiglas tube and 
on top of the porous sample descend. However, once the liquid-air interface enters the 
porous sample, a capillary pressure jump is created, and water drains only from the 
Plexiglas tube. In each run, the water in the Plexiglas tube was allowed to continue 
draining until the column ofwater in the flexible transparent tube (supported by capillary 
forces in the porous material) broke away from the sarnple: The height of this water 
colurnn in the flexible transparent tube, hcap, was recorded and used in Eq. (3.3) to 
ca1culate the maximum (falling) effective pore size (dp = 2rp) of the sarnple. 
3.3.3 Results and Discussions 
Table 3.1: Maximum effective pore size: Experimental data and results 
hcap [m] L!P [Pa] ~c [deg] dp [)lm] 
1.130 11074 34 21.82 
0 1.120 10976 34 22.02 
0 
N 1.140 11172 34 21.63 
-
Q) 
1.100 10780 34 22.42 ~ u 
.-s:: 1.080 10584 34 22.83 
1.090 10682 34 22.63 
0.555 5439 40 41.06 
0.545 5341 40 41.81 
r/) 
0.550 5390 40 41.43 r/) 
1.0 0.540 5292 40 42.20 ...... 
M 
0.535 5243 40 42.59 
0.550 5390 40 41.43 
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The final results obtained from six runs with each of the two porous samples 
considered in this work are reported in Table 3.1. The contact angles were obtained from 
Stepanov et al. (1977). The average water temperature in the experiments was 20.7°C. 
For the porous samples tested, the values of the maximum effective pore size, dp = 2rp , 
were repeatable to within ± 2.7% and ± 2.0% of the mean value for nickel 200 and 
stainless steel 316, respectively. 
The overall relative uncertainties in the maximum effective pore sizes were calculated 
using the method described in ASHRAE Standard 41.5-75 (1976). The final results for 
the mean values of the maximum effective pore size, dp , for the nickel 200 and stainless 
steel 316 samples are the following: 
Nickel 200 dp = 22.22 J1111 (±7.5%) 
Stainless steel 316 dp = 41.75 J1111 (±7.6%) 
3.4 EFFECTIVE PERMEABILITY 
In mathematical models of LHPs (and also HPs and CPLs), the effective permeability 
of the wick structure is needed to determine the liquid pressure drop through the wick, as 
was illustrated in Chapter 2. Depending on the geometry of the wick, the working fluid 
properties, and the flow rate, this pressure drop could be a significant portion of the total 
pressure drop encountered in a LHP. An experimental/numerical method was used in this 
work to determine the permeabilities of two 6.35 mm thick (nominal) sintered powder-
metal porous plates, one made of nickel 200 and the other of stainless steel 316. 
3.4.1 Theoretical Considerations 
In 1856, Darcy performed what is now regarded as a classical experiment on laminar 
flow through a homogenous porous medium [Scheidegger (1974)]. A schematic 
representation of Darcy's experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.6. It consists of a 
homogeneous porous medium of height h packed inside a pipe of cross-sectional area Ac-
s. An incompressible liquid is circulated through this porous medium, and its volumetric 
flow rate, Q, is measured. A manometer is used to measure the pressure drop across the 
upper and lower boundaries of the porous medium. Darcy performed numerous 
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experiments with this setup and observed that the volumetric flow rate of the liquid 
varied linearly with the pressure gradient across the porous media. 
Q 
Porous 
Media 
Q 
... 
----------
Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of Darcy's experimental setup for measurements of 
effective permeability. 
Assuming that the mass density of the liquid, Pt, and the gravitational acceleration, g, 
are constant, Darcy's observation can be represented mathematically by the following 
equation: 
U = K (~- ~ + p,gh) = K (ÔP)fric 
f.1 h f.1 h 
(3.4) 
where U is the area-averaged velocity of the fluid (U = QIAc-s), f.1 is the dynamic viscosity 
of the fluid, K is the effective permeability of the porous medium, and (M) fric is the 
friction pressure drop associated with the flow through the porous medium. Beavers and 
Sparrow (1969) showed that departures of experimental results from Darcy's law, as 
expressed in Eq. (3.4), occur at Reynolds number (based on the square-root of the 
permeability of the porous material as the characteristic dimension) of the order of one or 
greater. As the sintered powder-metal porous materials normally used in LHPs have fine 
pores, they typically have very low effective permeabilities. In addition, in LHPs, the 
flow rate in the wick is usually very small. Thus, in this study, it is assumed that Darcy's 
law govems the liquid flow through the wick in LHPs. 
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The effective permeability is a geometrical property of porous materials. For wicks 
with simple and regular geometries, analytical relations are available for the 
determination of the effective permeabilities: Sorne ofthese relations are presented in the 
works of Scheidegger (1974), Chi (1976), Dunn and Reay (1982), Faghri (1995), and 
Ochterbeck and Peterson (1997). However, as can be seen from the photomicrographs 
presented in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the geometries of the sintered powder-metal porous 
plates used in this work are quite complex and highly irregular: Thus, the aforementioned 
analytical relations cannot be used to determine their effective permeability; and this task 
is best accornplished using experiments. 
In experimental techniques for the determination of the effective permeability of a 
porous medium, it is cornmon to construct a setup similar to that of Darcy's (see Figure 
3.6), assume macroscopically one-dimensional flow through the test section, and use an 
equation akin to Eq. (3.4). For this approach to be strictly correct, the porous material 
must be fitted in the flow passage in such a way that at its interface with the walls of the 
test section, the effective permeability is unaltered. For example, if the porous medium 
presented in Figure 3.4 is made up of a packed bed of solid spheres, then the 
corresponding hernispheres could be carefully glued to the inside surface of the confining 
walls of the test section. While the construction of this sort of specialized test section is 
feasible for uniform and regular porous media (such as a packed bed of solid spheres), it 
is not practical for porous materials made of sintered powder rnetals (such as those shown 
in Figures 3.1 and 3.2). 
One approach to achieving good accuracy of the aforementioned one-dimensional 
approach with sintered powder-metal porous media is to weld, solder, or press-fit them 
into the test section, assume that this would change their porosity and permeability in a 
region immediately adjacent to the confining walls, say over a cross-sectional area 
A . hl' and ensure that A . h 1/ A «1. However, this approach may not 
c-s,pertp era c-s,pertp era c-s 
always be convenient, practical, or cost-effective. Another approach is to use laser 
machining to cut the sample of the sintered powder-metal porous medium (which seals its 
cut edge) and then use flat gaskets over peripheral regions of its top and bottom surfaces 
to seal it into the test section. Even with this approach, in order to ensure the validity of 
the one-dimensional approach, it is necessary to make (Ac_s - Aopen,c-,,) / A-s < < l , where 
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Aopen,c-s is the cross-sectional area on the top and bottom surfaces of the sample that is 
open to the flow (not blocked by the gaskets). In cases where it is not practical to make 
(Ac_s - Aopen,c-J / Ac_s «1, it is necessary to use a multidimensional formulation of 
Darcy's law to model the flow in the porous medium in between the gaskets, and use a 
numerical solution of the goveming equations, with inputs of experimental data, to obtain 
the effective permeability. Such an experimental/numerical approach was used in this 
work to determine the effective permeability of the sintered powder-metal porous plates. 
The experimental setup is explained in the next subsection, followed by subsections 
describing the experimental data, the experimental/numerical procedure, and the results. 
A parametric numerical study of flow through the cylindrical sample was also conducted 
to assess how small (Ac_s - Aopen,c-J / Ac_s should be to ensure the validity of the 
aforementioned one-dimensional approach to the calculation of the effective 
permeability: The results of this parametric study are presented concisely in the final 
subsection. 
3.4.2 Experimental Setup and Procedure 
A schematic illustration of the experimental setup designed, constructed, and used to 
measure the effective permeability of samples of the sintered powder-metal plates is 
given in Figure 3.7. AlI-glass double-distilled deaerated water was used as the working 
fluid in the experiments. As shown in this figure, this water was gravit y fed from a 
reservoir (a glass flask), which could be located at five different levels, 3.0,2.5,2.1, 1.6, 
and 1.2 m above the floor of the laboratory. A flexible tube was used to connect this 
reservoir to the test cell (labeled as sample holder in the figure) in which the porous 
material was held. A plug valve was used to tum the flow on and off, and a globe valve 
was used to control the flow rate. Two digital pressure gauges (Omega DPa 1 OOOB, 0-15 
psig) were used for measuring the static pressure right before and just after the test cell. 
The mass flow rate of the water was obtained by collecting it in a small glass flask (250 
ml Erlenmeyer flask) until it was almost full, recording the related time, weighing the 
flask plus the water (using an electronic balance accurate to ±0.01 g), subtracting out the 
mass ofthe empty (dry) flask, and dividing the mass of the water by the recorded time. 
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Two test cells were constructed for use with this setup: one for cylindrical (disk-
shaped) test samples of 22.23 mm diameter (nominal); and the other for 127 mm x 127 
mm (nominal) square test samples. As was mentioned earlier, two 6.35 mm thick 
(nominal) sintered powder-metal porous plates, one made of nickel 200 and the other of 
stainless steel 316, were investigated in this work. For each of these materials, the 
cylindrical and the square test samples were cut (using laser machining) from the same 
porous plate. Thus, if the experimental apparatus is designed and constructed properly, 
and the proposed procedures are valid, the effective permeability values obtained with the 
cylindrical and square samples cut from the same plate should be identical (within the 
experimental uncertainty). 
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Figure 3.7: Schematic illustration of the experimental setup used for measurements of 
effective permeability. 
As was mentioned earlier, fiat gaskets were used for sealing the porous samples in the 
test cells. The are as sealed by gaskets on the top and bottom surfaces of the square and 
cylindrical samples are schematically presented in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. The peripheral 
surfaces of the samples were also sealed (water tight), as they were cut using laser 
machining. 
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Figure 3.8: Geometrical description of the square porous samples: (a) isometric view of 
the sample (hatched regions represent areas sealed by the gaskets or the laser cutting); 
and (b) the y = 0 plan view of a quarter of the sample. 
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Figure 3.9: Geometrical description of the cylindrical (disk-shaped) porous samples: (a) 
isometric view of the sample; and (b) the rz plan view of the sample. 
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The dimensions of the square and cylindrical porous samples shown in Figures 3.8 
and 3.9 are tabulated in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2: Dimensions of the square and the cylindrical porous samples. 
Square Porous Samples 
lx ly lz lox loy 
[ml [ml [ml [ml [ml 
Nickel 200 6.34xl0-2 6.34xl0-2 ,6.65xl0-3 5.08xl0-2 5.08xl0-2 
S.S. 316 6.33xl0-2 6.33xlO-2 6.54xl0-3 5.08xl0-2 5.08xl0-2 
Cylindrical Porous Samples 
R lz Rop 
[ml [ml [ml 
Nickel 200 1.1 Ox 1 0-2 6.65xl0-3 5.74xl0-3 
S.S.316 1.1 Ox 10-2 6.54xl0-3 5.74xl0-3 
In terms of the notation shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, the open (unblocked) area for 
flow through the bottom and top surfaces of the square and the cylindrical porous 
samples, respectively, are Ao,sq = 4loxloy and Ao,cyl = trRo/. 
Before starting the experiments, the test samples were cleaned us mg the same 
procedure as that used in the experiments to measure the maximum effective pore size 
(see Subsection 3.3.2). Then, the desired test sample and test cell combination were 
installed in the setup, and the entire flow circuit shown in Figure 3.7 was filled with 
double-distilled deaerated water. The reservoir was located at level 5 (highest point), and 
all valves were fully opened, allowing the water to flow through the porous sample. 
About six liters of water were circulated through the porous sample in order to purge any 
residual air or nitrogen inside it. Then the plug valve was closed, the empty 250 ml 
Erlenmeyer flask was weighed, and the water temperature was measured. The two 
electronic pressure gauges were turned on, and their readings were recorded: The 
difference between these readings in the no-flow condition represents the hydrostatic 
pressure drop across the porous sample. This hydrostatic pressure drop is subtracted from 
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the difference in the readings of these pressure gauges with the water flowing through the 
porous sample to obtain the friction pressure drop (assuming that the minor losses in the 
fittings at the low flow rates used in these experiments are negligible compared to the 
friction pressure drop through the porous material). 
After the above-mentioned preparations and preliminary measurements, the 
experimental setup was considered ready for the final measurements. For each sample of 
the porous plates and each level of the reservoir, the arithmetic means of at least three 
sets of measurements of the mass flow rate of the water and the associated frictional 
pressure drop across the porous sample with both the plug valve and the globe valve fully 
open were recorded first; and then several additional sets of these measurements were 
obtained at lower flow rates (using the globe valve for flow control). 
3.4.3 Experimental Data 
The experimental data obtained for the cylindrical and the square samples made of 
nickel 200 are presented in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, respectively; these data for the 
cylindrical and square samples made of stainless steel 316 are presented Figures 3.12 and 
3.13, respectively. The symbols in these figures represent the experimental data, and the 
straight lines are least-square fits to these data and forced to pass through the origin (0,0): 
The equations that represent these lines are given for each figure separately in its caption. 
As is seen in these figures, for both geometries and both materials, the friction pressure 
drop across the porous sample, (M) fric' varies linearly with the mass flow rate, m, 
indicating that the flow is in the Darcy regime for aIl cases considered here. 
The absolute uncertainties in the pressure-drop measurements were aIl less than 
±365.5 Pa. The vertical error bars in Figures 3.10 to 3.13 represent these absolute 
uncertainties in the measurements of the friction pressure drop across the porous samples. 
The maximum relative uncertainties in the pressure-drop measurements for the square 
and cylindrical nickel 200 samples (Figures 3.10 and 3.11) are ±7.12% and ±4.33%, 
respectively; for the cylindrical stainless steel 316 sample (Figure 3.12), this maximum 
relative uncertainty is ±5.15%. For the square stainless steel 316 sample, however, the 
friction pressure drops are relatively low and thus the relative uncertainties in these data 
are very high, as can be seen from the data presented in Figure 3.13: Thus, these data are 
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useless and were discarded. The uncertainties in the mass flow rate data were found to be 
less than ±1.0%. 
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Figure 3.10: Data from the permeability experiments on cylindrical samples of nickel 
200. Least-squares straight line: (M)jric [Pa] = 67,731,847.63 rh [kg/s]. 
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Figure 3.11: Data from the permeability experiments on square samples of nickel 200. 
Least-squares straight line: (M) fric [Pa] = 1,045,388.23 rh [kg/s]. 
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Figure 3.12: Data from the permeability experiments on cylindrical samples of stainless 
steel 316. Least-squares straight line: (M) fric [Pa] = 5,688,804.79 m [kg/s]. 
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Figure 3.13: Data from the permeability experiments on square samples of stainless steel 
316. Least-squares straight line: (M) fric [Pa] = 77,955.72 m [kg/s]. 
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3.4.4 Calculation of Effective Permeability Based on the Assumption of One-
Dimensional Flow and Related Difficulties 
If one-dimensional flow through the samples of the porous media is assume d, then the 
area-averaged liquid velocity is given by the following expressions: 
For the square samples: U = rh /(pAo,sq) = rh /(p4Zo)OY) 
For the cylindrical samples: U = rh /(pAo,Cyl) = rh /(p7rR~p) (3.5) 
In this equation, Zox,lOY' and Rop are the dimensions of the open (unblocked) flow are as on 
the top and bottom surfaces of the samples (see Figures 3.8 and 3.9, and also Table 3.2). 
The area-averaged velocity, U, given by Eq. (3.5) is used in the one-dimensional 
formulation of Darcy's law, Eq. 3.4, to calculate the permeability K. 
The experiments were run at a temperature of 24 oC. At this temperature, the values 
of mass density and dynamic viscosity of distilled water are the following [Incropera and 
DeWitt (2002)]: Pl = 998.06 kg/m3 and f.1 = 9.l75xlO-o4 kg/rn-s. With these properties of 
water, the experimental data presented in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, the U values calculated 
using Eq. 3.5, and Eq. (3.4), the following values of the effective permeability of the 
nickel 200 plate were determined: 
For the square samples: K = 5.669xlO-13 m2 
For the cylindrical samples: K = 8.719x10-13 m2 
(3.6) 
The results presented in Eq. (3.6) show that the permeability of the nickel 200 
siptered porous plate calculated using data obtained with the cylindrical sample is about 
1.54 times that obtained with the square sample. As was stated earlier, both the 
cylindrical and the square samples were cut from the same nickel 2000 sintered porous 
plate, thus the permeability values obtained with these samples should be identical 
(within the experimental uncertainty). Thus, the inconsistent results given in Eq. (3.6) 
show that the assumption of one-dimensional flow is questionable in this case. To explore 
this issue further, it is necessary to solve a multidimensional formulation of Darcy's law, 
with the above-mentioned experimental data as inputs, and check the corresponding 
values of the effective permeability. This multidimensional experimental/numerical 
approach to the ca1culation of the effective permeability and the results are presented in 
the following subsection. 
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3.4.5 A Multidimensional ExperimentallNumerical Approach to the Determination 
of Effective Permeability 
For flow through a porous medium with a constant permeability, K, Darcy's law in 
the Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) can be written as follows [Kaviany (1999); Nield 
and Bej an (2006)]: 
U =_(K)8P. 
x J1 8x' U =_(K)8P; Uz =_(K)8P y J1 8y J1 8z (3.7) 
In this equation, ux, uy and Uz are the velocity components in x, y, and z directions, 
respectively, and P is the reduced pressure: P = P + Plgz, where Pis the static pressure, g 
is the gravitational acceleration, and the term p,gz represents the hydrostatic pressure. It is 
assumed here that the gravitational acceleration vector is directed along the negative z 
direction. 
Assuming steady-state, constant property, incompressible fluid flow in the porous 
medium, the continuity equation is 
8ux + 8uy + 8uz = 0 
8x 8y 8z 
Combining Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), the following equation is obtained: 
82P 82P 82P 
-+ -+ -=0 8x2 8y2 8z2 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
For an axisymmetric, constant property flow through a porous material with constant 
permeability, K, the Eqs. (3.7) to (3.9) can be written with respect to the cylindrical 
coordinate system as follows: 
Ur =_(K)8P; U
Z 
=_(K)8P 
J1 8r J1 8z 
(3.10) 
! 8(rur ) + 8uz =0 
r 8r 8z 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
With reference to the schematic representations of the calculation do mains and the 
notations given in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, the following two sets of equations give the 
boundary conditions that apply to the square and cylindrical samples, respectively: 
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x = O· 0 < y < 1 . 0 < z < 1 
, - - y' - - z 
z==O' O<r <R , - - op 
z == 0; Rop S r s R 
8P ==0 
8r 
8P ==0 
8r 
P==P1 
P ==P2 
8P ==0 
8z 
8P ==0 
8z 
8P =0 
8x 
8P =0 
(]x 
8P =0 
ay 
8P =0 
ay 
P=P1 
8P =0 
8z 
8P ==0 
8z 
8P ==0 
8z 
8P ==0 
8z 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
In these equations, Pl and P2 are the reduced pressures that prevail over the inlet and 
outlet flow areas of the porous samples. 
Equations (3.9) and (3.12) are akin to the equations that govem steady-state, constant-
property, diffusion-type problems with a diffusion coefficient of one (unity) and no (zero) 
volumetrie source term. A well-established finite volume method proposed by Patankar 
(1980) was used to discretize and solve Eqs. (3.9) and (3.12) subject to the boundary 
conditions given by Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), respectively: In these numerical solutions, P2 
was set equal to zero (for convenience), and Pl was set equal to a specified value, such 
that (Pl - P2) covered the range of the friction pressure drops involved in the permeability 
experiments (see Figures 3.10 - 3.12). It should be noted here that as the working fluid 
(water in the permeability experiments) is assumed to be incompressible, the absolute 
level of pressure is not important (so it can be set to any convenient value) and it is the 
pressure difference imposed across the porous sample that drives the flow through it 
[Patankar (1980)]. In each case, once the pressure field was computed, the corresponding 
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inlet (or outlet) mass flow rate was calculated with velocity components calculated using 
Eq. (3.7) for the square sample and Eq. (3.11) for the cylindrical sample, and prescribed 
values of the liquid mass density, PI' and dynamic viscosity, JL: These calculated mass 
flow rates were in the form ::5K, where ::5 is a computed number and K is the (unknown) 
permeability of the porous medium. The experimental data were used to determine the 
permeability K as follows: For each sample and a prescribed value of (Pl - P2), the 
computed mass flow rate, ::5K, was equated to the corresponding experimentally 
measured value, rh, and the permeability was calculated using K = rh / ::5 . 
To test for grid independence of the numerical results, the computations were 
conducted with (K / JL) = 1 on two different grids for each sample: For the cylindrical 
sample with grids of 101x401 and 126x501 nodes (in the rand z directions) the relative 
difference between the calculated values of permeability was less than ±0.05%; and for 
the square sample with grids of 61x61x31 and 71x71x36 nodes (in the x, y, and z 
directions), the relative difference between the calculated values of permeability was less 
than ±0.15%. Based on these findings, in the final computations, a grid of 101 x40 1 nodes 
was used for the cylindrical sample and a grid of 61x61x31 nodes was used for the square 
sample. 
The numerical results obtained for the cylindrical and square samples of the sintered 
powder-metal plate made of nickel 200 plate subjected to an overall pressure difference 
(Pl - P2) of 1.0 kPa ar~ presented in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, respectively. 
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Figure 3.14: Numerically calculated isobars and streamlines (not to scale) in a 
diametrical cross section of the cylindrical sample of the nickel 200 porous plate: 
Pressures imposed at the inlet and outlet planes are P}=l kPa and P2= 0 kPa, respectively. 
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Figure 3.15: Numerically calculated isobars and streamlines (not to scale) in the y = 0 
plane of the square sample of the nickel 200 porous plate: Pressures imposed at the inlet 
and outlet planes are P1=1 kPa and P2= 0 kPa, respectively (only half of the width of the 
sample is presented here). 
The results for the cylindrical sample (R = 1.10 x 10-2 m, Iz = 6.65 X 10-3 m, and Rop = 
5.74 X 10-3 m) presented in Figure 3.14, show that the streamlines (lines with arrow 
heads) are significantly bent (indicating two-dimensional flow) in the outer regions, over 
almost half of the radius: This is because the sealing gaskets block significant portions of 
the top and bottom surfaces ofthis sample (see Figure 3.9): (R-R
op )/ R = 0.478. For the 
square sample (lx = Iy = 6.34 x 10-2 m, Iz = 6.65 x 10-3 m, and lox = loy = 5.08 x 10-2 m), the 
portions ofthe top and bottom surfaces blocked by the gaskets (see Figure 3.8) are not as 
large as those for the cylindrical sample, with (lx -loJ/ lx = (ly -IOY)/ Iy =0.203: 
Correspondingly, the results presented in Figure 3.15 show that the streamlines are 
significantly bent only over about 20% ofthe outer portion of the half-width. 
The values of the perrneability obtained using the proposed experimentallnumerical 
method for the cylindrical and the square samples of the nickel 200 porous plate are 
5.563xl0-13 m2 and 5.409xl0-13 m2, respectively. In comparison with the corresponding 
results obtained using the simple one-dimensional method (see the previous subsection), 
the perrneability for the cylindrical sample is about 36.2% lower (as the multidimensional 
effects are qui te pronounced, and the effective flow area in the central region of the 
sample in between the gaskets is quite a bit larger than the open are as in the inlet and 
outlet planes), while the perrneability for the square sample is only about 4.6% lower (as 
the multidimensional effects are not too pronounced). Furtherrnore, the proposed 
experimentallnumerical method yields consistent results, in that the relative difference 
between the values of the perrneability obtained for the cylindrical and square samples is 
only 2.77%, which is weIl within the uncertainty in the experimental measurements of the 
pressure difference across the samples. 
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In the permeability experiments, the pressure drops across the cylindrical sample 
were much higher than those across the square sample. As a result, there is much less 
uncertainty in the experimental results for the cylindrical sample than those in the results 
for the square sample. Thus, the value of the permeability obtained with the cylindrical 
sample is assumed to apply to the nickel 200 sintered powder-metal plate. 
The permeability values obtained with the proposed numerical/experimental approach 
for the cylindrical samples of the nickel 200 and the stainless steel 316 porous plates are 
the following: 
Nickel 200 
Stainless steel 316 
K = 5.563 X 10-13 m2 (±7.22%) 
K = 6.576 X 10-12 m 2 (±7.75%) 
3.4.6 Flow through Cylindrical Samples: A Parametric Numerical Study 
A parametric numerical study of flow through cylindrical samples (see Figure 3.9) of 
a porous medium was conducted to assess when the simple one-dimensional approach 
described in Subsection 3.4.4 is adequate for the calculation of the effective permeability. 
With reference to the schematic illustration of the cylindrical sample in Figure 3.9, two 
geometrical parameters were investigated in this study, the ratio of the radius to the 
thickness, r = R / lz' and the ratio of the radius of the open area to the radius of the 
sample, (j) = Rop / R . The results of this parametric study are presented concisely in this 
subsection. 
The variation of the ratio of the permeability obtained with the one-dimensional 
model, KI-D, to that yielded by the numerical/experimental method (multi-dimensional 
flow model), KMulti-D, for a range of values of r and lü for the cylindrical sample (Figure 
3.9) are presented in Figure 3.16. These results show that for a fixed value of r, as (j) is 
increased, the overestimation of K by the one-dimensional model is decreased, and, when 
(j) = l, KI_D becomes equal to KMulti-D, as expected. For a fixed value of lü, KI-D / KMulti-D 
decreases (approaching 1) with an increase of r. Furthermore, KI-D / KMulti-D is more 
sensitive to variations in r at small values of (j). Similar results were obtained for the 
square sample: In order to avoid unnecessary repetition, they are not presented here. 
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Figure 3.16: Results of a parametric numerical study of flow through cylindrical samples 
of a porous medium. 
The results in Figure 3.16 show that with cylindrical samples of a porous medium 
(akin to that shown in Figure 3.9), for r;;:: 5 and OJ;;:: 0.5, the one-dimensional model 
provides a simple and effective way of estimating the permeability from' experimental 
data on (Pl - P2) and Th (see Subsection 3.4.3). The graph presented in Figure 3.16 cau 
also be used to correct the permeability values obtained with the simple one-dimensional 
model for any combination ofvalues of r and OJ. 
3.5 EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
In this section, first, sorne available analytical and semi-analytical correlations for the 
effective thermal conductivity of porous media are reviewed. FoUowing that, the 
experimental apparatus and procedure that were used for measuring the effective thermal 
conductivity of the sintered power-metal plates made of nickel 200 and stainless steel 316 
saturated with water (aU-glass, double-distilled, and deaerated) are described. Then, 
benchmarking tests of the experimental apparatus and procedure are presented. Next, the 
experimental results are presented and discussed. Finally, a new empirical correlation is 
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proposed for the effective thermal conductivity of liquid-saturated sintered powder-metal 
porous materials. This empirical correlation is formulated by extending the theoretical 
ideas proposed earlier by Hadley (1986). 
Many researchers have proposed analytical and numerical correlations for the 
prediction of the effective thermal conductivity of fluid-saturated porous materials as a 
function of the fluid and the solid thermal conductivities and the geometrical details of 
the porous structure. Examples of such attempts include the contributions of Maxwell 
(1954), Kunii and Smith (1960), Dul'nev (1965), Ofuchi and Kunii (1965), Hadley 
(1986), Prasad et al. (1989), Bauer (1993), Hsu et al. (1995), Calmidi and Mahajan 
(1999), Boomsma and Poulikakos (2001), and Bahrami et al. (2004). In order to predict 
the effective thermal conductivity of porous beds made of spherical particles subjected to 
a compressive load, the area of contact between the particles must be accounted for in the 
model. For such porous beds, when the area of contact can be calculated by assuming 
elastic deformation of the particles, the effects of surface roughness and coatings on the 
particles are negligible, and the arrangements of the spherical particles are regular 
(simple cubic, body-centered cubic, or face-centered cubic), analytical models and 
correlations have been proposed by Chen and Tien (1973), Batchelor and Obrien (1977), 
Ogniewicz and Yovanovich (1978), and Sangani and Acrivos (1983). Reviews of several 
of the aforementioned and additional analytical correlations are available in the works of 
Tsotsas and Martin (1987), Tavman (1996), Kaviany (1999), and Hsu (2000). Analytical 
models for the effective thermal conductivity of packed beds of rough spherical particles 
have been proposed by Bahrami et al. (2004). Such analytical correlations do not provide 
reliable predictions of the effective thermal conductivity of fluid-saturated sintered 
powder-metal plates for the foIlowing reasons: The metal particles are usually angular 
shaped, as spherical powders do not press together weIl [Hadley (1986)]; the geometry of 
the solid porous structure may be considered random (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2) and quite 
different from a packed bed of uniform solid spheres with a regular arrangement [Hadley 
(1986); Leong et al. (1997)]; and the available analytical correlations do not properly 
account for the effects of the sintering process [Kunii and Smith (1960)]. Therefore, 
empirical or semi-empirical correlations based theoretical considerations supplemented 
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by inputs of data from experimental investigations are required for accurate predictions of 
the effective thermal conductivity of fluid-saturated sintered powder-metal plates. 
In the published literature, there are many experimental investigations, and 
corresponding correlations, of the effective thermal conductivity of porous materials 
made of sintered powders and fibers, with a liquid, gas, or vacuum in the interstices or 
voids. Examples of such investigations inc1ude the works of Alexander (1972), Singh et 
al. (1973), Hadley (1986), and Mantle and Chang (1991). The works of Singh et al. 
(1973) and Mantle and Chang (1991) pertain to sintered metal fibers; Alexander (1972) 
investigated both sintered metal fibers and powders; and Hadley considered porous 
mediums made of unconsolidated and conso1idated (co1d-pressed) packed metal powders. 
A semi-empirical correlation for the effective thermal conductivity of conso1idated 
porous media, such as sandstone or sintered porous metals, has a1so been proposed by 
Kunii and Smith (1960). In the aforementioned investigations, not much attention has 
been paid to the variàtion of the effective thermal conductivity with the average 
temperature of the porous material. However, an experimenta1 investigation by Peterson 
and Fletcher (1987) does focus on the variation of the effective thermal conductivity of 
dry (air filled) and water-saturated sintered nickel 200 and sintered copper (C102) 
powders with mean temperature in the range 25°C to 100°e. 
In this work, the emphasis is on the experimenta1 determination of the effective 
thermal conductivity of water-saturated sintered powder-meta1 plates as a function of 
their mean temperature in the range 20°C to 150°C. This temperature range exceeds that 
considered by Peterson and Fletcher (1987). Two sintered powder-metal plates, one made 
of nickel 200 and the other of stain1ess steel 316, each of nominal dimensions 127 mm x 
127 mm x 6.35 mm, were used as the test samp1es in the experiments. As was presented 
in the Section 3.2, the porosities of these test samples were measured to be 28.10% and 
46.45% for the nickel 200 and the stain1ess steel 316 plates, respectively. The 
experimental measurements obtained in this work and also the data presented by Peterson 
and Fletcher (1987) were used to propose a novel empirica1 correlation for the variation 
of the effective thermal conductivity of water-saturated sintered powder-meta1 plates with 
mean temperature in the range 20°C to 150°C. This correlation is formulated by 
extending the theoretica1 ideas proposed by Hadley (1986), as was stated earlier in this 
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subsection, and also borrowing sorne ideas from the earlier work of Kunii and Smith 
(1960). 
3.5.1 Overview of Sorne Available Correlations 
Sorne well-know analytical and semi-analytical correlations are briefly reviewed here, 
in order to facilitate comparisons with the experimental results and set the stage for the 
development of a new correlation in a subsequent subsection. The correlations reviewed 
in this section relate the effective thermal conductivity of a porous media, ke, to its 
porosity, 8, and the thermal conductivities of the fluid and solid phases, k.r . and ks, 
respectively. 
The parallel and series arrangements of the solid and the fluid are the simplest 
geometrical structures considered in analytical models of the effective thermal 
conductivity of porous media; and these arrangements yield upper and lower limits, 
respectively, of this property [Batchelor and Obrien (1977); Hadley (1986); Kaviany 
(1999)]. The parallel model yields the following result: 
ke = 8kf + (1- 8) ks (3.15) 
The following expression is obtained using the series model: 
k = kfks 
e Bks +(1-8)kf 
(3.16) 
Maxwell (1954) conducted analytical studies of two solid-fluid systems and proposed 
equations for the prediction oftheir effective specific resistance (electrical). His work can 
be adapted to obtain the corresponding effective thermal conductivity ofthese solid-fluid 
systems akin to fluid-saturated porous media [Hadley (1986)]. The first such system 
consists of a dilute suspension of solid spherical partic1es in an infinite uniform fluid, and 
its effective thermal conductivity is given by the following equation: 
ke 2E+(ks / k f )(3-2E) 
-= 
kf 3-B+(ks /kf )B 
(3.17) 
This equation has been referred to by Hadley (1986) as the "lower Maxwell formula". 
The second system analyzed by Maxwell consists of a solid body containing a dilute 
dispersion of fluid-filled voids. The effective thermal conductivity of this second system 
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is given by the following equation, referred to by Hadley (1986) as the "upper Maxwell 
formula": 
ke _ 2(ks /kf t(1-e)+(1+2e)(ks /kf ) 
kf - (2+e)(ks /kf )+I-e 
(3.18) 
Dul'nev (1965) modeled porous materials as a combination of cubic unit cells with 
interconnected pores. He applied a resistance analogy to obtain an effective thermal 
conductivity of the unit cell, based on an assumption of unidirectional heat conduction. 
His analytical solution is presented below: 
ke =S2+ kf(1_s)2+ 2(kf /ks)s(l-s) 
ks ks l-s(I-(kf /ks)) 
s = y/(0.5- y)/[I- y/(0.5- y)] (3.19) 
4/-3y2 +(1-e)/ 4 = 0 
Alexander (1972) experimentally determined the effective thermal conductivities of 
some samples of porous materials saturated with water (wet) or air (dry). These samples 
were made of metal felts, sintered powders, layers of wire cloth, and unconsolidated bead 
beds. He used his experimental data to propose the following empirical correlation: 
(3.20) 
The following values are recommended for the parameter 8 in this equation 
[Alexander (1972)]: For metal felts, 8 = 0.34; sintered powders, 8 = 0.53; layers ofwire 
cloth, 8 = 0.59; and for unconsolidated beads, 8 = 0.44. 
Hadley (1986) has proposed a general approach to the modeling of the effective 
thermal conductivity of packed metal powders. The approach involves a combination of a 
theoretical expression that is appropriate for conduction through a contiguous solid (the 
upper Maxwell formula) and another such expression that is suitable for conduction 
through a suspension (not necessarily dilute) of solid partic1es. For a solid-fluid (two-
phase) system, where the solid is connected (consolidated by co Id pressing), Hadley 
(1986) proposed the following equation for the effective thermal conductivity: 
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(3.21) 
where the values of the parameters acon and Jo are to be determined with reference to 
experimental data. The parameter acon depends strongly on what Hadley (1986) refers to 
as the "degree of consolidation"; so it will be referred to here as the consolidation 
parameter. The value of the parameter Jo lies between the theoretical upper and lower 
limits provided by Maxwell's formulas: Thus, 
2 
Jo,min ="3 ; Jo min <f < Jo max , . (3.22) 
Here, (ks / kf );::: 1. For the experimental data of Hadley (1986), 0.8:$ Jo :$ 0.9. The values 
of the parameter acon as a function of (1- &) for evacuated samples (ks / k f ~ 00 ) have 
been presented graphically by Hadley (1986): Nonlinear (semi-log) curve fits to Hadley's 
data for acon' as proposed by Kaviany (1999), are given below: 
-4.898& for 0:$ & :$ 0.0827 
log(acon ) = (-0.405-3.154(&-0.0827)) for 0.0827 < &:$ 0.298 (3.23) 
(-1.084-6.778(&-0.298)) for 0.298 < &:$ 0.580 
Bauer (1993) has presented an analytical approach for the determination of the 
effective thermal conductivity of porous media. He started with the theoretical lower 
formula of Maxwell, Eq. (3.17), for dilute suspensions of spherical partic1es, and then 
extended it to suspensions of solid partic1es of random shape and any concentration. He 
proposed the following implicit correlation for the calculation of the effective thermal 
conductivity of porous materials with a single type of randomly oriented pores: 
(3.24) 
Here, ka and kp denote, respectively, the thermal conductivities of the continuous medium 
and the material inside the pores. The term, /3, in this equation is a shape factor: Its value 
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lies in the range 2/3 < fi ::; 1, with the upper limit of unit y applicable to spherical pores. 
Its value for specific materials is determined using corresponding experimental data. 
3.5.2 Experimental Investigation 
Apparatus 
An apparatus for measuring the effective thermal conductivity of water-saturated 
sintered porous metals was designed and built for use in this work. Its design is based on 
the so-called steady-state comparative method [Touloukian et al. (1970)]. In this method, 
a reference sample of known thermal conductivity is placed in series with the sample for 
which this property is to be determined. One end of the assembly of these two samples is 
heated while the other end is cooled. When steady-state conditions of operation are 
reached, it is assumed that the same heat flux flows through the centerlines of both 
samples. With this assumption and measurements of the temperature drops across each 
sample (along their centerline), the unknown thermal conductivity is obtained. 
The goal in this work was to measure the effective thermal conductivity of water-
saturated sintered powder-metal plates with average temperatures in the range 20°C to 
150°C. To achieve this goal, two special requirements had to be successfully met in the 
design of the porous metal sample holder: It had to allow pressurization to a level that 
was sufficiently high to prevent boiling of the water at temperatures up to 150°C; and it 
had to safely and reliably accommodate the thermal volumetric expansion of the liquid 
water. The experimental apparatus was also designed to meet sorne additional 
requirements elaborated by Singh et al. (1973): The porous metal sample had to be fully 
saturated with liquid water at aIl times; radiation and natural convection in the porous 
metal samples had to be negligible compared to the heat conduction; aIl thermal contact 
resistances had to be minimized; and soldering or welding of the porous metal had to be 
avoided in order to ensure that it properties were not altered. 
A schematic illustration of the experimental apparatus is given in Figure 3.17. It 
consists of a heating section, a sample holder, a reference sample, and a cooling section. 
Two plate-type electrical heaters (139.7 mm x 139.7 mm x 6.35 mm), each with a 
nominal maximum power rating of 900 W, were used in the heating section. These two 
heaters were installed back-to-back and sandwiched between two 9.53 mm (3/8-inch) 
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thick copper plates, in order to ensure essentially uniform temperatures at the contact 
interfaces with other sections. The two heaters were wired in parallel. A De power 
supply (Xantrex XKW 150V/20A; maximum capacity of 3000W) was used, ensuring 
continuously adjustable and stable power inputs to these heaters. 
The sample holder was designed to hold porous metal plates with nominal dimensions 
of 127 mm x 127 mm x 6.35 mm, sandwiched in between two copper plates. The copper 
plates were designed to provide 139.7 mm x 139.7 mm interfaces, externally, and were in 
contact with the heating section at the top and the reference sample (stainless steel, SS 
303) at the bottom (see Figure 3.17). In the temperature range of interest, this 
arrangement also provides thermally stable density stratification in the water that 
saturates the horizontal porous metal plate, and thus eliminates natural convection. 
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Figure 3.17: Schematic illustration of the experimental apparatus used for measuring the 
effective thermal conductivity. 
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(perpendicular to the direction of heat flow) passing through the center of the sample. 
With this arrangement, the temperatures in the central region of the plate, over a 
separation distance of25.4 mm, could be measured. 
The cooling section was made of an assembly of copper plates with a thermal 
interface area of 139.7 mm x 139.7 mm. This section had four inlets and four outlets 
ports connected to counter-flow passages milled inside one of the copper plates: Water 
was circulated through these counter-flow passages, and this arrangement provided an 
essentially uniform temperature at the interface between the cooling section and the 
reference sample. Two inline water heaters, each with a maximum power rating of 1000 
W, and a tank-type water heater with a maximum power rating of 3000 W were used in 
series to provide preheating of the water supplied to the cooling section. This setup 
allowed the average temperature of the whole setup to be boosted without increasing the 
electrical power inputs to the plate heaters in the heating section. The power inputs to the 
inline water heaters were adjustable, while the tank water heater could only be turned off 
or on, either manually or automatically with a thermostatic control (55°C set point). 
The heating section, sample holder, reference sample, and the cooling section were 
held together (in compression mode) by means of two perforated rectangular stainless 
steel (SS 304) plates (355.6 mm x 355.6 mm x 12.7 mm) and eight heavy-duty (12.7 
mm) stainless steel bolts and nuts. The degree of compression of this assembly cou1d be 
adjusted by changing (equaIly) the torque on aIl eight bolt/nut combinations. In order to 
introduce a significant thermally resistance between the heating section and the upper 
stainless steel holding plate, a 6.35 mm thick ceramic plate was deployed between them 
(see Figure 3.17). The flexibility provided by this overall design allowed the contact 
(compression) pressure at the copper-porous metal interfaces to be increased extemally: 
This compression was necessary in order to minimize the related thermal contact 
resistance. In addition, this overall compression system also helped to improve the 
thermal contact between the other sections of the apparatus. A high-thermal conductivity 
paste (Omegatherm 201; k == 2.31 W/m-OC) was used on both square surfaces of the 
reference sample, in order to reduce the corresponding thermal contact resistances and 
ensure essentially one-dimensional heat conduction in the central region of this sample. 
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The entire experimental setup was insulated with 152.4 mm thick fiberglass insulation 
(R20, RSI3.5). A box built from 25.4 mm thick polystyrene material (R5, RSIO.86) was 
used to hold this fiberglass insulation in place. A second layer of the aforementioned 
152.4 mm thick fiberglass insulation was used to cover the outside surface of polystyrene 
box, and this insulation was packed inside a second (outer) box also made of the 25.4 mm 
thick of polystyrene material. The efficiency of this double-insulation system was tested 
later by letting the whole preheated setup to cool with no power input to the heaters: 
Under essentially steady-state conditions, the highest difference between the temperatures 
readings yielded by the installed thermocouples was about ±0.09°C. This value is in good 
agreement with the summation of the uncertainties in the readings provided by any two 
individual thermocouples (that is, ±0.1 OC). 
Experimental Procedure 
Two water-saturated sintered porous metal plates, one made of nickel 200 and the 
other made of stainless steel 316 (nominal dimensions of 127 mm x 127 mm x 6.35 mm), 
were used as the test samples. As was mentioned in Section 3.1, the porosities of the test 
samples were determined to be 28.10% and 46.45% for the nickel 200 and the stainless 
steel (SS 316) porous plates, respectively. Before the installation of a porous metal plate 
in the sample holder of the experimental apparatus, it was thoroughly c1eaned as follows: 
AlI-glass redistilled isopropyl alcohol was pushed several times through the pores of the 
test sample, using a specially designed c1eaning chamber that was fitted with a tubing 
system and could be pressurized using nitrogen gas; aU-glass double-distilled deaerated 
water was then used to dissolve (and push out) aU of remaining alcohol in the sample; 
and then the sample was soaked in aU-glass double-distilled deaerated water. To prevent 
the accumulation of air bubbles, the assembly of each water-saturated porous metal plate 
inside the sample holder was carried out entirely under water in a relatively large plastic 
tub (also fiUed with aU-glass double-distilled deaerated water). Once the sample holder 
was completely assembled and installed in the experimental apparatus, the pressure inside 
it was increased to aQ absolute value of nine bars (about 120 psig), which is weU above 
the 4.76 bar saturation pressure of distilled water at 150°C [Van Wylen et al. (1994)]. 
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After checking to make sure that there were no leaks, the entire apparatus was insulated, 
as described in the previous subsection. 
Each series of tests was initiated by tuming on power to the electrical plate heaters 
and starting the water circulation through the cooling section. The power input to the 
heaters and the flow rate and temperature of the cooling water were then set. The 
thermocouples were connected to a data acquisition and control system (HP 3497 A) 
hooked up to a personal computer. The data acquisition and control were effected via a 
computer pro gram written using the VEE OneLab (Agilent Technologies) software. Once 
the temperature measurements were initiated, data were periodically saved (at 10-second 
intervals) on a hard disk in the personal computer. When the differences between two 
consecutive sets of temperature readings were all less than or equal to ±0.05°C, it was 
assumed that the steady-state condition prevaifed. It could take up to 12 hours to reach 
this steady-state condition in each experimental run. 
3.5.3 Benchmarking of Experimental Setup and Procedure 
The experimental setup and procedure were benchmarked before they were used to 
determine the effective thermal conductivity of the water-saturated porous metal samples. 
In the benchmarking tests, the sample holder in the experimental setup (shown in Figure 
3.17) was replaced by a second reference sample made of stainless steel 303, with the 
same dimensions as those presented earlier. This benchmarking arrangement of the 
experimental apparatus is shown schematically in Figure 3.18. 
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Figure 3.18: Schematic illustration of the arrangement used in benchmarking tests of the 
thermal conductivity apparatus. 
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Figure 3.19: Thermal conductivity of stainless steel 304 and 303. 
The heat flux through the central region of the two reference samples (SS 303) is 
assumed to be one-dimensional and given by the following equation: 
q; =-k(T)~ (3.25) 
In this equation, k(F) denotes the thermal conductivity of the reference sample material as 
a function of the local temperature. With the assumption of essentially one-dimensional 
heat flow in the central region of the two reference sampI es, installed in series as shown 
in Figure 3.18, a suitable k(F) should lead to the same value of the heat flux, calculated 
using Eq. (3.25), through each of the reference samples when steady-state conditions 
prevail. During each test, the mean temperature of the upper reference sample was higher 
than that of the lower reference sample: Thus, the values of k(Fmea,J in these reference 
samples were different. Therefore, if the heat fluxes through the central regions of these 
samples were constant and equal to one another, the related temperature differences 
across these samples would be different. 
Figure 3.19 shows the variation ofthe thermal conductivity of SS 304 as a function of 
temperature: The uncertainty in these data, which are taken from Touloukian et al. 
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(1970), is ±5% (in the temperature range 300 K to 800 K). For SS 303 (which was used 
in this work mainly because of the ease of machining it offers relative to SS 304), no 
reliable data on thermal conductivity were found in the published literature, except for 
two values reported by sorne metallurgical industries (for example, Atlas Steels): These 
values are 16.3 W/m-oC and 21.5 W/m-oC at temperatures of 100°C and 500°C, 
respectively. These two data points are also included in Figure 3.19. As is illustrated by 
the data in this figure, at 100°C, the values of the thermal conductivities of SS 304 and 
SS 303 are quite close, while at 500°C, the values are appreciably different. The 
temperature range in the benchmarking tests conducted in this work was 30°C to 150°C. 
It was assumed that in this range of temperature, the thermal conductivity of SS 303 is 
the same as that of SS 304. The data provided by Touloukian et al. (1970) were curve 
fitted for temperatures in the range 26.0°C to 200°C: The following third-order 
polynomial curve gives an excellent fit (r2 ~1) to these data: 
kSS303 = aT3 + bT2 + cT + d 
a=1.333xl0·7 ; b=-7.072xl0·s 
c=2.617xl0:2 ; d=14.547 
In this equation, Tis in oC and kSS303 is in W/m-OC. 
(3.26) 
With reference to the benchmarking setup illustrated in Figure 3.18, the temperatures 
averaged over the central region of the top and bottom measurement planes (where the 
thermocouples are located) of the upper reference sample plate are denoted as Tl and T2, 
respectively; and L is used to indicate the perpendicular distance between these two 
horizontal planes (here, L is 25.4 mm or 1 inch). The polynomial presented in Eq. (3.26) 
for the function k(I') is substituted into Eq. (3.25). Then, assuming q"x is constant, Eq. 
(3.25) is integrated along the heat flow path (noting that at x = 0, T=Tl; and at x = L, 
T=T2): This yields the following expression for the heat flux in the upper reference 
sample plate (SS 303): 
" 1 [a (4 4 ) b (3 3 ) C (2 2 ) ( )] q upper = L "4 r; - T; + 3' r; - 1; +"2 r; - 1; + d r; - T2 (3.27) 
Following a similar process, the following expression was derived for the heat flux in the 
lower reference sample plate (SS 303): 
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q"/ower = ~[: (1;4 ~~4 )+%( 1;3 _~3)+ ~ (1;2 -Ti )+d(1; -~) ] (3.28) 
where T3 and T4 denote, respectively, the temperatures averaged over the central areas of 
the upper and lower measurement planes in the lower reference sample plate (SS 303). 
Table 3.3: Results yielded by the benchmarking tests. 
Tl T2 " T3 T4 q "'ower Difference q upper 
[oC] [oC] [W/m2] [oC] [oC] [W/m2] ±()% 
Eq. Eq. 
(3.27) (3.28) 
58.3 45.6 7891.4 33.4 19.8 8123.5 2.941 
69.3 56.5 8028.8 44.3 31.2 7950.2 0.978 
78.0 65.1 8174.1 52.6 39.2 8213.3 0.480 
103.1 91.5 7542.8 80.4 68.7 7473.9 0.914 
109.0 96.9 7956.5 85.1 72.6 7956.3 0.003 
124.2 112.9 7509.4 102.0 90.6 7455.9 0.713 
139.6 128.3 7671.5 117.3 105.6 7740.8 0.903 
144.3 133.2 7521.1 122.5 111.1 7564.9 0.582 
154.5 144.0 7167.8 133.9 123.3 7107.1 0.847 
The results yielded by the benchmarking tests are given in Table 3.3. These results 
indicate the following: The values of q"/ower calculated using Eqs. (3.26) and (3.28) can 
be used to estimate the heat flux passing through the sample holder, q "upper' with a 
deviation of less than ±3%. It should also be noted that in the temperaturerange of 
interest, and for the particular experimental apparatus designed and used in this work, the 
relatively simpler expression, k;S30t" (I; - T4 ) / L, with Tmean"ower = (1; + T4 ) /2, could be 
used to estimate q "/ower with a difference of less than 0.01 % from the values listed in 
Table 3.3. 
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3.5.4 Experimental Results and Discussions 
As was mentioned earlier in the paper, two water saturated sintered powder-metal 
plates, one made of nickel 200 and the other of stainless steel 316, were used as the test 
samples. Several experiments were performed with each sample. The temperature 
differences across the sample holder and the reference sample were monitored, and the se 
data were saved when steady-state conditions were achieved. The results are presented in 
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 for the nickel 200 and the SS 316 samples, respectively. The last 
columns in these tables give the relative uncertainties in the values of the effective 
thermal conductivity. They were obtained using the error propagation method explained 
in ASHRAE Standard 41.5-75 (1976). 
Table 3.4: Experimental results for effective thermal conductivity of water-saturated 
nickel 200 sintered powder-metal plate (t = 6.65 mm and & = 28.10%) 
T1sh T 2sh T mean ,dT q" R;~t ke Rel. uncer. [oC] [oC] [oC] [oC] [W/m2] [m2_OC/W] [W/m-C] 
±{2% 
34.8 33.7 34.24 1.17 5323.0 2.2008E-04 32.58 9.87 
44.4 42.6 43.48 1.75 8078.6 2.1716E-04 33.06 7.55 
53.0 50.8 51.90 2.22 10300.1 2.1549E-04 33.34 6.69 
64.3 61.4 62.89 2.89 13523.0 2.1364E-04 33.66 6.04 
73.7 70.3 72.02 3.46 16274.8 2. 1247E-04 33.87 5.73 
82.2 78.2 80.15 4.00 18799.2 2. 1272E-04 33.83 5.55 
90.9 86.4 88.67 4.53 21363.8 2. 1209E-04 33.94 5.42 
99.2 94.2 96.71 5.04 23832.2 2.1127E-04 34.08 5.33 
110.0 104.3 107.13 5.73 27163.4 2.1096E-04 34.14 5.25 
118.1 111.8 114.96 6.24 29704.7 2.1014E-04 34.29 5.20 
125.6 118.9 122.24 6.75 32090.3 2. 1 020E-04 34.28 5.17 
135.4 128.0 131.73 7.38 35136.2 2.1004E-04 34.31 5.13 
143.5 135.6 139.54 7.92 37747.2 2.0988E-04 34.34 5.11 
148.2 140.0 144.09 8.21 39140.0 2.0981E-04 34.35 5.10 
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Table 3.5: Experimental results for effective thermal conductivity of water-saturated 
stainless steel 316 sintered powder-metal plate (t = 6.56 mm and 8= 46.45%) 
T1sh T2sh Tmean q" R;~t ke Rel. L1T [oC] [oC] [oC] [oC] [W/m2] [W/m-C] uncer. [m2_OC/W] 
±{2% 
25.0 21.5 23.25 3.51 2719.8 1.2890E-03 5.15 5.71 
36.8 30.3 33.55 6.54 5241.9 1.2476E-03 5.33 5.18 
49.1 39.5 44.30 9.64 7993.1 1.2061E-03 5.51 5.06 
58.7 46.7 52.66 12.01 10176.6 1.1803E-03 5.63 5.02 
67.4 52.5 59.95 14.84 12864.3 1.1539E-03 5.77 5.00 
72.0 57.3 64.65 14.75 12917.7 1.1421E-03 5.83 5.00 
82.2 64.4 73.27 17.75 15838.2 1.1209E-03 5.94 4.98 
86.5 72.5 79.49 13.94 12459.4 1. 1192E-03 5.95 5.00 
91.8 78.2 85.04 13.61 12244.9 1.1117E-03 5.99 5.00 
100.9 86.4 93.67 14.49 13269.8 1.0918E-03 6.10 5.00 
108.3 94.8 101.54 13.52 12478.8 1.0836E-03 6.15 5.00 
115.1 102.0 108.57 13.11 12139.7 1.0800E-03 6.17 5.01 
119.4 105.4 112.44 13.99 13072.3 1.0702E-03 6.22 5.00 
129.8 113.3 121.58 16.47 15579.7 1.0569E-03 6.30 4.99 
145.1 129.2 137.14 15.84 15033.3 1.0539E-03 6.32 4.99 
151.9 133.9 142.90 18.01 17352.0 1.0380E-03 6.42 4.98 
In Tables 3.4 and 3.5, Tish and T2sh denote, respectively, the average temperatures at 
measurement planes inside the top and the bottom copper plates of the sample holder, 
shown schematically in Figures 3.17 and 3.20. Tmean and L1T represent, respectively, the 
overall mean temperature, (Tlsh + T2sh)/2, and the overall temperature difference, (T1sh -
T2sh). The measured values of T3 and T4 across the reference sample are used as inputs to 
Eqs. (3.26) and (3.28) to calculate q"'ower' which in turn is used to estimate the heat flux 
through the test sample, q"::::: q "'ower' R;~t represents the total thermal resistance (in m2 _ 
°C/W) between the measurement points across the sample holder. With reference to the 
schematic in Figure 3.20, R;~t is calculated using the following equation: 
(3.29) 
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Figure 3.20: Schematic of the thermocouples in the sample holder of the thermal 
conductivity apparatus and the related thermal resistances. 
In Eq. (3.29) and Figure 3.20, R: represents the thermal resistance of the water-
saturated porous metal sample, R;u represents the thermal resistance of the copper plates 
(the thickness of these copper plates on each si de of the porous metal sample is (cu = 
3.175 mm or 1/8"), and R; denotes the thermal contact resistance at the interfaces 
between the sample and the copper plates. The inner surfaces of the copper plates were 
smooth and they were pushed snugly against the surfaces of the water-saturated porous 
metal sample. Therefore, the thermal contact resistance R~ was assumed to be negligible 
in this work. Support for the validity of this assumption was also derived from the results 
presented by Singh et al. (1973). Therefore, for each test, the thermal resistance of the 
sample, R:, could be calculated from Eq. (3.29) by only compensating for 
R" = ( / k . Once R" was calculated, the effective thermal conductivity of the water-
cu cu CU,QV W 
saturated powder-metal sample at the mean temperature of the sample, Tmean , was 
obtained using the relation ke = ( / R: . 
The results given in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 (and the corresponding graphical presentations 
in Figures 3.21 and 3.22) show that the effective thermal conductivities of the nickel 200 
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and the stainless steel 316 porous metal samples both increase with the mean temperature 
(indicated in these figures as Tav). For the stainless steel 316 sample, these results are not 
surprising, as the thermal conductivities of the metal (SS316) and the water are both 
increasing functions of temperature in the range investigated here. However, the thermal 
conductivity of nickel 200 is a decreasing function of temperature in the range of interest; 
the porosity of the nickel 200 sintered sample is relatively low ( & = 28.10%); and the 
ratio of ks / kJ for this sample is relatively high. Therefore, these results indicate that the 
thermal conductivity of the water, kJ, perhaps has a relatively greater influence than that 
of the solid (nickel 200), ks, in the determination of the effective thermal conductivity of 
this water-saturated nickel 200 sintered powder-metal sample: The word perhaps is used 
in this statement because the maximum difference (full variation) of the effective thermal 
conductivity of this sample over the temperature range of interest is almost fully within 
the error bands shown in Figure 3.22. However, in this context, it should be noted that 
Peterson and Fletcher (1987) also experimentally investigated the temperature 
dependency of the effective thermal conductivities of three different water-saturated 
sintered nickel 200 powder-metal samples (of porosity & = 43.0%, 64.0% and 69.0%) 
with mean temperatures in the range 20cC to lOocC: Their results also show that the 
effective thermal conductivity increases with mean temperature, for all three samples. 
Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show graphical comparisons of the experimental results 
obtained in this investigation for the effective thermal conductivity of the water-saturated 
porous stainless steel 316 and nickel 200 plates, respectively, with those predicted by the 
correlations presented earlier. The predictions were obtained by using the thermal 
conductivities of water, stainless steel 316, and nickel 200 as functions of temperature, 
while assuming that the porosities of the water-saturated samples remain unchanged. For 
the Dul'nev (1965) correlation, the nonlinear polynomials given in Eq. (3.19) were 
solved iteratively, and values of y = 0.26184 and y = 0.32527 were found to give 
physically meaningful values of ke for stainless steel 316 (6' = 46.45%) and nickel 200 (6' 
= 28.1 %), respectively. The correlation proposed by Alexander (1972), Eq. (3.20), was 
used with 5 = 0.53. In the correlation of Hadley (1986), Eq. (3.21), acon was calculated 
using the curve fits provided by Kaviany (1999), Eq. (3.23), and lu was set equal to 0.85. 
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The Bauer (1993) correlation was fitted using f3 =1.0, and Eq. (3.24) was solved 
iteratively for ke. As is clearly seen in Figures 3.21 and 3.22, the parallel and series model 
represent, respectively, the upper and lower limits for the effective thermal 
conductivities. 
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of the experimental values of the effective thermal conductivity 
of water-saturated sintered stainless steel 316 powder-metal plate (8 = 46.45%) obtained 
in the current study with those predicted by sorne available correlations. 
The results presented in Figure 3.21 show that for the stainless steel 316 sample, all 
of the correlations considered here predict that the effective thermal conductivity 
increases with the mean temperature (Tav). The correlation of Alexander (1972) gives the 
best predictions, with the maximum percentage difference between the experimental and 
predicted values being Er = +8.8% for a mean temperature of 23.3°C: Here, it should be 
noted that Er = 100 x (ke,correl - ke,e.xP') / ke,exp,' This difference decreases with increasing 
mean temperature for this sample as follows: +3.0% ~r.s+8.8% for 23.3°C 5.Tav5. 55°C; 
and IErl is within 3.0% for Tav >55°C. 
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of the experimental values of the effective thermal conductivity 
of water-saturated sintered nickel 200 powder-metal plate (s = 28.1 %) obtained in the 
current study with those predicted by sorne available correlations. 
For the nickel 200 sample, as can be se en from the results presented in Figure 3.22, 
the parallel, Maxwell (1954), Bauer (1993), Alexander (1972) and Dul'nev (1965) 
correlations predict that the effective thermal conductivity should decrease with an 
increase of Tav, while the Hadley (1986) and series correlations predict an increase ofthis 
property with the mean temperatureo The best predictions are again given by the 
correlation of Alexander (1972): Er = -9.6% for T av = 144.1 oC and Er = +0.28% for Tav = 
3402°C. However, Alexander's correlation predicts a decrease of ke with an increase of 
Tav, whereas the experimental results show an opposite trend. Again, it should be noted 
that these statements about opposing trends in the experimentai results and the values 
predicted by sorne of the aforementioned correlations are not definitive as the maximum 
difference (full variation) of the experimental values in the temperature range 20°C to 
150°C is within the error bands shown in Figure 3.22. Here, it should aiso be noted that 
the experimentai results of Peterson and Fletcher (1987) compare quite weIl with those 
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predicted by the correlation of Alexander (1972), in terms of overall deviations (Devmax = 
±32.27% and Devmean = ±11.15% values), but these sets of results also show opposite 
trends with respect to the variation of ke with Tav. 
3.5.5 Proposed Correlation 
As was discussed in the previous subsection, the empirical correlation of Alexander 
(1972), which is based on experiments with porous materials made of sintered fibers and 
powders, gives predictions that agree quite well with the effective thermal conductivity 
data obtained experimentally in this work (see Figures 3.21 and 3.22). However, a 
correlation that is less empirical than Alexander's correlation and provides betler 
predictions is proposed in this subsection. As was mentioned earlier, this correlation was 
formulated by extending the theoretical ideas put forward earlier by Hadley (1986). 
As was discussed in Subsection 3.5.1, Hadley (1986) proposed an approach that 
involves a combination of a theoretical expression that is appropriate for conduction 
through a contiguous solid (the upper Maxwell formula) and another such expression that 
is suitable for conduction through a suspension (not necessarily dilute) of solid particles. 
Hadley's combined expression for a solid-fluid (two-phase) system, where the solid is 
connected (consolidated by cold pressing), is given in Eq. (3.21): This equation involves 
two parameters, acon and f", which are to be determined with reference to experimental 
data. Hadley (1986) has proposed a graph of acon as a function of 8 = (1- &), based on 
experimental measurements of the effective thermal conductivity of packed powders 
saturated with either air or nitrogen at pressures that were low enough to eliminate the 
influence of the pore fluid (ks / k J ~ 00); and using experimental data obtained with 
packed (cold-pressed) powders of stainless steel and brass, with water as the pore fluid, 
he found 0.8:S; fa :s; 0.9 . 
In this work, the focus is on the effective thermal conductivity of water-saturated 
sintered powder-metal plates. These sintered porous metal plates are different from the 
cold-pressed packed metal-powder porous media used by Hadley (1986), in that the 
thermal conduction across the solid-to-solid contacts zones between the metal particles 
created by the sintering process is betler than that across similar contact zones created by 
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the cold-pressing process. Thus it is not surprising that the effective thermal conductivity 
values of both the water-saturated stainless steel 316 and nickel 200 porous plates 
obtained using the correlation proposed by Hadley (1986) lie well below the 
corresponding values yielded by the experiments undertaken in this work (see Figure 
3.21 and 3.22). 
In the proposed correlation, the basic combined expression, Eq. (3.21), proposed by 
Hadley (1986) is retained. However, it is postulated that the parameters acon and fa in 
this combined expression are functions of not only the porosity, e, as proposed by 
Hadley (1986), but also of the conductivity ratio ks / kf . The inspiration for this postulate 
was derived from the earlier work of Smith and Kunii (1960). The following function is 
proposed for the consolidation parameter, acon: 
(l_e)m -A-m(1-a~)T_( :; rJ or acon =1-exp (3.30) 
This expression applies to systems for which (ks / kf)'~ 1: Note that when (ks / kf ) ~ 1 
and 0 < 8 < 1, acon ~ 1. The parameter fa is assumed to be the following porosity-
weighted average of the values corresponding to Maxwell's upper and lower limits: 
2 
fa,min =3 ; fa = fo,min e + fa,max (1- e) (3.31) 
Equations (3.30) and (3.31) ensure that when the porosity approaches very small values 
(8 ~ 0), acon ~ 1 and fa ~ fa,max ; and when the porosity approaches its highest value 
(8 ~ 1), acon ~ 0 and fa ~ fa,min . For the water-saturated nickel 200 and stainless steel 
316 sintered powder-metal plates considered in this work with temperatures in the range 
20°C to 150°C, and also the water-saturated nickel 200 and copper (CI02) sintered 
powder-metal plates used by Peterson and Fletcher (1987) in the temperature range 25°C 
to 100°C, the values of fa obtained using Eq. (3.31) lie in the range 0.7685:, fa 5:, 0.903. 
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Using curve fitting techniques with the experimentally determined values of the 
effective thermal conductivity in this work, and also the experimental results reported by 
Peterson and Fletcher (1987), as inputs, the constants in the Eq. (3.30) were determined 
to be the following: 
A=0.148 ; m=0.283 ; n=0.04 (3.32) 
The variation of the consolidation parameter, acon' with the porosity, &, is depicted in 
Figure 3.23 for five different values of the conductivity ratio, ks / kf , and the above-
mentioned values of the constants in Eq. (3.30). For comparison purposes, the values of 
acon obtained with the curve fit proposed by Kaviany (1999) to Hadley experimental 
data, Eq. (3.23), are also shown in Figure 3.23. As is evident from these results, the 
influence of k" 1 k f and the sintering on acon is significant. 
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Figure 3.23: Variation of the consolidation parameter, acon' with the porosity, &, 
predicted by the proposed correlation for six different values of the thermal conductivity 
ratio, ks 1 kf . 
With this proposed correlation, all of the values of the effective thermal conductivity 
experimentally determined in this work, and also those reported by Peterson and Fletcher 
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(1987), are predicted with a mean deviation of less than ±5 .67% and a maximum 
deviation of ±19.39%. The maximum and mean deviations of the predictions from the 
experimentally determined results of the effective thermal conductivity in this work are 
the following: 
Nickel 200: Dev max = ±5.83% 
Stainless Steel 316: Devmax =±5.55% 
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Figure 3.24: Variation of effective thermal conductivity of water-saturated sintered 
powder-metal porous plates with Tav : Values predicted by the proposed correlation and 
the corresponding experimental results obtained in this investigation and by apeterson and 
Fletcher (1987). 
Graphical presentations of the predictions obtained with the proposed correlation, the 
experimental results of this investigation, and the experimental results of Peterson and 
Fletcher (1987) are given in Figures 3.24 and 3.25. In Figure 3.24, the experimental 
results pertaining to nickel 200 with 8 = 28.1 % and stainless steel (S.S.) 316 with 8 = 
46.5% were obtained in this work; and the experimental results pertaining to copper C 1 02 
with 8 = 32.0%, copper C102 with 8 = 52.0%, nickel 200 with 8 = 43.0%, and nickel 
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200 with & = 69.0% were reported by Peterson and Fletcher (1987). These results show 
that the proposed correlation provides predictions of the effective thermal conductivity of 
the aforementioned water-saturated sintered powder-metal plates that are significantly 
better than the corresponding predictions yielded by the correlations proposed by 
Alexandre (1972) and Hadley (1986). 
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Figure 3.25: Comparison of the values of effective thermal conductivity of water-
saturated porous metal plates predicted by the proposed correlation and the corresponding 
experimental results obtained in this investigation and by apeterson and Fletcher (1987). 
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Chapter 4: 
A Loop Heat Pipe with a Flat Evaporator and Fixed Active 
Mass of Working Fluid: Experimental Setup and Procedures 
In this chapter, a loop heat pipe (LHP) that was designed, constructed, and used in the 
experimental phase of this investigation is described, along with the overall setup and 
procedures. A schematic illustration of this LHP is given in Figure 4.1: It has one flat 
(plate-type) evaporator, a vapor-transport line, a single condenser, and a liquid-transport 
line. 
As was mentioned in the literature review presented in Chapter 1, the flat evaporator 
configuration was chosen for this experimental work as it has received comparatively less 
attention than evaporators with a cylindrical geometry; and the intention here is not only 
to obtain experimental results that would be useful for checking a network therrnofluid 
model of LHPs proposed in this thesis (described in Chapter 5), but also to augment the 
available repertoire of experimental data on these devices. In addition, it was decided to 
design a fiat evaporator that was fairly straightforward to fabricate, assemble, and operate 
with a flat sintered powder-metal plate as the wick. This flat evaporator is not integrated 
with a compensation chamber; rather, as shown in Figure 4.1, an external two-phase 
reservoir is attached to the LHP, as is done in capillary pumped loops (CPLs). However, 
the proposed LHP is different from CPLs [Nikitkin and Cullimore (1998)] in that after 
charging (that is, filling the LHP with the working fluid), this external two-phase 
reservoir is isolated and the active fluid mass in the loop is kept fixed during its operation 
(additional details are provided later in this chapter). 
In the published literature on LHPs (see Chapter 1, Section 1.4), there are fewer 
works that de al with water as the working fluid than those that consider other working 
fluids (such as ammonia, methanol, and ethanol). In this context, for the same reasons as 
those mentioned above, it was decided to operate the proposed LHP with water as the 
working fiuid. 
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4.1 DETAILS OF THE LHP 
As is shown in Figure 4.1, the LHP considered in this work has the following 
components: a flat (plate-type) evaporator; a condenser made of a serpentine-type pipe 
that is fully submerged in a constant-temperature oil bath (that was designed and 
constructed specially for use in this work); a vapor-transport line made of a serpentine-
type pipe; and a liquid-transport line also made of a serpentine-type pipe. A two-phase 
reservoir is also attached extemally to this LHP, as shown in Figure 4.1: This reservoir is 
used only in the charging operation (detaiis are given in a Iater section ofthis chapter). 
One of the objectives in the design of this LHP was to mimic conditions encountered 
in practicai applications: This is the main reason for the use of serpentine pipes in the 
construction of the vapor-transport line, the condenser, and the liquid-transport line. 
These serpentine pipes also allow rather long vapor- and liquid-transport lines to be 
convenient accommodated in limited laboratory space and fit a condenser with a 
relatively large surface area (for heat transfer) inside an oil-bath that is not overly large. 
Vapor-Transport Line 
R.v. 
Evaporator 
T ev.-;;;- B 
t 
Condenser 
(Thermal Sink: Const. Two-Phase 
Temp. Oil Bath) Reservoir 
Liquid-Transport Line 
Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the LHP (not to scale). 
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The dimensions of the various elements of the LHP, the materials used to construct 
them, and sorne characteristics of the sintered powder-metal wick used in this work are 
summarized in Table 4.1. Geometrical details of the tubes used in the construction of this 
LHP are given in Appendix C. 
Table 4.1: Dimensions and characteristics of the different elements of the LHP. 
EVAPORATOR CONDENSER 
Overall Dimensions Pipe Material: SS 316L 
Upper Piece (SS 316): 177.8xl77.8xI9.05 mm3 Outside Diameter: 9.53 mm 
Lower Piece (SS 316): 177.8xl77.8x31.75 mm3 Inside Diameter: 7.75 mm 
Heat Transfer Interface Length: 6.36m 
At the Center of the Upper Piece: 100.8xl00.8 mm2 Cross Sectional Area: 4.72xl0-sm2 
Liquid Pool Volume: 300mL 
Dimensions: 10 1.6x 1 01.6x 12.7 mm3 V APOR-TRANSPORT LINE 
Volume: 131 mL Pipe Material: SS 316L 
Wick: Outside Diameter: 9.53mm 
Sintered Metal Powder: SS 316 Inside Diameter: 7.75mm 
Porosity: 46.45% Effective Length: 4.3m 
Dimensions: 126.6 x 126.6x6.54 mm3 Cross-Sectional Area 4.72xl0-sm2 
Effective Permeability: 6.576xlO-12 m2 Volume: 203 mL 
Max. Effective Pore Size: 41.75 Ji m LIQUID-TRANSPORT LINE 
Total Volume of Pores: 49 mL Pipe Material: SS 316L 
Grooves Outside Diameter: 9.53mm 
Number of Grooves: 13 Inside Diameter: 7.75mm 
Groove Length: 107.9mm Effective Length: 4.6m 
Groove C.S. Area: 12.1mm2 Cross-Sectional Area 4.72xlO-sm2 
Groove Hydraulic Diameter: 3.1mm Volume: 217mL 
Total Volume of Grooves: 17mL TWO-PHASE RESERVOIR 
Grooves Collector Volume: IlmL Volume: 2035mL 
4.1.1 Evaporator 
Details of the fiat evaporator of the LHP are presented in Figure 4.2. It is made of the 
following parts: An upper piece, machined out of a stainless steel plate, with vapor-
transport grooves of trapezoidal cross section on its bottom face; a lower piece, also 
machined out of a stainless steel plate, with a cavity of rectangular cross section that 
serves as the liquid pool in the evaporator during the operation of the LHP; and a sintered 
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powder-metal wick sandwiched between the upper and lower pieces. The overall 
dimensions of these parts and sorne of the characteristics of the wick are listed in Table 
4.1. As indicated in this table, the wick used in this LHP was made of a sintered powder-
metal plate of stainless steel 316. 
Subcooled 
Upper Piece 
LowerPiece 
Evaporator Cross Section 
Subcooled 
Liquid Entrance 
Section A-A 
Vapor 
Collector 
Vapor Exit 
Wick 
Liquid Pool 
Gasket 
Figure 4.2: Details of the fiat evaporator. Note: BoIts, nuts, and washers are not shown in 
the upper figure in order to avoid cluttering in the presentation. 
The upper and the lower pieces of the evaporator are assembled and then clamped 
together using twenty sets of boit, nut, and washers. This configuration allows easy 
opening of the evaporator and access to its internaI parts for inspection and cleaning, or 
replacement of the wick. The sealing between the liquid in the rectangular cavity in the 
lower piece (liquid pool). and the vapor at top of the wick was achieved using a fiat 
silicon rubber gasket of 1.59 mm (1I16-inch) thickness; and the sealing between the 
upper and lower pieces was effected using Viton® o-rings (3.18 mm diameter). Both the 
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silicon rubber gaskets and the Viton® o-rings were rated for a maximum operating 
temperature of 250°C. 
The full evaporator-assembly is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.3. It consists of 
the evaporator presented in Figure 4.2, a heating section, a heat-flux measuring plate, 
ceramic tiles, and supporting plates with bolts and nuts. The heating section was made of 
two plate-type electrical heaters (139.7 mm x 139.7 mm x 6.35 mm), each with a nominal 
maximum power rating of 900 W. These two heaters were installed back-to-back with a 
thin copper plate (3.18 mm thick) sandwiched in between. This heating system was then 
sandwiched between two thin copper plates (3.18 mm thick), in order to ensure 
essentially uniform temperatures at the contact interfaces with other sections. The two 
heaters were wired in parallel. A DC power supply (Kepco 1 000, 100 V /10 A, maximum 
capacity of 1000 W) was used, ensuring continuously adjustable and stable power inputs 
to these heaters. 
Seventy chromel-constantan thermocouples (type E; AWG-30) were fabricated. 
These thermocouples plus ten additional sheathed thermocouples (type E, each installed 
in a stainless sheath of 152.4 mm length and 1.59 mm diameter) were calibrated in the 
temperature range of 5°C - 155°C. A special constant-temperature oil bath was designed 
and constructed for the calibration of these thermocouples in the temperature range of 
60°C - 155°C. This constant-temperature oil bath was later used as the heat sink for the 
condenser of the LHP (see Figure 4.1); its details, along with those of the condenser, are 
explained later in this chapter. For calibration of these thermocouples at temperatures 
be10w 60°C, a constant-temperature water bath (Neslab RTE 220) was used. The 
uncertainties in the temperature readings provided by the calibrated thermocouples were 
determined to be less than or equal to ±0.05°C, using the method described in ASHRAE 
Standard 41.5-75 (1976). The procedure used for the calibration ofthese thermocouples is 
presented and discussed in Appendix A of this thesis. The calibrated thermocouples were 
used to measure temperatures in the evaporator and aiso other e1ements of the LHP, as 
described in sorne of the following sections ofthis chapter. 
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Plate :l:!~~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~ Heaters 
on ... "'''''A ratA Ire 
Figure 4.3: Details of the full evaporator-assembly. 
As is shown in Figure 4.3, a he at-flux measuring plate is inserted in between the 
heating section and the evaporator. This plate is made of stainless steel (SS303); its top 
side has a surface area of 139.7 mm x 139.7 mm and is in contact with the bottom surface 
of the heating section; on its lower side, it fits snugly into a cavity machined in the upper 
piece of the evaporator, and has a bottom contact interface surface of 100.8 mm x 100.8 
mm (the cavity in the upper piece of the evaporator has a cross-sectional area of 101.6 
mm x 101.6 mm). Nine thermocouples were installed inside the top and bottom surfaces 
of the heat-flux measuring plate, over a 95.2 mm x 95.2 mm region around the center; the 
holes for these thermocouples are 7.94 mm deep and drilled symmetrically with respect 
to the horizontal plane (perpendicular to the direction of heat flow) passing through the 
center of the sample. With this arrangement, the average temperatures of two horizontal 
planes inside the heat-flux measuring plate, separated by a distance of 9.53 mm (Ire in 
Figure 4.3), could be measured. Once these average temperatures are obtained, assuming 
one-dimensional heat transfer in the central part ofthe he at-flux measuring plate and with 
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the known (predetermined) thermal conductivity of the plate, the downward heat flux 
and, consequently, the total power input to the evaporator can be estimated. 
In order to introduce significant thermal resistances (and thus reduce heat loss) in 
between the top of the heating section and the upper supporting plate, and also in between 
the bottom of the evaporator and the lower supporting plate, 6.35 mm thick ceramic tiles 
were used (see Figure 4.3). SpecificaIly, four such tiles were installed at the top of the 
heating section to promote the downward flow of the heat generated in the electrical 
·heaters, towards the evaporator. 
The evaporator, the heating section, the he at-flux measuring plate, and the ceramic 
tiles were held together (in compression mode) by me ans of two perforated rectangular 
stainless steel (SS 303) plates (254 mm x 254 mm x 12.7 mm) and six sets ofheavy-duty 
(12.7 mm) bolts, nuts, and washers. The degree of compression in this assembly could be 
adjusted by changing (equaIly) the torque on aIl six bolt-nut-washer sets. This 
compression was necessary to minimize the related thermal contact resistances, 
especially between the bottom of the heat-flux measuring plate and the top of the 
evaporator. A high-thermal conductivity paste (Omegatherm 201; k == 2.31 W/m-OC) 
was used at the contact interfaces between the heat-flux measuring plate, the heating 
assembly, and the evaporator, in order to reduce the corresponding thermal contact 
resistances, and ensure essentially one-dimensional heat conduction in the central region 
of the heat-flux measuring plate. 
The full evaporator-assembly presented in Figure 4.3 was insulated with 152.4 mm 
thick fiberglass insulation (R20, RSI3.5). A box built from 19 mm thick wood planks was 
used to hold this fiberglass insulation in place. 
In order to estimate the heat loss from the evaporator body to the ambient 
environment, and also better understand the thermal phenomena that occur in this portion 
of the LHP, nine thermocouples were installed inside the bottom side of the lower piece 
of the evaporator. These thermocouples were installed over a 95.2 mm x 95.2 mm region 
around the center of this piece. The blind holes for these thermocouples were stopped 3.2 
mm from the bottom surface of the liquid pool in the evaporator (see Figure 4.3). 
A high-accuracy differential pressure transducer (Omega PX838; 0-10,000 Pa; 
±0.25%FS) was calibrated (for 0-1500 Pa; ±7.2 Pa) using an Askania manometer and 
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used for measuring the difference in pressure between the subcooled liquid entering the 
evaporator and the vapor leaving it. This pressure transducer is denoted as &2 in Figure 
4.1, and it is attached to measurement ports denoted as A and B in the figure. 
4.1.2 Condenser 
The condenser of the LHP was made of stainless steel (SS 316L) pipe (7.75 mm ID; 
6.36 m long) which was bent smoothly (23.8 mm internaI bend radius) at severallocation 
along its length to allow its installation inside the space available in the constant-
temperature oil bath (see Figure 4.1). This constant-temperature oil bath served as the 
heat sink for the LHP. 
The constant-temperature oil bath was made of a 0.305 m x 0.610 m x 0.915 m 
stainless steel tank; it was filled with approximately 140 liters of mineraI oil. With this 
mineraI oil (flash temperature of about 173°C), continuous operating temperatures up to 
155°C could be accommodated. The tank was fitted with a total of three electrical 
heaters; two of these were hooked up to a temperature controller; and the third was 
supplied with a continuous power input, when required, and functioned as a booster 
heater. A casing made offiberglass boards (63.5 mm thick) was built and installed on the 
outside of the stainless steel tank, in order to minimize heat losses to the surroundings. 
For controlling the temperature of the oil inside the bath, it is necessary to have not only 
the aforementioned heaters inside the tank, but also a means to cool it when needed. Tap 
water was circulated in a counter flow manner through two coolant-transport pipes 
installed inside the oil in the tank to provide this cooling capability; the flow rate of this 
coolant water was adjusted (manually) by a stainless steel metering valve. A three-blade 
(152.4 mm diameter) propeller attached to a variable-speed agitator (Talboys Stirrer 
Model 138) was incorporated in this bath to mix the mineraI oil and facilitate 
achievement of isothermal operating conditions. Furthermore, the oil bath was mounted 
on a base that allowed its height to be varied. Photographs of this oil bath are provided in 
Appendix A. 
The condenser pipe was installed inside the bath above both heaters and the coolant-
transport pipes. The elevation of the inlet of the condenser pipe was 50.8 mm above that 
of its outlet. This difference in elevation provided an overall downward slope of about 
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1 % in the flow direction. This slight downward slope aided in establishing a stable phase 
distribution (liquid and vapor) inside the condenser pipe and ensured repeatable steady-
state of operation of the LHP. 
The fluid temperatures at the inlet and outlet (exit) of the condenser, Tcd-in and Tcd-exit, 
were measured using sheathed thermocouples (see Figure 4.1). U sing especial 
compression fittings, the tips of these thermocouples were positioned at the axis of the 
condenser pipe, allowing direct measurements of the fluid at the inlet and outlet of the 
condenser. Other sheathed thermocouples were used to measure the temperature of the oil 
at severallocations in the bath, and these measurements were averaged to obtain the sink 
temperature, Tsink, for each experimental run of the LHP. 
The heat transfer coefficient on the external surface of the condenser pipe (subjected 
to cross flows of the mineraI oil in the stirred bath), hOi/, was measured experimentally 
using a steady-state method. A custom-made tubular electrical heater having the same 
geometry as that ofthe condenser pipe was designed, constructed, and used inside the oil-
bath (replacing the condenser pipe) in this method. Power supply to this heater was 
provided by a De supply (KepcolOOO, 100VIlOA; maximum capacity of 1000W), 
ensuring continuously adjustable and. stable power inputs during these experiments. 
Twelve thermocouples were attached to the outer surface of this custom-designed tubular 
electrical heater; during these experiments, the readings from these thermocouples were 
averaged to obtain the mean outer surface temperature of the tubular heater. In each run 
of these experiments, the agitator speed and the sink (oil-bath) temperature were set, the 
tubular electrical heater was powered up, and the thermocouple outputs were monitored. 
Once steady-state condition was achieved in each run, the sink (oil-bath) temperature, the 
power input to the tubular heater, and the average temperature of outer surface of the 
tubular heater were recorded. Using a steady-state energy balance on the heater, hoi/ was 
determined. In each of these experiments, the agitator speed setting was kept fixed at the 
same value (4/10) as that used in aH of the LHP experiments. The results obtained for hOi/, 
with sink (oil-bath) temperatures of 41.9°e, 51.3°e, and 62.0oe are 290.2 W/m2_0e, 
320.4 W/m2_oe, and 344.9 W/m2_oe, respectively. These conditions are essentially the 
same as those used in the LHP experiments. The relative uncertainties in these values of 
hoil were estimated to be less than ±3.4%. Simple linear interpolation or extrapolation of 
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these values was used to estimate hoit when the sink temperature differed slightly from the 
aforementioned values in the LHP experiments. 
4.1.3 Vapor- and Liquid-Transport Lines 
The vapor- and the Hquid-transport lines were made of smooth stainless steel (SS 
316) pipes of circular cross section (dimensions given in Table 4.1). These pipes were 
bent into serpentine shapes, using several smooth bends of 23.8 mm internaI radius, as 
shown in Figure 4.1, to allow their installation in the limited space of the laboratory and 
also to mimic conditions encountered in LHP applications. These pipes were connected 
using stainless steel compression fittings. Two of these fittings were specially designed 
and constructed to allow connection of a differential pressure transducer across a finite 
length of the vapor-transport line, indicated by the symbols A and C in Figure 4.1. A 
high-accuracy differential pressure transducer (Omega PX938; 0-1,000 Pa) was 
calibrated (±0.15% FS) using an Askania manometer and then used for these 
measurements, indicated by 9 1 = (PA - Pc) in Figure 4.1. 
As shown in Figure 4.1, the fluid temperatures at the inlet of the vapor-transport Hne, 
Tsar, and at the exit of the liquid-transport Hne, T ev-in, were measured. Sheathed 
thermocouples, positioned at the center of the se pipe using special compressions fittings, 
were used for these temperature measurements. 
Both the vapor- and the liquid-transport lines were very weIl insulated on their 
outside surface with fiberglass insulation (R20, RSI3 .5), in order to minimize heat losses 
to the ambient environment. A box built from 19 mm thick wood planks was used to hold 
this fiberglass insulation in place. 
The thermal resistance for the vapor-transport line from the inside surface of the pipe 
to the ambient environment, Rth-vl-out' and that for the liquid-transport line, Rth-II-out' were 
both determined using special experiments. In these experiments, distilled water at about 
70°C, supplied from a constant-temperature bath, was circulated through the vapor- and 
liquid-transport lines, and the drops in the temperature of this water as it flowed through 
these lines were monitored. In each run of these experiments, once a steady-state 
condition was established, the aforementioned temperature drops were recorded, and the 
corresponding mass flow rate of the water was measured using a simple 
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stopwatch/bucketlmass balance method. These experimental data and a steady-state 
energy balance for each transport line were used to determine the corresponding values of 
the above-mentioned thermal resistances. In order to achieve good accuracy in these 
measurements, the steady-state mass flow rates of the distilled water were adjusted, using 
a fine stainless steel metering valve, to be low enough to obtain temperature drops of the 
order of 10°C. In this context, it is noted that the thermal resistances associated with 
laminar and fully-developed convective heat transfer inside the pipe of the vapor- and 
liquid-transport lines were negligible compared to Rth-vl-out and Rth-ll-out' respectively. 
After several runs of these experiments, the results were averaged to obtain the following 
results: Rth-vl-out= 3.56 °C/W and Rth-ll-out = 14.7 oC/W. The uncertainties in these values 
were determined to be less than ±16.0%. 
4.1.4 Two-Phase Reservoir 
As was mentioned earlier, a two-phase reservoir is attached to the LHP (see Figure 
4.1). This reservoir was designed primarily for use during the filling (charging) of the 
LHP. A stainless steel baIl valve (indicated by B.V. in Figure 4.1) is used to isolate this 
reservoir from the LHP after completion of the filling process, and the LHP is operated 
with a fixed active mass of the working fluid. However, this two-phase reservoir could 
also serve to run the loop as a capillary pumped loop (CPL), if desired, in future 
extensions of this work. 
This two-phase reservoir was made of fully welded 101.6 mm (4-inch nominal) 
stainless steel pipe (SS 304) and standard end-cap fittings also made of stainless steel (SS 
316). The total internaI volume of this reservoir is 2035 mL. The reservoir was equipped 
with a sight glass (denoted as S.G. Figure 4.1) to allow viewing of the liquid-vapor 
interface, and a pressure gage capable of operating from vacuum to about 7 bars (-30 inch 
of Hg to 100 psig). A relief valve (denoted as R.V. in Figure 4.1) was attached to this 
reservoir for safety purposes. Two cartridge electrical heaters, each rated for 500 W, were 
installed at two different levels inside the reservoir for heating and temperature control 
purposes. A sheathed thermocouple was also installed at a fixed level inside the reservoir 
allowing monitoring of the saturation temperature of the liquid-vapor mixture in the 
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reservoir. A manually operated vent valve and a drain were also attached to the reservoir 
(not shown in the figure). The whole reservoir was thermally insulated using fiberglass, 
and the whole assembly (except the relief valve, the sight glass, the vent valve, and the 
drain) was mounted in a box made from wood planks. 
4.1.5 Data Acquisition and Control 
All thermocouples and differential pressure transducers were connected to a data 
acquisition and control system (HP 3497 A). This system was connected to a personal 
computer. The data acquisition and control were effected via a computer pro gram written 
using the VEE OneLab (Agilent Technologies) software. Once the measurements of 
temperature and pressure drop were initiated, data were periodically saved (at lü-second 
time intervals) on a hard disk in the personal computer. The input voltage and current 
supplied to the various heaters were measured using suitable multimeters (HP 3478A); 
currents greater than 1 A were deduced from measurements of voltage drop across a 
resistive shunt. These voltage and current measurements were also acquired and recorded 
using the aforementioned data acquisition and control system, and these measurements 
were used to calculate the corresponding power inputs. 
4.2 FILLING STRA TEGY AND PROCEDURE 
For stable steady-state operation ofthe LHP presented in Figure 4.1, it is necessary to 
have the following phase distribution of the working fluid: The grooves in the evaporator 
(see Figures 4.2 and 4.3) should be filled with the vapor; the vapor-transport line should 
be filled mostly with the vapor phase (sorne condensation in this line was unavoidable in 
this work, and it is accounted for in the proposed network thermofluid model proposed in 
Chapter 5); and the liquid-transport line, the evaporator liquid pool, and the void volume 
of the wick structure should be filled with the liquid phase. In addition, it is desirable to 
have full condensation of the vapor inside the condenser; in other words, the condenser 
pipe should be only partly filled with the two-phase (vapor-liquid) mixture, and the rest 
of it should be filled with only the condensed liquid. The filling strategy and procedure 
that were designed and employed to achieve this desirable phase distribution during the 
steady-state operation of the LHP are presented in this section. The two-phase reservoir 
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(discussed in Section 4.1.4 and shown in Figure 4.1) played a crucial role in the proposed 
filling strategy and procedure. 
After the LHP was assembled (including the two-phase reservoir), it was fully flushed 
several times with aU-glass double-distilled water, using a gravity-feed overhead tank to 
supply the water and pressurized nitrogen to effect forced draining. This flushing process 
is necessary to get rid of dust and sorne other solid particles that might get inside the LHP 
during its assembly. 
After the completion of this flushing process, the LHP was connected to a vacuum 
pump (Boc-Edwards-RV8; 8.0 m3/hr; 3x10-2 mbar) at an access port located in between 
the evaporator and the two-phase reservoir. Then the baU valve in the pipe that connects 
the two-phase reservoir to the LHP was opened and the vacuum pump was tumed on. The 
vacuuming process was continued until a pressure lower than 1.33 mbar (±0.53 mbar; or 
1.0 torr) was sustained; this pressure was monitored using a vacuum gauge (Boc-
Edwards-CG 16K; 0-20 torr; ±2%F.S.) instaUed on the vacuum line. At this stage, the 
two-phase reservoir was disconnected from the LHP by shutting off the isolating baU 
valve, but the vacuum pump was left on. The reservoir was then connected to the above-
mentioned gravity-feed overhead tank, located about 2.0 m above it, and was fiUed 
completely with aU-glass double-distilled water. Then the two cartridge heaters in the 
two-phase reservoir were tumed on to heat and deaerate the water and also get rid of any 
trapped air bubbles: During this process, due to thermal expansion and degasification, the 
water pressure rises inside the isolated reservoir. The reservoir was kept isolated and 
closed until the pressure gauge instaUed on it indicated a pressure of 0.5 bar above the 
local atmospheric pressure. The vent valve on the reservoir was then opened, and the 
heating at atmospheric condition was continued until the water started to boil (at about 
100°C). At this stage, the water vapor was continuously vented from the system for about 
10 min. Then the vent valve was closed, and the heating was continued until a pressure of 
1 bar above the local atmospheric pressure was built up inside the reservoir. At this stage, 
the reservoir was pressurized and fiUed with a two-phase liquid-vapor water mixture that 
was essentiaUy free of air. 
The vacuum pump was then shut off and disconnected from the LHP, and the 
isolating baIl valve was opened gradually allowing the liquid phase to flow from the 
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reservoir into the loop: It should be noted that the connecting pipe from the LHP was 
attached to the point of lowest elevation of the reservoir, in order to ensure that only the 
liquid phase of the water flowed into the loop. As the amount of the liquid inside the 
reservoir was much higher than the total LHP volume, after a while, the whole LHP was 
fully filled with liquid phase of the working fluid. During this filling process, the liquid-
vapor interface in the two-phase reservoir was monitored via the sight glass (see Figure 
4.1), and its final level was recorded. At this stage, the LHP (fully filled with liquid 
water) and the connected two-phase reservoir were ready for initiation of a process that 
was designed to obtain the desired phase distribution (inside the LHP). 
To achieve the desired phase distribution, the LHP (fully filled with water) and the 
attached to the two-phase reservoir are together started as a CPL. The first sequence of 
steps in this startup procedure are the following: The oil-bath temperature was set to 
about 40°C and one of the cartridge heaters installed at the bottom of the two-phase 
reservoir (submerged in the liquid phase) was turned on; once the fluid temperature in the 
two-phase reservoir was about 70°C, the electrical power input to the cartridge heater 
inside it was reduced (via a variac) to about 15 W and then maintained (this level of 
power input was enough to compensate for heat losses in the reservoir and keep its 
temperature relatively constant at about 70 OC); an automatic on/off controller was not 
used with this cartridge heater in order to avoid excessive pressure oscillations inside the 
LHP during this startup process; and after the oil-bath and the two-phase temperatures 
attained and maintained their set values, a total power input of about 250W was applied 
to the heaters in the evaporator assembly (see Figure 4.3). It should be noted that only a 
part of this power input applied to the heaters in the evaporator assembly is actually 
transmitted to the evaporator (about 200W), and the rest of it is lost to the ambient 
environment. 
The startup procedures and the related transient behaviors of CPLs are explained and 
discussed in several published works, for example in the works of Cullimore (1991) and 
Hoang and Ku (1996). As heat is applied to the initially fully flooded evaporator, the 
temperature of the fluid inside of it starts to rise and reaches a value close to the one set 
in the two-phase reservoir (about 70°C). At this temperature, the pressure inside the 
evaporator reaches the saturation pressure of the two-phase system (the ensemble of the 
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loop and the reservoir), and nucleate boiling is initiated within the vapor grooves, 
accompanied by vapor bubbles generation and accumulation. As the heat transfer to the 
vapor bubbles is continued, they exp and and the surrounding liquid in the vapor grooves 
is displaced to accommodate the vapor growth: This process is indicated by spikes in the 
pressure difference across the evaporator, as mentioned by Hoang and Ku (1996). Once 
the vapor grooves in the evaporator are cleared of the liquid, the liquid-vapor interface 
enters the wick structure, and the capillary pressure that is built there prevents the vapor 
from flowing backwards into the liquid pool. Heat is conducted from the metal ridges in 
between the vapor groves to the liquid-saturated wick, and it causes the liquid to change 
phase at the liquid-vapor interface. The resulting vapor pushes out the liquid from the 
vapor-transport line into the condenser, then into the liquid-transport line, and finally into 
the liquid pool of the evaporator (see Figure 4.1); the excess liquid is accommodated in 
the connected two-phase reservoir. Due to capillary action, the liquid is continuously 
supplied to the liquid-vapor interface in the evaporator, sustaining the evaporation there. 
Eventually, a part of the condenser opens up (is filled with vapor), and the condensation 
of the vapor in the condenser is initiated. As was mentioned above, the excess liquid from 
the initially flooded LHP collects in the two-phase reservoir; this process is indicated by 
the rise in the level of the liquid-vapor interface in the two-phase reservoir, monitored via 
visual observation of the sight glass (see Figure 4.1). 
The temperature and pressure measurements at the previously indicated locations, 
spread out over the LHP, allow close monitoring of its behavior during this startup 
procedure, and also its progress from the transient to the steady-state mode of operation. 
Once the LHP reached its steady-state condition of operation, the mean level of the 
vapor-liquid interface in the two-phase reservoir, as indicated in the sight glass, was 
recorded and compared to its initial value Gust after the flooding of the LHP with the 
liquid water): The related difference in the volume of the liquid in the two-phase 
reservoir is equal to total volume of the grooves, the groove collector, the vapor-transport 
line, and the part of the condenser that is filled by the vapor phase; this volume, along 
with the known geometry of the LHP and the reservoir, was used establish that the zero-
quality (full condensation of the vapor) point is indeed located at the desired position 
inside the condenser pipe. 
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The choice of the set-point temperature in the two-phase reserVOlr ultimately 
determines the steady-state operating conditions in the LHP: At the end of the above-
mentioned startup process, the steady-state saturation temperature in the evaporator and 
also that in the condenser take on values very close to the initial set-point temperature in 
the two-phase reservoir. For a given power input to heaters in the evaporator-assembly 
and a constant thermal sink temperature, an increase in the reservoir set point temperature 
produces a corresponding increase in the mean steady-state operating temperature of the 
LHP; this, in tum, leads to a higher overall difference between the temperature of the 
fluid in the condenser pipe and the oil in the bath (thermal sink), and, consequently, less 
surface area is needed for the complete condensation of the saturated vapor that enters the 
condenser. Therefore, an increase in the initial set-point temperature of the two-phase 
reservoir causes the condenser to become less open, and the mass of the liquid phase (and 
also the mass of active working fluid) inside the LHP loop to be higher. On the other 
hand, a decrease in this initial set-point temperature forces the zero-quality point towards 
the end of the condenser pipe (and more excess liquid to accumulate inside the two-phase 
reservoir), and results in a lower mass of liquid (and active working fluid) inside the 
LHP. Thus, the initial set-point temperature of the two-phase reservoir, the initiallevel of 
power input to the heaters in the evaporator-assembly, and the set-point temperature of 
the oïl bath together allow the mass of active working fluid, the phase distribution, and 
the mean steady-state operating temperature of the LHP to be determined. 
During the above-mentioned steady-state operation of the combination of the LHP 
and the two-phase reservoir in the CPL mode, the pressure drop across the evaporator 
(see Figure 4.1) was not quite constant (steady), in the sense that it continually oscillated 
about a mean value. These time-periodic, but not necessarily harmonic, pressure 
oscillations, which have also been observed and reported by Cullimore (1991), Muraoka 
et al. (1998, 2001), and Hoang and Ku (1996), are generally caused by dynamic 
interactions between the fluid in the two-phase reservoir and the active fluid in the loop: 
The elevation of the liquid-vapor interface in the two-phase reservoir was observed 
(through the sight glass) to oscillate about ±25.4 mm (equivalent of about ±250 Pa) about 
its mean level during such pressure osèillations in the loop; furthermore, the tempe rature 
measured at the inlet of the evaporator also oscillated by about ±3.5°C, showing sorne 
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inflow and backflow from the two-phase reservoir to the liquid pool, and also from the 
liquid pool into the liquid-transport line. 
In this study, it was decided to avoid (or considerably reduce) the above-mentioned 
time-periodic oscillations that characterize the CPL mode of operation of the loop and 
two-phase reservoir combination. Therefore, once the above-mentioned time-periodic 
steady-state conditions were reached in the CPL mode, the two-phase reservoir was 
isolated from the loop by shutting offthe baIl valve (denoted as B.V. in Figure 4.1). Then 
aIl power inputs were shut down fully, and the system was allowed to cool down to the 
ambient environment temperature. At this stage, the LHP is charged with a fixed amount 
of the active working fluid (an amount that pro vides the phase distribution and the mean 
operating temperature desired in the LHP during its steady-state mode of operation). 
Furthermore, it was found that with this filling strategy and procedure, when this LHP is 
restarted (with the two-phase reservoir isolated), it reaches a steady-state operating 
condition that involves considerably smaller pressure oscillations than those observed in 
the aforementioned CPL mode. 
4.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
At the rest condition of the charged LHP isolated from the two-phase reservoir (that 
is, prior to the start of its operation), the elevation of the condenser was adjusted so that 
the zero-quality point inside it is slightly higher than that of the top surface of the wick in 
the evaporator. This ensures that the whole evaporator (and perhaps ev en a part of the 
vapor-transport line), a part of the condenser, and the liquid-transport line are completely 
filled with the liquid phase. The startup of the LHP was initiated by setting the 
temperature of the oil-bath and tuming on the power input to the evaporator heaters, at 
the desired levels. The acquisition and recording of data from aIl thermocouples, 
differential pressure transducers, and multimeters (used to measure the voltages and 
currents supplied to the heaters) were initiated at least two hours before this startup of the 
LHP, and continued aIl through the experiment. When the differences between two 
consecutive sets of temperature readings (taken at 10 second intervals) were alliess than 
or equal to ±0.05°C over a period of at 30 minutes, it was assumed that the steady-state 
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conditions prevailed. This condition could take up to eight hours to be reached for each 
experimental run. 
In the next chapter, the network thermofluid model presented in Chapter 2 is extended 
and adapted to the LHP described in this chapter. The corresponding experimental and 
numerical results are presented and discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5: 
A Loop Heat Pipe with a Flat Evaporator and Fixed Active 
Mass ofWorking Fluid: Network Thermofluid Model 
In this chapter, the network thermofluid model presented in Chapter 2 is extended and 
adapted to the geometry and conditions of the loop heat pipe (LHP) presented in Chapter 
4. Figures 4.1 and 5.1 schematically illustrate this LHP: It has a flat (plate-type) 
evaporator, a vapor-transport line, a condenser, and a liquid-transport line. As shown in 
this figure, an external two-phase reservoir is attached to the LHP. 
The basic network thermofluid model presented in Chapter 2 is designed for LHPs 
with a cylindrical evaporator integrated with a compensation chamber (a two-phase 
reservoir; see Figure 2.1). As was discussed in the earlier chapters, such an integrated 
compensation chamber in the LHP automatically adjusts the active fluid mass inside the 
loop when there are variations in the heat input or in the sink temperature. However, in 
the LHP considered here (see Figures 4.1 and 5.1), as was described in Chapter 4, after 
charging (that is, filling the LHP with the working fluid), the external two-phase reservoir 
is isolated from the system, and the active fluid mass in the loop is kept fixed. Thus, the 
modeling of such an LHP requires the imposition of an additional condition, namely, the 
conservation of the active fluid mass inside the loop: This is do ne in the network 
thermofluid model proposed in this chapter. 
Condenser 
Vapor-Transport 
Line 
Evaporator 
Two-Phase 
Reservoir 
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the loop heat pipe considered in the formulation 
of the proposed network thermofluid model. 
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The pressure drop in the two-phase region of the condenser and the heat exchange 
with the ambient environment from (or to) the fluid in the vapor- and liquid-transport 
lines, which were neglected in the network thermofluid model presented in Chapter 2, are 
included in the new model presented in this chapter. Furthermore, sorne simplifications in 
the modeling of the evaporator are incorporated via a lumped model. 
In the enhanced network thermofluid model presented here, a special procedure is 
presented (and incorporated) for estimating the augmented pressure drops associated with 
fluid flow (single- and two-phase) through the bent portions of the serpentine vapor-
transport line (see Figure 5.1 and 5.7), where there is a possibility of condensation of the 
vapor. This special procedure was essential for obtaining accurate simulations, because a 
significant portion of the overall pressure drop in the LHP occurred in the vapor transport 
line. On the other hand, it was not necessary (with respect to overall accuracy) to 
incorporate any special procedures to account for heat transfer augmentations in the 
bends of the vapor-transport line, as the rate of heat loss from this line to the ambient 
environment is controlled primarily by the thermal resistance of the excellent insulation 
used outside it, rather than the convective heat on its inside surface. Furthermore, with 
respect to the serpentine pipe of the condenser (see Figures 4.1 and 5.1), it was not 
necessary to incorporate special procedures for estimating either the augmented pressure 
drops or heat transfer in the bent portions, as preliminary calculations and experiments 
showed that most ofthe vapor condensed in the initial straight portion ofthis pipe. 
In this chapter, first, the various thermodynamic processes that the working fluid 
undergoes during steady-state operation of the LHP are presented with reference to a 
pressure-temperature (P-T) diagram. Then, a network thermofluid mode1 of this LHP 
operating under steady-state conditions is presented. Following that, quasi-one-
dimensional mathematical models of the fluid flow and heat transfer in each of the 
elements of the LHP (and, collectively, in the entire LHP) are proposed and discussed. 
Distilled water is used as the working fluid in the LHP considered here, but the 
proposed network model can work with any suitable fluid, with appropriate inputs of 
thermophysical property data. Furthermore, the development of this model is done in the 
context of the specific LHP shown in Figure 5.1, but the formulations of the various 
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elements of the model are quite general, in the sense that they can be readily adapted for 
the modeling and design of other LHPs. 
5.1 THERMODYNAMICS 
The thermodynamics of the different processes that the working fluid undergoes 
during the steady-state cyclical operation of the LHP shown in Figure 5.1 are discussed in 
this section. The thermodynamic states of the working fluid at each of the numbered 
points shown in Figure 5.1 are presented on a pressure-temperature (P-T) diagram in 
Figure 5.2. 
At point 1 in the evaporator grooves, the fluid is vaporized at the saturation 
temperature Tl, and the corresponding saturation pressure Pl is the highest 
thermodynamic (static) pressure in the loop. The power input to the LHP manifests itself 
as a uniform heat flux over the entire length of the grooves in the evaporator. A part of 
this power input heats the vapor during its passage between points 1 and 2: Thus, as is 
shown in Figure 5.2, the vapor undergoes a heating pro cess and a pressure drop during its 
passage through these grooves, and it arrives at point 2 in a slightly superheated state. 
p 
Liquid 
Phase 
Saturation 
Line 
2 
Vapor 
Phase 
T 
Figure 5.2: Pressure-temperature (P-T) diagram (not to scale) for the loop heat pipe 
considered in the formulation of the proposed network thermofluid model. 
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The LHP, with distilled water as the working fluid, was operated with a saturation 
temperature (at point 1) weIl above the ambient environment temperature and a minimum 
temperature of about 400 e in the condenser heat sink (the constant-temperature oil bath 
in which the condenser pipe is immersed). It was necessary to operate the LHP at these 
conditions in order to obtain an absolute saturated vapor pressure at point 1 that was high 
enough to easily overcome the total pressure drop in the LHP. Therefore, ev en with the 
entire LHP (except the condenser) weIl insulated, for the whole range of the power input 
to the evaporator, the heat los ses to the ambient environment (from the evaporator, and 
the vapor- and liquid-transport lines) were not negligible. 
After reaching the vapor-accumulation region at point 2, the vapor flows through 
sorne passages inside the evaporator and then exits it at point 3. Due to heat losses from 
the peripheral areas of the evaporator, the vapor undergoes a cooling process, in addition 
to a pressure drop, during its passage from point 2 to 3. As shown in Figure 5.2, itis 
assumed here that the vapor exits the evaporator (point 3) in a saturated state. 
The process 3-4 is a cooling process. It also involves a static pressure drop that is 
needed to overcome frictionallosses and minor los ses (in the bends of the vapor-transport 
line). The vapor-transport line is weIl insulated, thus the vapor condenses only partially 
inside it. In practice, the fluid at point 4 is at a saturation temperature that is slightly 
lower than that at point 3 and has a quality that is slightly less than unit y , as the rates of 
heat loss (and the accompanying rates of condensation) are low and the changes in 
saturation temperature due to the pressure drops (with distilled-water as the working 
flùid) are small. As an example, for this LHP, at an average operating temperature of 
80oe, the change in saturation temperature due to a pressure drop of 2000 Pa is just 
1.05°e [determined using the water saturation tables given in Van Wylen et al. (1994)]. 
The process 3-4 is demonstrated on the saturation line in Figure 5.2. 
Under steady-state conditions, the net rate of heat absorbed by the fluid in the 
evaporator and in the vapor- and liquid-transport lines is rejected to a thermal sink in the 
condenser. Assuming that complete condensation takes place inside the condenser pipe 
between points 4 and 5, the two-phase fluid that enters at point 4 with a quality of slightly 
less than unit y condenses to saturated liquid (0% quality) at point 5. If the condenser pipe 
length is long enough, the condensed liquid exits the condenser at point 6 in a subcooled 
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condition. The physical elevation (with respect to the vertical direction paralle1 to the 
gravitational acceleration vector) of the inlet of the condenser of the LHP presented in 
Figure 5.1 is slightly higher than that of the liquid-vapor interface inside the evaporator 
pipe (by about 50.8 mm): The condenser pipe of this LHP is sloped slightly downward 
(slope of about 1 %) from the inlet (point 4) toward the exit (point 6), with point 6 having 
almost the same e1evation as the liquid-vapor interface inside the wick in the evaporator 
(point 9). Despite this change in elevation, in the two-phase region of the condenser, the 
friction and minor losses are high enough to cause a static pressure drop between points 4 
and 5: The process 4-5 is a cooling process with a static pressure drop, in which the fluid 
reaches the saturated liquid state at point 5, as shown on the saturation line in Figure 5.2. 
However, in the subcooled region of the condenser, the friction and minor losses are very 
low and the density of the condensed liquid is veryhigh (relative to that of the vapor). As 
a result, the e1evation (gravit y re1ated) head causes an increase in the static pressure as the 
condensed liquid flows inside the condenser pipe from point 5 to point 6 (here, it should 
be noted that the sum of the pressure, e1evation, and ve10city heads at point 5 is higher 
than that at point 6): Therefore, process 5-6 is a cooling process with a static pressure 
rise, in which the condensed liquid reaches a subcooled state at point 6. At point 6, the 
liquid enters the horizontal liquid-transport line, where it undergoes another cooling 
process (due to heat losses to the ambient environment) accompanied by another static 
pressure drop: This process is demonstrated by line 6-7 in Figure 5.2. 
The subcooled liquid exits the liquid-transport line at point 7 and enters the liquid 
pool inside the evaporator. For the particular LHP used in this investigation, the liquid-
transport line (points 6 to 7) is horizontal with a mean elevation that is aimost the same as 
that of the liquid-vapor interface in the evaporator (point 9). A smalliength of pipe with 
two 90° bends is used to connect point 7 to the entry point in the liquid pool of the 
evaporator, located at the lowest e1evation inside the evaporator. This small length of 
pipe is very well insulated and the mass flow rate of the liquid in this pipe is very small: 
Thus it is assumed that the friction and minor los ses and also the temperature change in 
this small segment of pipe are all negligible compared to their values in other portions of 
the·LHP. 
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A part of the heat input to the evaporator leaks through to the fluid in the liquid pool, 
due to conduction through the liquid-saturated wick material and also the metallic body 
of the evaporator. Following terminology commonly used in the HP and LHP literature, 
this heat transfer (which heats up the liquid in the liquid-pool) is referred to in this work 
as heat leak [Kaya and Hoang (1999)]. Point 8 is located at the entrance of the wick 
inside the evaporator. As a result of the heat leak, 7-8 is a heating process. It is also 
involves a static pressure drop due to friction and minor losses. The liquid at point 8 
could be in a slightly subcooled state (as shown in Figure 5.2), or it could be at the 
saturated or even slightly superheated state. 
After entering the wick inside the evaporator, the liquid moves up to the liquid-vapor 
interface. During this passage through the wick, the temperature of the liquid continues to 
rise, due to the heat leak, and its static pressure drops. At the liquid-vapor interface, it is 
assumed that the temperature of the liquid (point 9) equals that of the saturated vapor 
(point 1): Thus, this liquid is in a superheated state, because, due to surface tension 
effects and the consequent capillary head developed at the liquid-vapor interface, the 
saturation pressure at point 1 is higher than that of the liquid at point 9. The superheated 
liquid processes (part of the process 8-9 and the process 9-1) are plotted as dashed lines 
in the vapor zone of the P-T diagram (see Figure 5.2). Due to heat input at the liquid-
vapur interface, the superheated liquid evaporates in a constant-temperature process from 
point 9 to 1, and the pressure of the vapor jumps up due to the capillary head developed 
there. Point 9 has the lowest and point 1 has the highest static pressure in the LHP. 
5.2 NETWORK MODEL 
The network model of the LHP presented in Figure 5.1 is based on the requirements 
of conservation of mass (of the active fluid), momentum, and energy. 
This LHP is charged with a fixed amount of a working fluid (all-glass double-distilled 
water), denoted by mcharged' The distribution of this total mass of the fluid over the LHP 
is expressed as follows: 
mlO/a1 = mcharged = mlpool + mlwick + mvgroove + mvline + m cd- 2rp + 
mcd-sc + mlline 
(5.1) 
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In this equation, mlOlal is the total mass of the working fluid in the LHP, mlpool is the mass 
in the evaporator liquid pool, m/wick is the liquid mass in the wick inside the evaporator, 
mvgroove is the vapor mass in the evaporator grooves and vapor-accumulation region, mvline 
is the fluid mass in the vapor-transport line, mcd- 2rp is the fluid mass in the two-phase 
region of the condenser, mcd-sc is the liquid mass in the subcooled region of the 
condenser, and m/line is the liquid mass in the liquid-transport line. 
With regard to the requirement of steady-state momentum balance, in each segment 
of the LHP, the vector sum of the surface and body forces acting on the fluid must equal 
the rate of increase of its momentum as it flows through the segment. 
Under steady-state conditions, an overaH energy balance on the LHP, which is a 
closed system with no work inputs or outputs, yields: 
qapp = q/oss-v/ + qcd-rejecl + q/oss-II + qloss-eb (5.2) 
where q app is the net rate of heat input to the evaporator, qloss-vl is the rate of heat loss 
from the fluid in the vapor-transport line, qloss-II is the rate of heat loss from the liquid in 
the liquid-transport line, q/oss-eb is the rate of heat loss from the evaporator body, and 
qcd-rejecl is the rate ofheat rejected in the condenser to the heat sink (constant-temperature 
oil bath). AH the heat loss terms in this equation refer to the corresponding rates of heat 
transfer from the working fluid to the ambient environment. 
Mathematical models of the fluid flow and heat transfer in each of the LHP elements 
are presented in the remainder of this section. 
5.2.1 Evaporator 
As was discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.1.1), the flat evaporator of the LHP is 
constructed from two square machined plates, with a porous flat-plate sintered powder-
metal wick sandwiched between them: Details of this evaporator are provided in Figures 
5.3 and 5.4. 
Under steady-state conditions, the net rate of heat input to the evaporator, qAPP' can be 
divided into four portions (see Figure 5.4): 
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(5.3) 
where qfg is the part of qapp that goes into the evaporation of the working fluid in the 
evaporator, qhl is the rate of heat leak from the evaporator to the liquid pool, qvsh is the 
rate of heat transfer that is used up in the superheating of the vapor during its passage 
through the grooved channels, and qloss-eb is the part of q opp that is lost to the ambient 
environment from the evaporator body. 
Upper Piece 
Lower Piece 
Wick 
Subcooled 
Liquid Entrance 
Figure 5.3: Details of the flat evaporator. 
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Figure 5.4: Additional details of the flat evaporator. 
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In the present study, qvsh is assumed to be negligible: Thus, with reference to the 
notation in Figure 5.2, the vapor is assumed to exit the evaporator in a saturated state and 
point 3 is on the saturation line. This saturation temperature (T3) is different from that of 
the saturated vapor inside the grooves and adjacent to the liquid-vapor interface in the 
evaporator, Tsat (= Tl). If the pressure drop M.I-ent (between point 1 and 3 in Figures 5.1 
and 5.2) can be estimated, the vapor-transport line entrance temperature can be 
determined using 
T.at-vl-in = T.at - M.I-ent / (:r) 
sat 
(5.4) 
In the present study, M.I-ent is quite low. So it was assumed that the corresponding change 
in saturation temperature is negligible: Thus, Tl = T3 = Tsat and T.vat-vl-in = T.mt . 
In the context of the above-mentioned assumptions, the entire evaporator is treated as 
one subsystem (lumped model) with the subcooled liquid (at Tev-in) entering from one side 
and saturated vapor (at Tsat) exiting from the other side. 
qapp 
/ 
I:v-in 
T:at 
Evaporator 
m 
q/oss-eb 
Figure 5.5: Schematic of energy balance on the evaporator. 
An energy balance on the evaporator (see Figure 5.5) gives the following: 
q -q =rh(il -il) (5.5) 
app loss-eb g ~at ~v-jn 
In this equation, rh is the mass flow rate; i 1 and il are, respectively, the specific g 4at ~v-;n 
enthalpies of the saturated vapor leaving and the subcooled liquid entering the 
evaporator; and q'oss-eb is the rate ofheat 10ss from the evaporator body. 
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The evaporator of the LHP studied in this work was weIl insulated. In spite of this, 
when the operating saturation temperature is weIl above the temperature of the ambient 
environment, the rate of heat loss from the evaporator body becomes important in the 
determination of the net rate of heat transported by the LHP. Most of the surface of the 
upper portion of the evaporator is in direct contact with an electrical heating element, and 
thus it mostly receives (rather than losses) heat. Heat is conducted through metal-to-metal 
contact and also through the wick from the upper to the lower portion of the evaporator 
(heat leak). A part of this heat leak goes into heating up the subcooled liquid entering the 
evaporator, and the rest of it is lost to the ambient environment. Here, it is assumed that 
the main rate of heat loss from the evaporator body to the ambient occurs from its lower 
portion (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4). Precise prediction of q'oss-eb could be done via complete 
three-dimensional numerical modeling of the fluid flow and heat transfer inside the 
evaporator: This type of detailed modeling of the evaporator is not within the scope of 
this thesis; rather, it is suggested as one of the possible extensions of this work. Here, to 
estimate q'oss-eb for use in the proposed network thermofluid model, a semi-empirical 
approach based on the experimental data (obtained in this work) is adopted. This semi-
empirical approach is discussed in the next couple of paragraphs. 
In steady-state operation of the LHP, for each value of power heat input to the 
evaporator, q app , the average temperature at the bottom surface of the lower piece of the 
evaporator, T.v-bot' was measured and recorded. For the whole ranges of power inputs to 
the evaporator and the sink temperatures used in this experimental study, the measured 
values of T.v-bot were plotted against the corresponding values of q app' A third-order 
polynomial curve was then fitted to these experimental data to obtain the following 
equation: T.v-bo( = 31.63 +0.282qapp -6.01x 10-4 q;PP + 5.03x 10-7 q!pp, where T.v-bot is in 
oc and qapp is in W. This correlation is valid for 80 W:::; qapp :::; 460 W and 
40°C:::; T;ink :::; 62°C. Using this correlation, in steady-state operation, for each value of 
power input to the evaporator, the corresponding temperature at the bottom surface of the 
evaporator can be estimated. Knowing T.v-bo(' the rate of heat loss to the ambient 
environment from the evaporator body can be estimated using the foIlowing equation: 
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(5.6) 
In this equation, Uev is an overall heat transfer coefficient, Afp is the total heat transfer 
surface area of the lower piece of the evaporator, and Tamb is the ambient environment 
temperature. In this study, Uev was estimated experimentally as follows: Hot water 
(single-phase) was passed through the evaporator, without the wick and with no heat 
input; the mass flow rate and the change in the bulk temperature of this water stream 
were measured; q'oss-eb was calculated with this data; I::v-bot and Tamb were measured; and 
then Eq. (5.6) was used to calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient. This procedure 
yielded Uev = 5.75 W/m2-K, and this value was used in the proposed network thermofluid 
model. 
In principle, assuming one-dimensional Darcy-flow through a homogeneous porous 
material, the friction pressure drop as the liquid phase of the working fluid flows through 
the wick inside the evaporator, M WiCk ' can be estimated as follows: 
M = IWick rh JI, 
wick A K 
ef-wick wick PI 
(5.7) 
where IWick is the thickness of the wick, Aef -wick is an effective open flow area of the wick, 
and KWiCk is the effective permeability of the wick. As was discussed in Chapter 3, the 
permeability of the wick was measured using a numerical/experimental approach. The 
results are reported in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4.5) and in Table 4.1. 
In this work, however, as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, the upper surface of the wick 
is partially blocked by the solid ridges in between the grooves in the upper plate of the 
evaporator; and a 12.7 mm wide strip around the perimeter ofits lower surface is covered 
by a flat rubber gasket. With this arrangement inside the evaporator, the liquid flow 
pattern inside the porous wick is quite complex and it is invalid to assume that this flow 
is essentially one-dimensional. Therefore, it was assumed that the wick is a homogeneous 
porous material with a known permeability, K wick ' and the steady-state three-dimensional 
governing equations for Darcy-flow were solved numerically. The numerical results were 
then used to obtain the following correlation: 
M C JI,. 
wick = wick - m 
PI 
(5.8) 
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The coefficient Cwick in this equation depends on the geometrical characteristics of the 
wick. For a given wick, this coefficient was found to be essentially constant and 
independent of the working fluid properties. The characteristics of the stainless steel 
(material # 1) and nickel 200 (material # 2) porous materials used as the wicks in this 
study are listed in Table 4.1, and the corresponding values of coefficients CWick-l and 
CWick-2 are, respectively, 1.0796 xl 011 and 1.4409 x 1012 m-3• 
In the LHP considered in this study, the velocities of the subcooled liquid as it flows 
into and through the liquid pool inside the evaporator are very low: Thus, the 
corresponding pressure drops are negligibly small compared to those in other portions of 
the LHP. 
5.2.2 Vapor-Transport Line 
The vapor-transport line connecting the evaporator to the condenser of the LHP was 
made ofa serpentine pipe (see Figure 5.1). Depending on the values of the loop operating 
temperature (Tsat) and the ambient environment temperature (Tamb), the vapor flowing 
through the vapor-transport line could be either heated or undergo heat loss to the 
ambient environment. The heat transfer and pressure drop calculations for these two 
cases are discussed in this subsection. 
Case a) T:al < Tam~ 
In this case, heat is transferred from the ambient environment to the vapor (heat gain), 
there is no condensation, and the static pressure drops as the vapor flows through the 
vapor-transport line. 
Heat Transfer 
For steady-state conditions, an energy balance over the vapor-transport line yields the 
following relation: 
[ 
(T . -T ) ] = . T - T = U cd-m l'al 
qgain-vl me p,> (cd-in sai) ~I 1 ((T . _ T ) / (T - T )) 
n cd-m amb l'al amb 
(5.9) 
where VA vl is the overall thermal conductance for the heat transfer between the vapor 
flowing in the vapor-transport line and the àmbient environment, and Tcd-in is the vapor 
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temperature at the exit of this line. The overall thermal conductance takes into account 
convective heat transfer inside the pipe, radial heat conduction in the pipe wall and the 
insulation (if present), and external heat transfer (free convection, forced convection, 
radiation, or a combination of them). This overall thermal conductance can be expressed 
as follows: 
1 UA"I = ------
Rth-vl-in + Rth-vl-out 
(5.10) 
In this equation, Rth-vl-in and Rth-vl-out are, respectively, the thermal resistance for the 
internaI convection in the vapor-transport line and the external thermal resistance (sum of 
the thermal resistances associated with the pipe wall, insulating material, and the external 
heat transfer). Here, it is assumed that the rate of axial heat conduction through the pipe 
wall and the insulation are negligible compared to that in the radial direction, the 
convective heat transfer inside the pipe is fully developed. In this context, the two 
thermal resistances in Eq. (5.10) are defined as follows: 
1 R =-----
th-vl-in h D L 
vl-in7r vi vi 
1 
Rth-vl-out = -h--D--L-
vl-out7r vi vi 
(5.11) 
where, hvl- in and hv'-out are heat transfer coefficients, both based on the inside surface 
area ofthe vapor-transport line, and Dvl is its internaI diameter. 
As was discussed earlier in this chapter, the heat loss from the vapor-transport line to 
the ambient environment is primarily controlled by the thermal resistance of the excellent 
insulation used outside it; thus, no special procedures were incorporated (or necessary, 
with respect to overall accuracy) to account for the influence of the U-bends on the heat 
transfer coefficients on its inside surface. Therefore, hvl- in inside the vapor-transport line 
is estimated here by first calculating the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers, and then using 
appropriate analytical solutions or available empirical correlations for fully developed 
heat transfer in straight pipes. The Reynolds number is defined as follows: 
R rhDv' e /=--
v f.1g Av' 
(5.12) 
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Following the usual practice in heat transfer calculations [Incropera and DeWitt 
(2002)], for Revl <2300, the flow is considered to be laminar, and, for fully-developed 
conditions, available analytical and numerical solutions [Kays and Crawford (1993); 
Sparrow and Patankar (1977); Atabaki and Baliga (2005b)] show that the Nusselt 
number, NUvl-in ( =hv1-in DVI/ kv), is in the range 3.65 ~ NUvl-in ~ 4.36: A value in the middle 
ofthis range, NUvl_in = 4.0, is used for this case. 
For Revl >2300, a correlation proposed by Gnielinski (1976) is used to estimate the 
value of NUvl-in: For 0.5 < Pr < 2000 and 2300 < Revl < 5x106: 
Nu . = (f /S)(Re vl -1000)Pr 
vl-m 1+12.7(f/ St 2 (Pr 2/3-1) 
wherefis the Darcy friction factor, and Pr is the Prandtl number of the vapor. 
(5.13) 
The heat transfer coefficient hvi-oul that appears in Eq. (5.11) depends on the LHP 
geometry and material configurations. Figure 5.6 shows the geometry and the insulating 
system of the vapor- and liquid-transport lines of the LHP studied here. A detailed 
numerical simulation could be used for the determination of a conduction shape factor for 
this insulating system. However, as was mentioned in Chapter 4, a convenient and 
reliable experimental method was used to obtain Rth-vl-out' The following value applies 
here: Rth-vl-out = 3.56 oC/W. 
Tamb 
""'Box 
Figure 5.6: Details of the insulation used outside the vapor-transport Hne. 
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Pressure Drop 
For single-phase vapor flow in the vapor-transport line, the static pressure drop, M./, 
is calculated as follows (note that gravitational effects are assumed to be negligible here): 
(f Rev') I-lgLv,m M./ = 2 + Mjillings 
2 PgA",Dv' 
(5.14) 
where the second term on the right hand side accounts for the extra pressure drop that is 
needed to overcome los ses in fittings and bends (if any are present). 
For Rev! <2300, the flow is considered to be laminar and fully-deve10ped, and the 
Darcy friction factor, f, is calculated using the analytical solution [Kays and Crawford 
(1993)] jRev! = 64.0. 
For Rev! >2300, the flow is to be considered turbulent and fully developed, and the 
Colebrook-White correlation [Colebrook (1939); White (1991)] is used to estimate the 
Darcy friction factor: 
_1_ = -2.010g[e / Dv' + 2.51 ] 
.[i 3.7 Rev/.[i 
(5.15) 
Vapor-Transport Line 
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t 
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90° Bend U-Bend 
Figure 5.7: Schematic of the vapor-transport line. 
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Figure 5.7 schematically shows the serpentine vapor-transport line ofthe LHP studied 
here: The central part of this line has several U-bends, forming a serpentine pipe. AH of 
these bends have the same radius: RlDvl-out = 3, where R is the bend radius, and Dvl-out is 
the pipe outside diameter. Because of the complexity ofthis bending pattern and also the 
presence of fittings, an experimental method was used to determine a correlation for the 
single-phase pressure drop through the vapor-transport line as a function of the fluid 
properties and flow rate. In this method, using nitrogen, for a wide range of flow rates 
(measured using five rotameters), the pressure drop through the vapor-transport line was 
measured. Details of these measurements are presented in Appendix B. Briefly, the 
vapor-transport line was divided into three sections. Referring to Figure 5.7, section 2 
includes the empty evaporator (without the wick) and the portion of the vapor-transport 
line between points 2 and 3 (B-A in Figure 5.7); section 1 includes the serpentine part of 
the vapor-transport line located between points 3 and 4 (A-C in Figure 5.7); and section 3 
is the portion located between points 4 and 5. The pressure drop in section 3 is estimated 
using the analytical and theoretically correlations discussed earlier for a straight pipe 
(neglecting the pressure drop through the single tee-junction present there). Two precise 
pressure transducers (details presented earlier in Chapter 4) were used to measure the 
pressure drops in sections 1 and 2: Denoted as 9 2 and 9], respectively, in Figure 5.7. 
Pure nitrogen (99.9%) was used as the working fluid in the aforementioned 
experimental tests to determine the pressure drops for single-phase flow in the vapor-
transport line. After passing through calibrated rotameters, this nitrogen entered the 
liquid-pool region of the empty (wickless) evaporator at point 1, and exited at point 5. In 
each test, the pressure drops, ~ and ~, and the corresponding flow rate were 
recorded. Noting that the evaporator was wickless during these experiments, and 
neglecting the pressure drop through the liquid-pool region and its entrance, 92 
represents the pressure drop through the vapor grooves + the groove collector region + 
the internaI passage of the evaporator exit + the pipe section 2-3 (see Figure 5.7) of the 
vapor-transport line. The pressure drops and the corresponding flow rates were then 
plotted in a dimensionless format: These curves are presented in Appendix B. A 
nonlinear least-squares curve fitting technique was then used to obtain the following 
empirical correlations for 92 and 9]: 
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C = ~ = 14,360 9 77 1-1 -2 + . pV Re for Re ~ 2,300) 
C1_I = 14.7 -1.42 x 10-
3 Re+ 5.27 x 1 0-7 Re2 - 3.49x 1 0-11 Re3 
for 2,300<Re ~ 10,000 
C = M 2 = 2,047 5 62 1-2 -2 + . pV Re 
for Re ~ 2,300 
Cf - 2 = 3.45 + 6.82 x 10-
4 Re+ 1.03 x 10-7 Re2 -9.86 x 10-12 Re3 
for 2,300<Re ~ 10,000 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
In these equations, Cf-l and Cf-2 represent dimensionless pressure drops for the 
corresponding sections of the vapor-transport line; Re is the single-phase flow Reynolds 
number based on the internaI diameter of the vapor-transport line; and V is the mean 
(area-averaged) axial velocity of the vapor flowing inside the vapor-transport line. 
Case b) T:al > Tamb 
In this case, the vapor loses heat to the ambient (q!oss-v! ) and condenses (partially) in 
the vapor-transport Hne, and this two-phase flow also involves a pressure drop. Again, the 
heat loss from the vapor-transport line to the ambient environment is primarily controlled 
by the thermal resistance of the excellent insulation used outside it; thus, no special 
procedures were incorporated (or necessary, with respect to overall accuracy) to account 
for the influence of the U-bends on the heat transfer coefficients on its inside surface. 
Heat Transfer 
Assuming a quality of unit y for the vapor at the entrance of the vapor-transport line, 
the rate of heat loss q{oss-v{, can be calculated from: 
q = rh(i 1 -i ) !oss-v! g T cd-in 
,al (5.18) 
i . = Xii + (1- X ) i 1 cd-m cd-in g T . cd-in 1 T . 
cd-m cd-m 
However, the saturation temperature at the exit of the vapor line, T'cd-in' and the vapor 
quality at the exit of the vapor line, x
cd- in ' are not known a priori. It is assumed here that 
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the vapor condenses only partially (not completely) in the vapor-transport line, as this 
line was very well insulated during all tests. 
In order to obtain q/oss-v/' the length of the vapor line is divided into a total of M 
segments, and in each of these segments, it is assumed that the saturation temperature is 
constant: M can be adjusted to obtain any desired level of accuracy (within machine 
precision) ofthis assumption. An energy balance applied to each segment k implies that: 
(5.19) 
In this equation, (UA~/)k is a thermal conductance per unit length for segment k; L1zk is the 
pipe length for segment k; Y',at-v/,k is the average saturation temperature for segment k; and 
/).xv/,k is the change in the quality over the segment k. 
(UA~/)k can be calculated using equations akin to Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11). However, 
the internaI heat transfer coefficient (hv/-in)k for the condensing vapor inside segment k of 
the vapor-transport line is needed in such equations. As the vapor-transport line is well 
insulated, the vapor condenses only partially and a two-phase (vapor-liquid) fluid enters 
the condenser. In addition, the mass flow rates and the corresponding mass fluxes in the 
LHP considered here are relatively low (mmax < 1.97xl0-4 kg/s; and Gmax < 4.18 kg/m2_ 
s). As was noted by Chato (1962) and Rohsenow (1985), at low condensation rates and 
low vapor velocities (inlet Reynolds number of the vapor below 35,000), the liquid 
condensate inside the horizontal pipe runs off in a stratified condition, and the flow is 
gravit y dominated. In this case, the condensate formed in the upper portion of the tube 
flows down its inside surface to the bottom region, and the liquid accumulated in this 
bottom region flows off in manner akin to open-channel flow. In this study, the two-
phase flow over the entire length of the vapor-transport line and also in the condenser 
may be assumed stratified. This assumption was justified with reference to available flow 
pattern maps, as discussed in the next few paragraphs. 
Depending on the flow rates, fluid properties, and pipe diameter, the flow patterns in 
co-current vapor-liquid two-phase flows in horizontal and slightly inclined pipes could be 
stratified smooth, stratified wavy, intermittent (plug/slug flow), annular flow, or dispersed 
bubbly [Dobson and Chato (1998)]; and the vapor and liquid flows could be laminar or 
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turbulent. These flow regimes and related issues for two-phase flows in horizontal and 
slightly inclined tubes are discussed in detail in the works of Lockhart and Martinelli 
(1949), Baker (1954), Thom (1964), Chisholm (1967), Collier (1972), Mandhane et al. 
(1974), Taitel and Dukler (1976), Soliman (1982, 1986), Rohsenow (1985), Griffith 
(1985), Carey (1992), Nitheanandan and Soliman (1994), Dobson and Chato (1998), and 
Thome (2003). Dobson and Chato (1998) compared the predictions of several flow-
regime maps with their own experimental observations: They state that the flow regime 
map of Taitel and Dukler (1976) is one of the most theoretically based and it provided 
satisfactory predictions for aIl of their experiments that involved stratified smooth and 
stratified wavy flow regimes (the regimes which were encountered at mass fluxes below 
75 kg/m2-s). In the LHP experiments undertaken in this work, the mass fluxes were aIl 
below 4.18 kg/m2-s. Furthermore, as noted by Dobson and Chato (1998), the flow regime 
map of Taitel and Dukler (1976) was developed for adiabatic flows, but it has been used 
with success by other investigators for diabatic flows [Barnhart (1992); Wattelet et al. 
(1994)]. Thus, the flow regime map of Taitel and Dukler (1976) was deemed suitable for 
the present study. The related conclusions were also confirmed using the 
recommendations of Soliman (1982). 
Figure 5.8 illustrates plots for the full condensation of the vapor (0 < x < 1.0) in the 
vapor-transport line and the two-phase portion of the condenser pipe on the flow regime 
map of Taitel and Dukler (1976), for the upper extreme conditions in the LHP 
experiments: Note that mmax = (qapp)max 1 ifg lT,a,;1I8.35 oc; and Gmax = mmax 1(:cD;, 14). The 
abscissa, X, is a parameter introduced by Lockhart and Martinelli (1949). This Lockhart-
Martinelli parameter, often referred to as just the Martinelli parameter [Griffith (1985)], is 
defined as follows: 
X 2 =~ (Regf pg(m,)2 = l(dPldzrl 
Cg (RelY PI(mgf l(dPldz):1 
m, =(1-x)m ; mg =xm ; G, =m,/(:cD~/4) Gg =mg/(:cD~/4) (5.20) 
Re, = G,Dy, 1 Il, ; Reg = GgDy, 1 Ilg 
In this equation, Cl, Cg, m, and n are constants; u is the fluid velocity; P is the mass 
density; Il is the dynamic viscosity; Dvl is the internaI diameter of the pipe (identical for 
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the vapor-transport line and the condenser in this study); dPldz is the axial gradient of the 
static pressure; and the subscripts 1 and g denote, respectively, variables applicable to the 
liquid and the vapor phases. The values of the constants CI, Cg, m, and n depend on the 
four possible particular combinations of laminar and turbulent flows of the liquid and 
vapor phases: The recommendations of Taitel and Dukler (1976) are given in Tables 5.1 
and 5.2. 
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Figure 5.8: Establishment of flow regimes using the map of Taitel and Dukler (1976): 
The triangle and square symbols correspond to 0 < x < 1.0 and the upper extreme 
conditions in the LHf experiments: mmax = 1.97 x 10-4 kg/s, G
max 
= 4.18 kg/m2-s, Dvl = 
7.75 mm, T:at = 118.35 oC, T:ink = 61.80 oC, Tamb = 25.27 oC, and (qapp)max = 434.57 W. 
Table 5.1: Laminar and turbulent combinations of the liquid and vapor flows [Taitel and 
Dukler (1976)]. 
Liquid Flow Vapor Flow Symbol Rel = ut DVI PI / !-lI Reg = U;DvIPg / !-lg 
Turbulent Turbulent {-{ > 2000 >2000 
Laminar Turbulent l-t < 1000 > 2000 
Turbulent Laminar t-l > 2000 < 1000 
Laminar Laminar 1-1 < 1000 < 1000 
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Table 5.2: Constants in the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter [Taitel and Dukler (1976)]. 
Constants t-t L-t t-l 1-1 
N 0.2 1.0 0.2 1.0 
M 0.2 0.2 1.0 1.0 
CI 0.046 16.0 0.046 16.0 
Cg 0.046 0.046 16.0 16.0 
The right-hand ordinate in Figure 5.8 is a dimensionless parameter, F, which is a 
modified Froude number (ratio of inertial to gravit y forces in the vapor, modified by a 
density ratio): 
F= ~ u; 
~p;=p; ~ Dv,g cos () (5.21) 
Here, g is the gravitational acceleration, and () is the angle between the pipe axis and the 
horizontal. The left-hand ordinate in Figure 5.8 is a dimensionless parameter, K, which is 
the product of the modified Froude number, F, and the square root of the superficial 
liquid Reynolds number: 
(5.22) 
The following deductions apply for the upper extreme conditions in the LHP 
experiments (see the title of Figure 5.8): The vapor flow is laminar, except at high values 
of quality (close to one) when it can become turbulent; the liquid flow is always laminar. 
Therefore, adopting a conservative approach to the determination of the flow regimes, it 
was decided to use the laminar-liquid/turbulent-vapor combination for choosing the 
values of the constants in the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter X, as is indicated by the 
subscript lt given to this parameter in Figure 5.8. 
For the abovementioned upper extreme conditions (highest mass flux and saturated 
vapor temperature investigated in this work), and for values of quality in the range 0.05 
to 0.95, the dimensionless parameters F, K andXlt are plotted in Figure 5.8: The left-hand 
ordinate is K; the right-hand ordinate is F; and Xli is the abscissa. The F-XlI curve 
(triangle symbols) in this figure shows that the two-phase flows encountered this 
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investigation are in the stratified regime. The type of stratified flow is indicated by the K-
Xit curve (square symbols) in Figure 5.8: The flow is stratified-smooth throughout. 
Therefore, for the full range of conditions considered in the LHP experiments, the two-
phase flows in the vapor-transport line and in the condenser are in the stratified smooth 
regime. 
In the work of Soliman (1982), a Froude number (Frso ) is defined as follows: 
Frso = 0.025Re;.59 (1 + 1.09X,~·039 J1.5 1
0
.
5 XII Ga 
l:' = 1 26R 1.04 (1 + 1.09 X,~·039 J1.5 1 
rrso . e, 05 XII Ga' 
(5.23) 
Re, > 1250 
The Galileo number, Ga, and the liquid Reynolds number, Re" are defined as follows: 
Ga gp, (p,- Pg )D:, 
I../} 
(l-x) GDv, Re, = ~--':.--~ 
p, 
G= m 
;rD~ /4 (5.24) 
Values of the Froude number of Soliman (1982) corresponding to the above-
mentioned upper extreme conditions in the LHP experiments (see title of Figure 5.8) and 
0.05:::;; x:::;; 0.95 are plotted in Figure 5.9: AlI of these values of Froude number are much 
less than 7, indicating that the flow is in the wavy regime of Soliman (1982). As noted by 
Dobson and Chato (1998), the wavy regime of Soliman (1982) inc1udes flows commonly 
referred to as stratifie d, slug, and wavy. 
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Figure 5.9: Variation of the Froude number of Soliman (1982) with quality for the upper 
extreme conditions in the LHP experiments. 
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With the above-mentioned deduction that the two-phase flows in the vapor-transport 
line and in the condenser are in the stratified regime for all conditions tested in the LHP 
experiments, an appropriate correlation can be used for the estimation of the heat transfer 
coefficient, (hvl-in)k' that is required in determination of (UA;,I)k [see Eq. (5.19), (5.10), 
and (5.11)]. Again, it is assumed that the influence of the U-bends on the rate ofheat loss 
is negligible. Chato (1962) has presented the following correlation for the Nusselt 
number, Nu, in stratified flow condensation in horizontal pipes: 
where 3 = 0.76 and, following the recommendations of Dobson and Chato, 
i~g = ifg (1 + 0.68Jal) ; Jal = cp/T.at - Twall)/ifg 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
In Eqs. (5.25) and (52.6), kl represents the thermal conductivity of the liquid phase; cp,! is 
the specific heat at constant pressure for the liquid phase; Twall is the temperature of the 
inside surface of the pipe wall; Dvl is internaI diameter of the vapor-transport line; Tsat-vl 
is the saturation temperature inside the vapor-transport line; and Jal is the liquid Jakob 
number. To account for the variation of the depth of the liquid pool in the bottom region 
of the tube, Jaster and Kosky (1976) suggested replacing 3 = 0.76 in the correlation of 
Chato (1962), Eq. (5.23), with a function of the vapor void fraction: 3 = a 3 / 4 , with the 
vapor void fraction, a, determined using a correlation proposed by Zivi (1964): 
( )
2/3 
~=1+1-x Pg 
a x PI 
(5.27) 
where x is the local quality. Combining careful analyses of experimental data and 
physical guidance obtained from analytical solutions, Dobson and Chato (1998) 
amalgamated the rates of heat transfer by film condensation along the upper part of the 
inner wall and forced convection in the liquid pool at the bottom of the horizontal tube, 
and proposed the following correlation for the Nusselt number: 
Nu=hvIDVI = 0.23Rew; GaP'i +(1-0/:r)Nu ° 12 [ ]0.25 
k, 1 + 1.11Xt~.58 Ja, 1 forced (5.28) 
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In this equation, el is the angle subtended at the center of the tube cross-section by the 
portion of the inner wall that is above the liquid level; Ga is the Galileo number and Jal 
is the liquid Jakob number, defined in Eqs. (5.24) and (5.26), respectively; 
Rem = GDv' 1 Il!; is the vapor-only Reynolds number; Pr = Il,c p,l 1 k, is the liquid Prandtl 
number; and 
C 
cp = 1.376+-1 
, X C2 
Il 
(5.29) 
Rel is the superficial liquid Reynolds number as given in Eq. (5.24). The turbulent-
turbulent Lockhart-Mariinelli parameter, XII' and the parameters CI and c2 ' both 
functions of the liquid Froude number, F'i = G2 I(PI2 gD
vl ) , are given by the following 
equations: 
For 0 < F'i 5: 0.7 
CI = 4.172 + 5.48F'i -1.56F'i2 ; c2 =1.773-0.l69F'i 
and for F'i > 0.7 
CI = 7.242 ; c2 = 1.655 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
Dobson and Chato (1998) have proposed the following approximate equation for 
calculating the angle, el' based on the earlier work of Jaster and Kosky (1976): 
arccos (2a -1 ) (1- el 1 7r) == ----'-----"-
7r 
(5.32) 
In this equation, a is the vapor void fraction, determined using the correlation proposed 
by Zivi (1964), given in Eq. (5.27). The Nu values yielded by the correlations of Chato 
(1962), Jaster and Kosky (1976), and Dobson and Chato (1998), for the upper extreme 
conditions in the LHP experiments (see title of Figure 5.8) and 0.055: x 5: 0.95, are 
plotted in Figure 5.10. 
As noted by Dobson and Chato (1998), the Nu values predicted by correlation of 
Jaster and Kosky (1976) for aIl vapor qualities greater than 0.2 exceed those obtained 
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us mg the correlation of Chato (1962) and also their own experimental data. The 
correlation of Chato (1962) matches the experimental data of Dobson and Chato quite 
weIl (mean deviation of 12.8%), but it does not show any dependence on the quality, x. 
This difficulty does not afflict Eq. (5.28), the correlation proposed by Dobson and Chato 
(1998), and it also matches their experimental data very well (mean deviation of 6.6%). 
Therefore, the correlation of Dobson and Chato (1998) was used in this work to compute 
the value of the internaI heat transfer coefficient (hvl-in)k inside each segment k of the 
vapor-transport line and also the two-phase portion of the condenser pipe; and was 
discussed earlier, this heat transfer coefficient is needed for the calculation of the thermal 
conductance per unit length for segment k, (UA:,')k' as indicated in Eqs. (5.10), (5.11), 
and (5.19). 
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Figure 5.10: Variation of the Nusselt number with quality for the upper extreme 
conditions in the LHP experiments: Predictions obtained with the correlations of Chato 
(1962), Jaster and Kosky (1976), and Dobson and Chato (1998). 
Eqs. (5.24) and (5.28) show that correlation of D()bson and Chato (1998) contains the 
temperature of the inner surface of the tube wall, Twa/l' which is not known a priori. 
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However, using the resistance analogy, the following relation can be used to relate T
wall 
to T,,'OI-V/ and the temperature of the ambient environment, ~mb' which is known: 
1',OI-V/ - Twa// 1',ol-V/ - Tamb 
= 
Rlh-v/-in Rlh-v/-in + Rlh-v/-oul 
(5.33) 
The total rate of heat loss from the vapor-transport line is obtained by adding together 
the rates ofheat loss from all ofthe segments, k, each given by Eq. (5.19): 
M M 
q/oss-v/ = L q/oss-v/,k = L (UA~/)k M k (T,,'OI-V/,k - ~mb) 
k=l k=l 
M 
= rh L Illv/,k i fg Ir 
k=l lIal-vl,k 
(5.34) 
The saturation temperature in the segment k+ l ,T,al-v/,k+l , is obtained from that in the 
previous segment, T,,'ol-v/,k' using the slope of the liquid-vapor saturation line (P-T 
diagram) and the pressure drop !1P,,/-k: 
T.,al-v/,k+l = T.wl-V/,k - !1P,,/-k / (~~) 
saI @1'.,o/-vI,k 
(5.35) 
For the first segment in the vapor-transport line, k = 1, the saturation temperature is Tsat, 
the saturation temperature at the exit of the evaporator. 
The procedure for determining the pressure drops !1P,,/-k for two-phase flow 1S 
described in the next subsection. 
Pressure Drop 
For a fixed mass flow rate, the pressure drop in the two-phase flow is needed to 
overcome the wall friction (shear) and gravit y forces, and sustain the momentum changes 
during the condensation process [Griffith (1985); Ould Didi et al. (2002); Thome (2003)]. 
In addition, if fittings and/or bends are used, additional pressure drops are needed to 
overcome the associated losses: In this work, if applicable, such additional pressure drops 
are included by suitably augmenting the friction pressure drop. Thus, the two-phase 
pressure drop is expressed as follows: 
M.. =(M)2tp +(M) +(M) 2tp fric mom grav (5.36) 
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where the terms (M)j2'P ,(M) ,and (M) denote, respectively, the pressure drops 
ne mom grav 
caused by the wall friction force (and also bends and fittings), the momentum changes 
during the condensation process, and the gravit y force: These pressure drops are referred 
to in this thesis as the friction pressure drop, the momenturn pressure drop, and the 
gravit y pressure drop, respectively. 
A) Friction Pressure Drop 
The two-phase friction pressure drop (M)2'P is different for the different flow fric 
regimes that may be encountered. Using the classification of Taitel and Dulker(1976), 
two-phase (liquid-vapor) flows in ducts could be in the stratified smooth, stratified wavy; 
annular, intermittent (plug and slug), or dispersed bubble regimes. Furthermore, the vapor 
and liquid flows could be either laminar or turbulent. For such flows in vertical and 
inclined ducts, the direction of flow (assisting or opposing with respect to the 
gravitational acceleration vector) could influence the friction pressure drop. The type of 
fluid (refrigerants, water-steam, water-air, refrigerant blends), size of the duct, and the 
shape of the duct also have to be taken into account. For elaborations ofthese issues and 
overviews of related calculation procedures, the reader is referred to the works of 
Lockhart and Martinelli (1949), Wallis (1969), Agarwal et al. (1973), Mandhane et al. 
(1974, 1977), Taitel and Dukler (1974), Friedel (1979), Gronnerud (1979), Soliman 
(1982), Griffith (1985), Müller-Steinhagen and Heck (1986), Carey (1992), Barnhart· 
(1992), Wattelet et al. (1994), Awwad et al. (1995), Whalley (1996), Tribbe (1998), 
Dobson and Chato (1998), Tribbe and Müller-Steinhagen (2000), Ould Didi et al. (2002), 
Thome (2003), Cavallini et al. (2003), Coleman and Garimella (2003), Bassi and Bansal 
(2003), Wilson et al. (2003), Wang et al. (2003), Wang et al. (2003a, 2003b), and Chen et 
al. (2004a, 2004b, 2005), and also to ASHRAE Fundamentals (2005). 
As was discussed earlier in this chapter, in the LHP experiments undertaken in this 
work, the two-phase (water-steam) flows are aIl in the stratified (smooth or wavy) 
regime; the liquid flows are aIllaminar; and the vapor flows may be laminar or turbulent. 
The vapor-transport line and the condenser tube are both stainless-steel pipes of circular 
cross-section (both of internaI diameter 7.75 mm), and these pipes are horizontal or only 
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slightly inclined. The geometry of the vapor-transport line is shown schematically in 
Figure 5.7, and full details are given in Chapter 4. The upper extreme conditions that 
apply to the two-phase (water-steam) flows in the LHP experiments in this work are 
given in the title of Figure 5.8. 
Many of the available approaches to the calculation of the friction pressure drop for 
stratified (smooth and wavy) two-phase flows in straight horizontal pipes have been 
reviewed and assessed by Tribbe (1998), Tribbe and Müller-Steinhagen (2000), and Ould 
Didi et al. (2002), and sorne of the most used of these approaches have also been 
reviewed in ASHRAE Fundamentals (2005): Tribbe and Müller-Steinhagen (2000) 
recommend use of the method of Agarwal et al. (1973) for stratified smooth flows and the 
method of Hart et al. (1989) for flows in the stratified wavy regime; and for stratified 
wavy flows, Ould Didi et al. (2002) rate the methods of Gronnerud (1979) and Müller-
Steinhagen and Heck (1986) as the best, and state that the method of Lockhart and 
Martinelli (1949) gave results which are considered reasonable for two-phase flows 
(standard, mean, and average deviations of 67.41 %, 46.31 %, and 17.72%, respectively, 
for pressure drops greater than 0.5kPa). It should be noted that these assessments are 
based on comparisons with experiments . data sets in which the mass fluxes are mostly 
considerably larger than the maximum of 4.18 kg/m2 -s applicable to the LHP experirnents 
in this work. Furthermore, in the method of Lockhart and Martinelli (1949), the two-
phase friction drop in straight horizontal pipes is obtained by multiplying the single-
phase (liquid or vapor) friction pressure drop by a corresponding two-phase multiplier 
(details are given later in this section); and adaptations of this approach are used in sorne 
of the latest available methods for the calculation of friction pressure drops in horizontal 
pipes with U-bends [Wang et al. (2003); Chen et al. (2004a, 2004b, 2005)] and in 
horizontal helicoidal pipes [Awwad et al. (1995)]. Lastly, the original correlation 
proposed by Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) applies to isothermal two-phase two-
components flow in straight pipes; but Griffith (1985) states that this correlation applies 
quite weB for low-pressure (close to one atrnosphere) two-phase flows in non-adiabatic 
pipes; and the absolute pressures in the LHP experiments in this work are in the range 
0.451 bars to 1.894 bars. Based on these observations, the method of Lockhart and 
Martinelli (1949) was chosen for the calculation of two-phase friction pressure drops in 
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the straight portions of the vapor-transport line and the condenser pipe; and a modified 
version of the methods of Awwad et al. (1995) and Chen et al. (2004a, 2004b, 2005) is 
used for the calculation of this pressure drop in the bent portions of these pipes. The 
details are given in the remainder of this subsection. 
The two-phase friction pressure drops in the straight and the bent portions of the 
vapor-transport Hne are determined separately. The friction pressure drop in the vapor 
grooves, the vapor collector, and the vapor passage at the exit of the evaporator is 
determined in a special way. Then, these pressure drops are combined to obtain the 
overall two-phase friction pressure drop for the vapor-transport line, using a segmented 
approach similar to that used to calculate the heat loss from this Hne (see Eq. (5.34) and 
related discussions in the previous subsection). 
A-l) Straight Portions 
For each segment in straight portions of the vapor-transport Hne, first, the Lockhart-
Martinelli parameter, given in Eq. (5.20), is ca1culated using the combinations of 
liquid/gas flow regimes and the corresponding constants given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
Then, a two-phase multiplier (based on liquid phase) is calculated using the following 
equation [Chisholm (1967)]: 
2 C 1 
ln =1+-+-
'l" X X 2 (5.37) 
The value of the coefficient C in this equation depends on the combinations of liquid/gas 
flow regimes [Collier (1972)], as given in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 Values of the coefficient, C, in the two-phase multiplier. 
Liguid-Qhase Gas-Qhase Subscript C 
turbulent turbulent (tt) 20 
laminar turbulent (lt) 12 
turbulent laminar (tl) 10 
laminar laminar (Il) 5 
Once cp,2 is obtained, the two-phase friction pressure drop for each segment in 
straight portions of the vapor-transport line is calculated using the following equation: 
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(M)2'P _ 2 (M)I'P j,st - CPI l,st (5.38) 
where (M);:t is the single-phase friction pressure drop with the liquid phase flowing 
al one in the pipe at ifs mass velocity and is defined as 
(M)I'P = -(dP 1 dz)S L = {" PI (ut r L\·t l,st l,st st j st 2 D 
vi 
(5.39) 
where Lst is the length of the segment in the straight portion. For laminar fully-developed 
liquid flow, ht = 641 Rel' and Eq. (5.39) can be rewritten as follows: 
(5.40) 
In this equation, x is the average vapor quality in the particular segment of the straight 
portion, and G is the mass flux (G = rh 1 As ). 
A-2) Bent Portions 
The first step for each segment in bent portions of the vapor-transport line is again the 
calculation of the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, but now defined using the single-phase 
pressure gradients for the bent portions [Chen et al. (2005)]: 
X 2 = 1 ( dP 1 dz r,b 1 
b l(dPldzYb l g, 
(5.41) 
In this equation, the single-phase pressure gradients for the liquid and gas phases flowing 
alone in the bent portion, at their respective mass velocities, are calculated as follows: 
_ (dP 1 dz)S = {" PI ( ut r. _ (dP 1 dz)S = {" P g ( u; r 
I,b lb,! 2D ' g,b j b,g 2D 
~ ~ 
(5.42) 
Here,.Ib denotes the friction factor for single-phase flow in the bent portion. This friction 
factor is a function of the Re number and a geometric parameter that characterizes the 
bend. It can be calculated using available correlations, if applicable, or determined 
experimentally for the particular bent-pipe geometry. The latter approach was adopted in 
this work. As was described in an earlier subsection, an experimental set-up was built and 
used to determine the single-phase pressure drop for entire the serpentine part of the 
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vapor-transport line (the section located between points 3 and 4 in Figure 5.7), ~, with 
pure nitrogen (99.9%) as the working fluid for a suitable range of flow rates. Then, a 
correlation for Cf - I = ~ / pV2 as a function of the Reynolds number, Re, was obtained: 
It is presented in Eq. (5.16). Referring to Figure 5.7, the single-phase pressure drops in aU 
straight portions of the pipe located between the points 3 and 4 are estimated using 
available analytical solutions or empirical correlations for the corresponding friction 
factor: For laminar flow, this single-phase friction is only a function of the Reynolds 
number; for turbulent flow, it is also a function of the relative roughness of the inside 
surface of the pipe. Using 91 and subtracting from it the single-phase pressure drops 
through the straight portions, the single-phase pressure drop contribution of the bent 
portions is obtained. This single-phase pressure-drop contribution of the bent portions is 
then divided by their total length, to obtain the average single-phase pressure drop per 
unit length of the bent portions, - ( dP / dz ); : 
M,-M 
-( dP / dz): = ~ sl,3-4 
b,IOI,3-4 
(5.43) 
where ~/,3-4 is the sum of pressure drops in aU straight portions located between the 
points 3 and 4, and Lb,IOI,3-4 is the totallength of the bent portions located between the 
points 3 and 4. 
Once the value of (dP / dz); is calculated using Eq. (5.43), the single-phase friction 
factor in the bent portions is obtained as foUows: 
- ( dP / dz ): Dv/ 
J;,= pV 2 /2 (5.44) 
This procedure is used to calculate the single-phase frictions factors in the bent portions 
for the both the liquid-phase and vapor-phase, Al and Ag, respectively, and then X h is 
calculated using Eqs. (5.41) and (5.42): In each segment, k, lying in the bent portions of 
the vapor-transport line, this calculation requires as inputs the corresponding values of 
(Re/)k' (p/(U;)2)k' (Reg)k' and (pg(U;)2)k' 
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Once the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, X b , for the segment, k, lying in bent 
portions of the vapor-transport line is ca1culated, a two-phase multiplier for this segment, 
based on the liquid-phase, rpb,l' is determined. This two-phase multiplier is then used to 
calculate the corresponding value of (M)~~b in the segment of interest. These procedures 
are based on ideas put forward by Awwad et al. (1995) and Chen et al. (2004): The details 
are given in the remainder ofthis subsection. 
Awwad et al. (1995) studied air-water two-phase flow in horizontal helicoidal pipes 
and proposed a corrected Lockhart-Martinelli two-phase multiplier, by introducing a 
function of a modified liquid Froude number, FIj,aw, and the corresponding Lockhart-
Martinelli parameter, X helic : 
[ . ]( J
1
/
2 
1 X helic 1 12 1 
rphelic,/ = + n +--+-2-
C"aw ( FIj,aw ) X helic X helic 
FIj,aw ~ 0.3, Caw = 7.79; n = 0.576 
FIj,aw > 0.3, Caw = 13.56; n = 1.3 
(urt ( d JO.1 Fr =----
I,aw gd Dcoi/ 
In this equation, dis the inside diameter of the pipe and Dcoil is the coil diameter. 
(5.45) 
Chen et al. (2004a) have proposed an empirical correlation for a corrected Lockhart-
l 
Martinelli two-phase multiplier for U-bends. Their correlations is based on experimental 
data for air-water two-phase mixture flows, at values of mass flux (G) between 100 to 
700 kg/m2-s, in serpentine (U-type wavy) tubes of diameter (D) between 3.43 to 8.29 
mm, curvature ratio of RlD = 1.85 to 3.94, and the spacer length ratio (L/D) between 
1.93 to 30.5 (where Ris the radius of the centerline of the U bends; and Le is the length of 
the straight pipe that connecting any two consecutive U-bends, akin to Le-vline in Figure 
5.7). The correlation of Chen et al. (2004a) is given below: 
( J
1/2 
1/2 10 1 
= [0.9116X-o.0546 FrO.0785] 1 +-+-
rpb,/ b l,Chen X X 2 
b b 
(ui't 
FrlChen =--
, gD 
(5.46) 
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The geometry of the serpentine vapor-transport line used in the LHP experiments 
conducted in this work falls weIl in the range of geometrical parameters investigated by 
Chen et al. (2004a). However, the mass fluxes in these LHP experiments (rYl
max 
= 4.18 
kg/m2 -s) are significantly lower than those in the experiments of Chen et al. (2004). The 
study of Awwad et al. (1995) applies to horizontal helicoidal pipe (rather than serpentine 
pipes with U-bends), and the mass fluxes they considered are also significantly higher 
than those in the LHP experiments undertaken here. Thus, the correlations of Awwad et 
al. (1995) and Chen et al. (2004a) were not used directly in this work. Rather, sorne of the 
key ideas in their correlations were adapted to propose and fine tune a new correlation for 
a two-phase multiplier that is applicable to the LHP investigated in this work. 
The proposed two-phase multiplier for segments in the bent portions of the vapor-
transport line and the condenser pipe is the following: 
CfJb,l =[1+ X b m][I+[!2Jn][I+~+~JI/2 
A (F~ ) Le X b X b 1 /,m 
AI = 0.8; m = 0.283; n = 0.6 (5.47) 
Fr = (u:f (2R) 
I,m gD D 
The first term in the square brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.47) is inspired by a 
similar term in the correlation of A wwad et al (1995); this term goes to zero when the 
ratio R/D goes to infinity (the pipe is straight, and the modified liquid Froude number, 
F'i,m' goes to infinity). The second term in square brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(5.47) is introduced to account for possible non-fully-developed conditions at the 
entrance to the U-bend when Le is not long enough, in a manner akin to that used to 
incorporate entrance effects in heat transfer studies [Gnielinski (1983)]. The constant 12 
used in the third term in square brackets on the right-hand side ofEq. (5.47) corresponds 
to the value of C in the Lockhart-Martinelli two-phase multiplier for laminar-turbulent 
conditions (see table 5.3). The values of the constants Al, m, and n were fined-tuned with 
reference to the data collected in the LHP experiments: With this fine-tuning, the mean 
deviation of the predictions from the measured data in the vapor-transport line is ±4.11 %. 
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For each segment, k, in the bent portions of the vapor-transport line, once CPb 1 is 
estimated using Eq. (5.47), the two-phase friction pressure drop is estimated as follows: 
(M)~~b = cr:;,1 (M);: = CP;,1 (-dP / dz ):,1 Lb (5.48) 
In this equation, Lb is the length of the segment, k, in the bent portion along its centerline, 
and (M);: is the friction pressure drop for the liquid-phase flowing alone (single-phase 
flow) at ifs mass velocity in this segment. The procedure for estimating (My'P was 
I,h 
presented earlier in this subsection; see Eq. (5.42) and the two paragraphs that follow it. 
A-3) Vapor Grooves, Vapor Collector, and Evaporator Exit Passage 
The two-phase friction pressure drop from the location of the liquid-vapor interface 
inside the wick to the entrance of the vapor-transport line (point 2 in Figure 5.7) is 
calculated using a procedure similar to that explained in the previous subsection for the 
bent portions. As was mentioned earlier [see the three paragraphs that follow Figure 5.7, 
and aiso Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17)], the pressure drop for single-phase flow through the 
evaporator grooves to the entrance of the serpentine section of the vapor-transport line 
was obtained experimentally; and a correlation for estimating this pressure drop is 
presented in Eq. (5.17). Neglecting the pressure drop for single-phase flow in the one 
smooth 90° bend existing in this section of the vapor-transport line (between point 2 and 
3 in Figure 5.7), and subtracting out the corresponding pressure drops in the straight 
portions of this section, the pressure drop for single-phase flow inside the vapor grooves 
+ vapor collector + evaporator exit pipe is estimated for both the vapor-phase and liquid-
phase (flowing alone at their respective mass flow rates), to obtain (M);,ev and (M):,ev' 
Using this approach, for each operating condition, the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for 
this section of the LHP (vapor grooves, vapor collector and evaporator exit pipe) IS 
calculated: 
(5.49) 
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Then, using Eq. (5.37), a two-phase multiplier (based on the liquid-phase), CP/,ev' is 
obtained, and the two-phase pressure drop for this section of the LHP (vapor grooves, 
vapor collector, and the evaporator exit pipe), (M )2'P ,is estimated as follows: j,ev 
(M)2'P _ 2 (M)S j,ev - CP/,ev l,ev (5.50) 
A-4) Overall Vapor-Transport Line 
The overall friction pressure drop for two-phase flow in the vapor-transport line is 
calculated by summing up (M )~~ev' and the pressure drops in aIl the segments, k, in the 
straight and bent portions of the vapor-transport line as follows: 
M 
(M)2'P = (M)2'P + '" [ç (M)2'P + (1- ç) (M)2'P ] jrlc j,ev ~ j,SI j,b 
k~ k 
(5.51) 
In this equation, for segments, k, located in straight portions of the vapor-transport line, 
ç = 1 ; and for those located in the bent portions, ç = 0 . 
B) Momentum Pressure Drop 
For each segment, k, for a fixed total mass flow rate, m, the pressure drop required to 
sustain the momentum changes due to condensation, (Mmom)k' is calculated as follows: 
(5.52) 
where the subscripts ex, k and en, k denote the conditions at the exit and entrance cross-
sections of the segment, k, respectively; and a denotes the vapor void fraction. In this 
work, a is calculated using Eq. (5.27), which is a correlation proposed by Zivi (1964). 
The total momentum pressure drop for the vapor-transport line is calculated by 
summing this pressure drop in each of the segments, k: 
(5.53) 
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C) Gravity Pressure Drop 
The gravit y pressure drop for a segment, k, is ca1culated using the following equation: 
(Mgravt =[ apg+(I-a)PI]kgAzksinB (5.54) 
In this equation, B is the inclination angle measured upwards from the horizontal, and a 
is the average vapor void fraction in the segment. Again, a is ca1culated using Eq. 
(5.25), a correlation proposed by Zivi (1964). 
The total gravit y pressure drop for the vapor-transport line is ca1culated by summing 
this pressure drop in each of the segments, k: 
M 
( M) grav = L ( M grav ) k (5.55) 
k=1 
Mass of Fluid inside the Vapor-Transport Line and Quality at its Exit Section 
The total mass of the two-phase mixture (vapor + liquid) in the vapor-transport line is 
ca1culated using the following equation: 
M 
mvline = L[apg +(1-a)Plh(7rD~ /4)Azk (5.56) 
k=1 
In this equation, ak is the average vapor void fraction in the segment. Again, ak IS 
ca1culated using Eq. (5.25), a correlation proposed by Zivi (1964). 
The quality of the two-phase mixture at the exit of the vapor-transport Hne, XvI-ex, is 
same as that at the entrance to the condenser of the LHP, xcd- in • This quality is calculated 
as follows: 
M 
xvi_ex = xcd- in = 1-LL\.xk 
k=1 
5.2.3 Condenser 
(5.57) 
The condenser of the LHP is built from a serpentine pipe of circular cross-section (see 
Figure 5.1). However, as was noted earlier in this chapter, it was not necessary to 
incorporate special procedures for estimating either the augmented pressure drops or heat 
transfer in the bent portions, as preliminary ca1culations and experiments showed that 
most of the vapor condensed in the initial straight portion of this pipe. Furthermore, the 
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mass flow rate (and Reynolds number) of the condensed liquid flowing in the condenser 
pipe is very small; thus the effects of the U-bends on the pressure drops and heat transfer 
in the subcooled region of the condenser are negligibly small. 
As was mentioned in Chapter 4, in order to create a constant sink temperature 
boundary condition in the LHP experiments, the entire condenser pipe was submerged in 
an oil-bath with a controlled environment (temperature and stirrer speed). 
The fluid could exit the condenser as a saturated-liquid, a subcooled liquid, or a two-
phase mixture. Figure 5.11 shows a case where the fluid exits the condenser in a 
subcooled state, and the location where x = 0 (full condensation of the vapor) is within 
the condenser pipe (L~; < Led)' As presented at the bottom left of this figure, the vapor 
entering at temperature Ted-in is condensed over the length L~;, and its temperature drops 
slightly over this length, due to the drop in pressure. Over the rest of the condenser 
length, Lse' the condensed liquid is cooled further and it exits in a subcooled state. If the 
condenser tube were long enough, the subcooled liquid temperature at the exit of the 
condenser for this case would asymptotically approach the sink temperature. 
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Figure 5.11: Schematic of the fluid flow through the condenser when L~; < Led' 
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The heat transfer and pressure drop in the condenser are examined for two distinct 
flow regions: Two-phase region and subcooled region. These regions are schematically 
illustrated in Figure 5.11. 
Two-Phase Region 
As presented in Figure 5.11, the saturated vapor enters the condenser pipe at ~d-;n and 
fully condenses in the two-phase region of length L;:. As was mentioned earlier, the 
thermodynamic process in this region involves a pressure drop, and associated slight 
lowering of the saturation temperature, and the fluid reaches the saturated liquid state at 
the start of the subcooled region. However, L;j is not known a priori, and the rate of heat 
loss and the pressure drop in the condenser depend on this length. The procedure 
presented in Rohsenow (1985) for sizing condensers is adapted here to evaluate L;j. 
The two-phase region is divided into N segments of equal quality change. The lengths 
of the corresponding pipe segments are not necessarily equal. Over the length of each 
such segment, Ilz;, the saturation temperature, T:at-cd,;, is assumed constant (the value of 
N can ,be increased to achieve any desired accuracy of this procedure, to within machine 
precision). The two-phase pressure drop over each segment depends on whether it is in 
the straight or bent portions of the condenser pipe, and it is obtained using the same 
procedures as those used to obtain the two-phase pressure drops for the segments located 
in the vapor-transport line (discussed in the last subsection). After the pressure drop is 
ca1culated for each segment, i, the saturation temperature for the next segment, i+ 1, is 
updated as follows: 
T:at-cd,i+1 = T:at-cd,; -M; /(~;) i = 2,3 ... ,N (5.58) 
sat'@~at-cd,j 
The saturation temperature for the first section is T.at-cd,l = ~d-;n' The saturation 
temperature at the exit of the two-phase region, T2rp- ex;P is obtained by solving Eq. (5.58) 
for i = N: T;rp-exii = T:at-cd,N+l' 
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The quality at the entrance of the condenser and the exit of the two-phase region are, 
respectively, Xcd-in, and zero. Thus, the change in quality over each of the N segments is 
given by 
/jx = xcd- in / N (5.59) 
The average quality for the first segment is XI = Xcd- in - /jx / 2 , and for other segments 
it is calculated from 
i = 2,3, ... N (5.60) 
The energy balance on each segment, i, can be expressed as 
(U~!p)iÔZi (T;,at-cd,i - T;,ink) = ACdG ifgl /jx 
T..at-cd J 
(5.61) 
where ôzi is the length of the segment i; G is the mass flux (G = m / Acd ); i fg b:,Q'-Cd.i is the 
latent heat of evaporation in the segment i; and (U~!p)i is the total thermal conductance 
for heat loss from the segment i, defined as follows: 
(U.J ' ) = ( 1 J 
''"2'1' i R' R' R' 
2'1' + pipewall + ail i 
(5.62) 
where, referring to Figure 5.11, R~!p' R~ipewall' and R;il' respectively, are the thermal 
resistances (per unit length of the pipe) for the internaI two-phase flow, radial heat 
conduction through the pipe wall, and the external convection over the condenser pipe 
immersed in the oil bath: These thermal resistances are defined as 
(5.63) 
where Dcd is the internaI diameter of the condenser pipe; t is the thickness of this pipe; 
h 2rp is the heat transfer coefficient for the two-phase flow inside the pipe; kp;pe is the 
thermal conductivity of the pipe wall material; and hoil is the heat transfer coefficient on 
the external surface of the condenser pipe immersed in the oil bath. 
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R;il is a function of the oil properties, the sink temperature, Tsink, and the external flow 
conditions on the condenser pipe (velo city and flow direction). If these external flow 
conditions are known, the heat transfer coefficient hOil in Eq. (5.65) can be estimated 
using an appropriate correlation for cross flow over cylinders of ciruc1ar cross-section, 
for example, the one proposed by Zhukauskas (1972). However, as was discussed in 
Chapter 4 (Section 4.1.2), in this work, hOil was determined experimentally for different 
sink temperatures and stirrer angular velocities. 
For each run in the LHP experiments, the thermal and hydrodynamic conditions in the 
oil bath were essentiaUy constant: Thus, R~i1 and R~iPewall in Eq. (5.65) are assumed 
constant for aU N sections. However, the first term in Eq. (5.65), R~'P' varies with the 
fluid properties and the vapor quality: Therefore, it is calculated separately for each 
segment i. 
The heat transfer coefficient ~'P depends on the flow regimes that occur in the two-
phase region inside the condenser. As was discussed in the last subsection for the vapor-
transport line, the two-phase flows in aU of the LHP experiments undertaken in this work 
were in the stratified (smooth or way) regime. Furthermore, it is again assumed that the 
influence of the U-bends on the rate ofheat loss in the condenser is negligible. Therefore, 
as was done for two-phase flows in the vapor-transport line, the correlation of Dobson 
and Chato (1998) is u~ed to predict ~'P: See Eq. (5.28) and related discussions in the last 
subsection. 
In the correlation of Dobson and Chato (1998), the temperature of the inside surface 
of the pipe convey the two-phase flow, Twall ' is required as an input to compute ~'P. Twall 
is not known a priori. Using the resistance analogy presented in Figure 5.11 for the two-
phase region, the following relation can be used to relate Twall to I:ink : 
(5.64) 
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For each section i, and for given values of T.at,cd,i' m, and T,,'ink' the two unknown 
values, ~<p,i and Twall,i are determined iteratively. Then, using Eqs. (5.63) and (5.64), 
(UA~<P)i and I:lzi are determined. It should be noted that aIl fluid properties in these 
ca1culations are obtained at the saturation temperature T.at,ed,i' 
At this stage, the totallength of the two-phase region is ca1culated: 
(5.65) 
Once L;'P is determined, it is compared to the total length of the condenser pipe, Led' As 
was mentioned previously, three possible cases could exist: 
a) L~: = Lcd : The fluid exits the condenser as a saturated liquid state in this case, at 
the saturation temperature T;<p-exil' The quality at the exit is Xvqual,cdexil = 0, and the total 
rate ofheat rejection in the condenser is: 
(5.66) 
b) L~: > Led: This situation occurs when the capability for the rate ofheat rejection in 
the condenser is not enough to condense the vapor completely, and a two-phase (vapor-
liquid) flow exits the condenser at the saturation temperature T.at-cd,j' Here, j (j<N) 
denotes the segment at the end of which, coIlectively, the total length of the segments 
o :::; i :::; j is equal to the total length of the condenser pipe. In this case, the quality of the 
fluid at the exit would be 0 < Xvqual,cdexil < 1, and the total rate of heat rejection in the 
condenser is: 
(5.67) 
q = m(i -i ) cd-reject cd-in cd-exit 
Here, qcd-reject <qfg,c' icd-exit is the fluid specifie enthalpy at the exit of the condenser, and 
ied-in is the fluid specifie enthalpy at the inlet of the condenser. Both iCd- exil and qcd-reject are 
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determined using Eq. (5.71). Once ied-exit is calculated, the quality at the exit of the 
condenser, xed- exit ' can be determined using the following equation: 
(5.68) 
where if and ig are, respectively, the enthalpy of the saturated liquid and the saturated 
vapor. 
c) L;;; < Led: In this situation, the ability of the condenser to reject heat is more than 
that required for complete condensation of the vapor, and the position where this happens 
(x = 0) is located within the condenser pipe. As the rate of heat rejection to the sink 
continues over the rest of the condenser pipe, the fluid exits in a subcooled state. The 
total rate ofheat rejection in the condenser is calculated as follows: 
(5.69) 
In this equation, qfge is the rate of heat transfer required to fully condense the vapor in 
the condenser, see Eq. (5.70); and qse Is the rate of heat rejection from the condensed 
liquid, causing it to exit the condenser in a subcooled state. The rate of heat rejection 
from the condensed liquid in the condenser is given by the following equation: 
qse = me p,l (T'z<p-exi! - Tcd-exil ) (5.70) 
To determine qsc using this equation, T;,d-exil is needed. The method for calculating 
T;,d-exi! is presented in the next subsection. 
As was mentioned earlier, the two-phase pressure drop in the condenser is determined 
using the same procedures as those employed for this task in the vapor-transport line. For 
each section i, the total pressure drop is given by 
(5.71) 
The total pressure drop in the two-phase region is 
~d-2<P = L:l(M)~<P (5.72) 
The total mass of fluid in the two-phase region of the condenser is obtained using the 
following equation: 
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N 
mcd- 2<p = ~)aiPg +(1-aJpl](7Z"D~ /4)ôzi (5.73) 
i=1 
Subcooled Region 
The subcooled (or single-phase liquid) region exists ln the condenser only if 
L:~ = ( Led - L~d ) > o. If such a subcooled region exists, then, neglecting the viscous 
dissipation and axial diffusion terms, and assuming thermally fully developed conditions 
pervail, the solution for the local bulk temperature is the following: 
_ (UA';' )z 
(T. -T )/(1: -T)- "/CN sc bulk-sc sink 2<p-eXil sink - e (5.74) 
In this equation, ~ulk-se is the liquid bulk temperature, and UA.:c is the total thermal 
conductance per unit length for heat loss from the subcooled region: 
(5.75) 
(5.76) 
where, referring to Figure 5.11, R;c' R~iPewal/' and R~i1' respectively, are the thermal 
resistances (per unit length of the pipe) for the convective heat transfer in the subcooled 
region, radial heat conduction in the pipe wall, and the convective heat transfer from the 
outside surface of the condenser pipe to the oil bath. R~it is essentially constant (for the 
given constant sink conditions), and it is the same as that for the two-phase region. 
R~ipewal/ can aiso be assumed constant. Assuming fully developed laminar flow and heat 
transfer in the subcooled region of the condenser, the Nusselt number in this region lies in 
the range 3.65~ Nusc = hscDcd / kt ~4.36: A value in the middle of this range, NUvt_in = 4.0, 
is used in this work. Therefore, R;c is also constant. The resulting constant value for UA;c 
is ca1culated using Eq. (5.75). 
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The length of the subcooled region, if it exists, is calculated as follows: 
L SC = L _L2'1' 
cd cd cd (5.77) 
and the subcooled liquid temperature at the condenser exit is obtained from 
T = _ ( - u~;:;;J ) 
cd-exit T',ink + ( 7; 'l'-exil T',ink ) e (5.78) 
After the calculation of T::d-exiI' Eq. (5.70) is used to obtain the total rate ofheat rejection 
in the subcooled region of the condenser. 
Assuming fully developed flow, the friction pressure drop along the subcooled length 
of the condenser pipe is calculated using the following equation: 
(M ) = (/,c Resc ) JiI,scLsc riz + M fric sc 2 - A D2 fillings,sc (5.79) 
PI,sc cd e 
In this equation, M/illings,Sc is used to account for the friction pressure drop in fittings 
and bends; and Jil,se and PI,sc are the average dynamic viscosity and mass density of the 
subcooled liquid, respectively. In the LHP experiments, for aIl runs, (Mfric)sc was a very 
small fraction of the overall pressure (as the velocity of the liquid in this region is 
extremely low). Thus, a rather rudimentary approach was adopted for the estimation of 
Mfillings,sc: It was set equal to a third of the total friction loss in the subcooled region 
(MfriJse' Furthermore, as the liquid flow is laminar and fully developed, Ise Resc in Eq. 
(5.79) is set equal to 64. 
The gravit y pressure drop in the subcooled region of the condenser, ifit exists, is 
given by 
(5.80) 
In this work, the condenser pipe sloped very slightly « 1 %) downwards with respect to 
the gravitational acceleration vector: Thus, e for this section is negative, and so is sin e . 
In Eq. (5.80), PI,se is the average density of the subcooled liquid. 
There is no momentum pressure drop in the subcooled region of the condenser, as the 
flow is assumed to be essentially fully developed and there is no phase change. 
The overall pressure drop in the subcooled region of the condenser is calculated as 
follows: 
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(5.81) 
The total mass of the liquid in the subcooled region is calculated as follows: 
(5.82) 
5.2.4 Liquid-Transport Line 
The fluid charging strategy for the LHP experiments undertaken in this work was 
designed to ensure the vapor always condensed completely inside the condenser pipe 
(Led > J3;j). Thus, it is assumed in this discussion that subcooled liquid exits the 
condenser. Furthermore, again, the mass flow rate (and Reynolds number) of the liquid 
flowing in this transport line is very small; thus the effects of the U-bends on the pressure 
drops and heat transfer in this transport line are negligibly small. 
The subcooled liquid exiting the condenser flows through a liquid-transport line and 
reaches the inlet of the evaporator. This liquid-transport line was made of a horizontal 
serpentine pipe of circular cross-section (the U-bends are not shown in Figure 5.1). This 
pipe was insulated in the same manner as the vapor-transport line (see Figure 5.6). An 
energy balance on the liquid-transport line yields the following equation, which is used to 
calculate the temperature of the liquid exiting this section (and entering the liquid pool of 
the evaporator) and also the rate ofheat loss to the ambient. 
(UA) ( red-exit - 1'.v-in J' (T T) q'oss-ll = Il 1 ((T . _ T ) / (T . _ T )) = me p,l cd-exit - ev-in 
n cd-eXit amb ev-m amb 
(5.83) 
Here, (UA)1I is the total thermal conductance for the rate of heat loss from the liquid-
transport line: It is defined as 
1 (UA)" =-----
Rth-II-in + Rth-lI-oUi 
(5.84) 
In this equation, Rth-/Hn and Rth-II-out' respectively, are the thermal resistance for the 
convective heat transfer in the liquid-transport line and the external thermal resistance (it 
includes radial heat conduction through the pipe wall + insulating material and also 
external convection). Both these resistances are based on the internai surface of the pipe 
and are defined as follows: 
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(5.85) 
1 R ------th-I/-out - h 
li-out" D" L" 
Here, hl/_in and hl/_out are heat transfer coefficients and Du is the internaI diameter of the 
Iiquid-transport line. For the full range of the mass flow rates encountered in the LHP 
experiments, the flow in the Iiquid-transport line IS laminar. Therefore, 
3.65::;; NUI/ = hI/_inDU / k, ::;; 4.36: Nuu = 4 is used in this work. As was discussed in 
Chapter 4, the external thermal resistance, Rth-U-out' was obtained experimentally: 
Rth-I/-out = 14.7 KJW. Once (UA)I/ is obtained, Tev-in and q'oss-I/ are calculated using Eq. 
(5.83). 
The pressure drop in this liquid-transport line is calculated using the same approach 
as that employed for the subcooled region: 
Mo = (fu Re,,) J11,,,Ll/m +M, 
1/ 2 - A D2 jllting.l',1/ 
PI,I/ 1/ 1/ 
The Reynolds number is calculated: 
R _mDI/ eu --=--
fl/ A" 
(5.86) 
(5.87) 
As was mentioned earlier, the flow is laminar and assumed to be fully developed. 
Therefore, ft,Re" is set equal to 64.0, and the momentum pressure drop in the liquid-
transport line is zero. Furthermore, as the liquid-transport line is horizontal in the LHP 
experiments, the gravit y pressure drop in this line is also zero. 
The mass of the liquid in the liquid-transport line is calculated using an average mass 
density (arithmetic mean): 
(5.88) 
5.2.5 Total Pressure Drop in the Loop Heat Pipe 
In the context of the discussions presented in Section 5.2.1 - 5.2.4, the total pressure 
drop in the LHP, is calculated as follows: 
~ot = M WiCk + !1P,,1 + ~d-2rp + ~d-sc + ~I (5.89) 
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The maximum capillary head available in the wick is given by 
M = 20" cos Be 
cap.max (5.90) 
In this equation, Be is the contact angle at the static equilibrium condition (it depends on 
the wick material and the working fluid), 0" is the liquid-vapor surface tension, and rp is 
the effective capillary pore radius. The effective capillary pore size, dp (=2 rp ), was 
experimentally determined for two different wicks, both sintered powder-metal porous 
plates, one made of nickel 200 and the other of stainless steel 316: The results are 
presented in Chapter 3 and also in Atabaki and Baliga (2005a). The wick made of 
stainless steel 316 was used in the LHP experiments: The characteristics of this wick are 
presented in Table 4.1. 
For the LHP to operate successfully under steady-state conditions, the total pressure 
drop should be less than the maximum capillary head: 
~or < ~ap,max (5.91) 
This condition was met in aU of the LHP experiments conducted in this work. 
5.3 Mo DEL IMPLEMENTATION 
The proposed network thermofluid model was incorporated in a computer pro gram 
written in FORTRAN. This computer program is designed to simulate the LHP described 
in Chapter 4, with di8tilled water as the working fluid. 
Correlations for the required thermophysical properties of the working substance 
(water in this case) are incorporated into the computer program, as are all correlations 
needed to ca1culate the various single-phase and two-phase friction pressure drops, heat 
transfer coefficients, and vapor void fraction. The foUowing inputs are provided to the 
computer pro gram for each run: The geometrical details of the LHP; the total mass of the 
fluid (charge) inside the LHP, mcharged; the temperature of the oil bath, T:ink; the ambient 
environment temperature, Tamb ; and the rate ofheat input, qapp' applied to the evaporator. 
At the start of each run, the operating temperature of the loop, Tsar' is guessed and also 
provided as an input. Here, T:ar is the saturation temperature of the working substance at 
the liquid-vapor interface in the wick of the evaporator. 
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The sequence of the various calculations and checks performed in the overall iterative 
solution procedure of the proposed network model, as incorporated in this computer 
pro gram, are presented concisely in the flow chart in Figure 5.12. 
The results produced by this computer program include the steady-state mass flow 
rate, the temperature distribution, and the pressure distribution in the LHP. These and 
other numerical results are presented and discussed in the next chapter along with the 
results obtained in the complementary experimental investigation ofthe LHP. 
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Figure 5.12: Flow chart depicting key elements of the overall iterative solution procedure 
of the proposed network thermofluid model. 
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Chapter 6: 
Results and Discussions 
The results of complementary computational and experimental investigations of the 
loop heat pipe (LHP) described in Chapter 4 are presented and discussed in this chapter. 
The network thermofluid model described in Chapter 5 was used to explore the steady-
state operation of this LHP in the computational investigation. In the experimental 
investigation of this LHP, the emphasis was again on its steady-state operation, but its 
startup phase was also explored. 
The LHP considered in this work is schematically illusttated in Figures 4.1 and 5.1. 
The dimensions and characteristics of its different elements are given in Table 4.1. As 
was described in Chapter 4, this LHP has a flat (plate-type) evaporator: Details of this 
evaporator are presented schematically in Figure 4.2, and a schematic of the full 
evaporator assembly (evaporator; heaters; flux-measuring plate; and supporting plates, 
bolts, and nuts) is given in Figure 4.3. There is no compensation chamber integrated with 
this flat evaporator; rather, the LHP is connected to a two-phase reservoir (akin to those 
used in capillary pumped loops) that is used only during the charging procedure (filling 
the LHP with the working fluid) and then isolated; thus, once this LHP is charged, it 
operates with a fixed active mass of the working fluid. In this work, this LHP was run 
with distilled water as; the working fluid and a stainless steel (SS 316) sintered powder-
metal porous plate as the wick (porous material # 1 in Table 4.1). Full details of the 
procedure that was used to charge this LHP are given in Chapter 4, so they are not 
repeated here. 
In this chapter, the operational conditions that were considered in the complementary 
experimental and computational investigations of the LHP are summarized in the next 
section. FoUowing that, the transient operation of the LHP during its startup phase is 
discussed with reference to a representative set of operating conditions. Then, in the next 
eight sections, the focus is entirely on the steady-state operation of the LHP. In particular, 
a variety of steady-state experimental results and complementary predictions yielded by 
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the proposed network thermofluid model (described in Chapter 5) are presented and 
discussed. 
6.1 SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
Complementary computational and experimental investigations of the LHP described 
in Chapter 4 (and schematically illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 5.1) were conducted for a 
range of power inputs to the evaporator, qapp' and three different combinations of the 
average temperatures of the sink (oil bath in which the condenser pipe was immersed) 
and the ambient environment, T.ink and r amb , respectively. Specific values of these 
operational conditions are given below in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1: Operational conditions considered in the complementary computational and 
experimental investigations. 
Range of power input to the evaporator 150 W ::; qapp ::; 450 W 
Average temperature of the sink (oil bath) T.ink =42.16 Oc and T:mb =27.08 Oc 
and the corresponding average temperature 
of the ambient environment T.ink = 52.11 Oc and ramb = 26.09 oC 
T.ink = 61.27 Oc and ramb = 25.64 Oc 
As was mentioned earlier, this LHP was run with distilled water as the working fluid 
and a stainless steel (SS 316) sintered powder-metal porous plate as the wick (porous 
material # 1 in Table 4.1). 
The procedures that were used to charge, start, and run this LHP in the experimental 
investigation are described in Chapter 4. Once the charging procedure is completed, the 
active mass of the working fluid in si de this LHP is fixed. This mass was measured using 
the following procedure. After aIl experimental runs were completed, the evaporator 
heaters were tumed off, and the oil-bath was shut down. The LHP was then left 
undisturbed and allowed to reach a state of thermal equilibrium with the ambient 
environment. In this condition, the LHP was filled with a two-phase (vapor-liquid) 
mixture of distilled water. The temperature of the ambient environment during this 
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procedure was about 24 oC: Thus, the saturation pressure inside the LHP at the 
aforementioned thermal equilibrium state was about 0.02985 bars (far be10w the 
atmospheric pressure). At this stage, a graduated flask filled with deaerated distilled water 
and located at an e1evation of about 2.0 m above that of the LHP was connected to it 
using a flexible tube fitted with a plug valve. Once air was purged from this flexible 
connecting tube, the plug valve was opened, and distilled water was allowed to flow very 
slowly into the LHP. This filling process was continued until the distilled water could no 
longer flow into the LHP under the action of gravity. At this stage, the volume of the 
distilled water that had flowed from the graduated flask into the LHP was read and 
recorded. This volume was subtracted from the total volume of the LHP (calculated from 
the known geometry of the loop) to obtain the volume of the liquid water that was inside 
the LHP before the initiation of this filling process. In this procedure, it is assumed that 
liquid water is incompressible; and the mass of the saturated vapor inside the LHP before 
the initiation of the filling pro cess (at 0.02985 bars) is considered negligible compared to 
that of the saturated liquid water. 
Using data measured in the above-mentioned procedure and the mass density of 
saturated liquid water at 24 oC, the mass of the active working fluid in the LHP during 
the experimental runs was determined to be 657.5 g (±3%). This value was used as an 
input to the aforementioned network thermofluid mode1 in the computational 
investigation of this LHP. 
6.2 ST ARTUP OF THE LHP 
The startup of the LHP presented in Chapter 4 was studied experimentally for the 
three average sink temperatures mentioned in Table 6.1 (T:ink = 42.16 oC, 52.11 oC, and 
61.27 OC). The startups of the LHP for these three sink temperatures were qualitatively 
similar. Therefore, in the this section, only the startup for T,'ink = 42.16 oC is discussed. 
As was described in Chapter 4, after charging the LHP with a fixed active mass of the 
working fluid (657.5 g ± 3% for the experiments undertaken in this work), it was isolated 
from the two-phase reservoir. After that, the elevation of the condenser was adjusted so 
that the zero-quality point inside it was slightly higher than that of the upper surface of 
the wick in the evaporator. This ensures that the whole evaporator (and also a part of the 
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vapor-transport line), a part of the condenser, and the liquid-transport line are completely 
filled with the liquid phase. Following that, the entire LHP and the oil bath were allowed 
to come to thermal equilibrium with the ambient environment: The average ambient 
environment temperature during this startup was Tamb = 27.0 oC. 
The startup of the LHP was initiated by tuming on the constant-temperature oil bath 
and setting its desired temperature (T',,;nk = 42.16 OC). Then the power supply to the 
evaporator was tumed on and set equal to qapp = 200 W. The acquisition and recording of 
data from all thermocouples, differential pressure transducers, and multimeters (used to 
measure the voltages and currents supplied to the heaters) were initiated at least two 
hours before this startup procedure, and continued throughout the experiment. 
In Figure 6.1, the evolutions of Tsink, T sat, Tcd-in, Tcd-out, and T ev-in during the startup are 
illustrated: A schematic illustration of the locations of the thermocouples used for 
measuring these temperatures is given in Figure 4.1. The variation with time of the 
corresponding pressure difference, M2' measured across the evaporator (pressure 
difference between points A and B in Figure 4.1) is given Figure 6.2: The pressure 
transducer that was used to measure M 2 was zeroed before initiation of the startup in 
order to exc1ude any hydrostatic pressure differences (gravit y head). 
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Figure 6.1: Transient thermal behavior of the LHP during startup: Tsink = 42.16 oC, Tamb = 
27.0 oC, and qapp = 200 W. 
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Figure 6.2: Variation with time of the differential pressure measured across the 
evaporator (LiP2) during startup: Tsink = 42.16°C, Tamb = 27.0 oC, and qapp = 200 W. 
As shown in Figure 6.1, in the initial stage of the startup, t < 840 s, the sink 
temperature (shown as a dotted line) rises, however, the temperatures in the rest of the 
loop do not change much. During this time period (t < 840 s), because the sink 
temperature is higher than the other temperatures in the LHP, the condenser pipe is 
almost filled with a two-phase (liquid-vapor) mixture, and the evaporator is fully flooded. 
Furthermore, during t < 840 s, ~d-in and Ted-oul rise slightly above T,al and r:v-in due to 
contact with the vapor inside the condenser (this vapor temperature is close to the sink 
temperature during this time period). For the same period of time, Figure 6.2 shows a 
zero pressure drop across the evaporator, indicating no fluid flow through it: Thus, it may 
be concluded that all of the power input to the evaporator goes into heating the liquid 
occupying the vapor grooves, raising its temperature, but not generating any vapor. 
At t = 840 s (roughly), the excess temperature of the liquid in the evaporator grooves 
is enough to initiate nucleate boiling, and vapor bubbles are generated. These vapor 
bubble grow rapidly and push the liquid out of the evaporator into the vapor-transport 
line and also into the liquid pool through the wick. Therefore, the fluid temperature at the 
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exit of the evaporator, T sat, suddenly increases, and Tcd-in decreases: The increase in T sat is 
due to the exiting hot liquid from the evaporator; and, at the same time, the relatively 
colder liquid which was initially stocked in the vapor transport line enters the condenser, 
resulting in a decrease in Tcd-in. At this stage, T sat is the highest temperature in the loop, 
and, therefore, the condenser section starts to behave in accordance to its intended role 
(condensing the incoming vapor). 
As shown in Figure 6.2, the aforementioned emptying of the evaporator grooves is 
accompanied by an initial decrease in the pressure difference across the evaporator: This 
is because the liquid is pushed out of the evaporator in both directions, forward towards 
the vapor-transport line and also backwards through the wick towards the liquid pool and 
the liquid-transport line; thus, the liquid column in the condenser pipe (that has about a 
1 % slope downwards from its inlet to its exit) rises, increasing the hydrostatic head in the 
liquid pool (sudden increase in the pressure at the point B shown in Figure 4.1) and 
causing a decrease in the pressure difference measured across the evaporator. However, 
once the vapor reaches the top surface ofthe wick and enters it, the liquid-vapor interface 
(inside the wick) generates a capillary head and the backflow is stopped: At this point, the 
capillary pumping action in the evaporator is initiated and the pressure of the vapor inside 
the grooves and in the vapor line is increased; this phenomenon is recorded as a ~ 
spike in Figure 6.2 (shown as point l). 
Roughly coincident with the first ~ spike (l), Tcd-out· starts to rise with sorne 
oscillations and rapidly reaches a temperature only slightly lower than the sink 
temperature (see Figure 6.1), indicating flow of liquid out of the condenser. Soon after 
this pressure spike, ~ becomes negative and constant for a period of about 200 s, 
showing absence of the capillary head: This happens because the liquid inside the 
evaporator grooves and its exit pipe (which is sloped slightly upwards) is not fully pushed 
out in one shot; rather, the exiting vapor tunnels through in an annular-type flow, and 
sorne of the remaining liquid falls back into the evaporator, flooding it, covering the 
upper surface of the wick, and destroying the capillary head. However, as the heating is 
continued, the liquid in the evaporator grooves is continuously evaporated, and, as can be 
seen from the graphs in Figure 6.1, Tsat continues to rise. Once the vapor fills the vapor-
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transport line and reaches the thermocouple at the condenser inlet, a sudden rise in its 
reading is observed, and Tcd-in reaches a value very close to Tsat. 
After sorne more time, the liquid layer above the wick is entirely evaporated, the 
capillary head is reestablished, and the fluid inside the LHP starts to flow continuously. 
This resumption of capillary pumping is marked as point II in Figure 6.2. As the startup 
continues, more of the power input is directed downward into the evaporator, instead of 
being used to heat up the pipes, fittings, and insulation of the LHP; this causes the rate of 
evaporation and, consequently, the circulating mass flow rate to increase; and, in tum, 
~ increases. This process is shown in Figure 6.2 as a continuous increase in ~, with 
only minor oscillations, from point II to point III: Coincidentally, as shown in Figure 6.1, 
Tev-in increases asymptotically towards it steady-state value, indicating movement of the 
relatively hot fluid from the condenser to the evaporator entrance. As can be se en in this 
figure, a difference persists between the temperatures of the liquid at the inlet and outlet 
of the liquid-transport line, due to heat loss to the ambient environment. However, in 
spite of heat loss to the ambient from the fluid in the vapor-transport line, no visible 
temperature drop is observable along this line (Tsat ~ Tcd-in): This is because the vapor 
condenses (partially) as it flows through in this line, and the related pressure drop is not 
high enough (relative to the mean absolute pressure) to change the saturation temperature 
significantly. 
At about t = 2600 s, the sink temperature reaches its preset value in the oil-bath (Tsink 
= 42.16 OC). Consequent, both Tsink and T;,d-out (which asymptotes to the sink 
temperature) stay essentially unchanged for t > 2600 sec. However, Tml continues to 
increase, albeit asymptotically, towards its steady-state value; and, in response, the mass 
flow rate of the working fluid also continues to increase asymptotically towards its 
steady-state value. 
At point III in Figure 6.2, M 2 reaches its maximum value, and then it suddenly 
decreases significantly to a level marked as point IV. This sudden decrease in M 2 can be 
explained as follows: The vapor-transport line of the LHP used in this study is made of a 
4.3 m long pipe with several bends (see Figures 4.1 and 6.8); prior to point III, the mass 
flow rate is not high enough to completely clear this line of an residualliquid (especially 
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in the bends); thus, the vapor flows through a somewhat restricted open space in this line, 
requiring a high pressure drop; however, once the mass flow rate becomes adequately 
large and the absolute pressure in the evaporator becomes high enough (this happens at 
point III), the aforementioned residual amounts of liquid in the vapor-transport line are 
suddenly purged, this line is opened up more fully for the flow of the vapor, and ~ 1S 
reduced (point IV in Figure 6.2). 
For t > 5200 sec, as shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, the loop operates smoothly, and the 
temperatures and ~ continue to asymptote to their steady-state values. As was 
mentioned in Chapter 4, in this work, when the differences between two consecutive sets 
of temperature readings (taken at 10 second intervals) were all less than or equal to 
±0.05°C over a period of at 30 minutes, it was assumed that the steady-state conditions 
prevail. For the run illustrated in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, the steady-state condition was 
reached about five hours (18,000 sec) after the initiation of startup. 
6.3 TEMPERATURE OF SATURATED VAPOR AT THE EXIT OF THE EVAPORATOR 
Predictions of the steady-state temperature of the saturated vapor at the exit of the 
evaporator, denoted by T,at in Figure 4.1, were obtained in the computer simulations of 
the LHP and also measured in the experimental investigation. These results are presented 
and their implications are discussed in this section. 
6.3.1 Comparison of Experimental and Numerical Results 
In Figure 6.3, the variation of (T,at-T,ink) with the power input to the evaporator, 
qapp' is presented for each of the three different combinations of T,;nk and T:mb given in 
Table 6.1. The experimental results are shown with symbols, and the corresponding 
numerical results are shown as solid lines. The horizontal error bars in this figure 
represent the uncertainties in the experimental values of qapp. In the experiments, as was 
discussed in Chapter 4, qapp was estimated using the measured temperature difference 
across a heat-flux measuring plate (ofknown thermal conductivity) sandwiched between 
the electrical heaters and the upper piece of the evaporator (Figure 4.3): The uncertainties 
in qapp (represented by the horizontal error bars in Figure 6.3) were calculated following 
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the procedure described in ASHRAE Standard 41.5-75 (1976). As was discussed in 
Chapter 4, the uncertainties in the measured temperatures were ±O.05 oC; thus, an 
uncertainty of ±O.l oC applies to aH experimental values of the temperature difference 
(T:al - T.vink) presented in Figure 6.3 (these uncertainties are not shown in this figure in 
order to avoid c1uttering). 
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Figure 6.3: Variation of (T:al - T:ink) with qapp: Experimental and numerical results. 
There is fairly good agreement between the numerical and experimental results 
presented in Figure 6.3. To provide a quantitative appreciation of the agreement between 
these results, the predicted values of (T.\.al - T.vink) are plotted against the corresponding 
experimental values in Figure 6.4. As shown by the results presented in this figure, for the 
operational conditions considered in this work, the model predictions are aH within 
±10.0% of the experimental measurements; the mean value of the absolute differences 
between these results is 4.32%. 
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6.3.2 Effect of Increasing Power Input to the Evaporator, qapp 
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As was stated earlier, the particular LHP investigated here has a fixed mass of active 
working fluid. Thus, the length of the two-phase region in the condenser pipe is 
essentially constant (as the variations in the volume of the liquid and the geometry of the 
LHP with changes in the average temperature are very small for the range of conditions 
considered here): As a result, the single- and two-phase heat transfer areas in the 
condenser may be assumed to remain constant. 
For each of the three combinations of Y:ink and Tamb , the results presented in Figure 
6.3 show that (Y:at - Y:ink) increases monotonically and almost linearly with qapp' As the 
value of the sink temperature, Tsink, was kept essentially constant for a particular series of 
runs (at 42.16 oC, 52.11 oC, and 61.27 OC), each of the three curves and sets of data 
presented in Figure 6.3 indicates a monotonic increase of T,.'at with qapp' This conclusion 
is explicitly indicated by the results presented in Figure 6.5, where Tsat is plotted versus 
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Figure 6.5: Variation of T".at with qapp : Experimental results. 
For each fixed combination of T.ink and Tamb , an increase in the value of qapp leads to 
a higher mass flow rate and higher average fluid temperatures inside the LHP: These 
effects lead to changes in the heat transfer coefficients on the inside surface of the pipe in 
the two-phase flow regions (in the vapor-transport Hne and in the condenser), but the 
overall thermal resistance (from the two-phase fluid flow to the ambient environment or 
the oil bath) is dominated by the sum of the thermal resistances of the pipe wall (across 
its thickness) and the insulation or convection (in the oil bath) outside it; furthermore, in 
the single-phase liquid flow regions (in the subcooled region of the condenser and the 
liquid-transport Hne), the flow is laminar, the fully-developed Nusselt number is constant, 
and the corresponding heat transfer coefficient on the inside surface of the pipe undergoes 
only slight changes (caused by the increase in the thermal conductivity of the condensed 
liquid water in response to the small increase in the average temperature in the subcooled 
region of the condenser). The thermal resistance of the forced convection on the outside 
surface of the condenser pipe (immersed inside the oil bath) decreases slightly with 
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increasing qapp' as the TSal and, consequently, the temperature of the outside surface of 
the pipe wall both go up (and the viscosity of the oil goes down substantially and its 
thermal conductivity goes down only slightly with increasing temperature). Thus, the 
overall thermal resistances go down slightly with increasing q app' but for aH practical 
purposes, the LHP could be considered to operate in an essentially constant-conductance 
mode for each fixed combination of 1',;nk and Tamb . Therefore, for constant thermal sink 
conditions, an increase in the rate of heat rejection in the condenser (needed to 
complement the increase in qapp and maintain steady-sate conditions) can be achieved 
only by an increase in 1',al; and this increase in TSal is almost linearly proportional to the 
increase in qapp' These arguments are reflected in the results presented in Figures 6.3 and 
6.5. In this discussion, it has been assumed that the variation of the saturation temperature 
of the fluid inside the condenser with qapp is similar to that of 1',a/ (the saturation 
temperature ofthe vapor at the exit of the evaporator). 
6.3.3 Effect of Increasing the Temperature of the Oil Bath, I:ink 
For a fixed value of qapp' when the temperature of the oil bath, 1',;nk' is increased, the 
convective heat transfer coefficient on the outer surface of the condenser pipe, hOi/, 
increases (as was reported in Chapter 4, for 1',;nk = 41.9 oC, 51.3 oC, and 62.0 oC, ho;1 = 
290.2 W/m2_oC, 320.4 W/m2_oC, and 344.9 W/m2_oC, respectively); thus, the 
corresponding thermal resistance per unit length {R~i/ = 1 / {hoi/1C(Dcd + 2t)} decreases, and 
the overall thermal conductance of the LHP increases. Therefore, the slopes of the 
(Twi - T.,;nk) vs. qapp curves in Figure 6.3 decrease with increasing values of T,;nk; and the 
slones of the T vs. q curves in Figure 6.5 also decrease with increasing values of r sai app 
1',;nk' Furthermore, when 1',;nk is increased at a fixed value of qapp' T.al increases to a 
value that is needed to obtain a (1',al - 1',;nk) that provides the required rate of heat 
rejection. However, as described above, when T.\';nk is increased at a fixed value of qapp' 
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the overall thennal conductance of the LHP goes up and, therefore, (T.mt - T,jnk) decreases 
(see Figure 6.3). 
6.4 EFFECTIVE THERMAL RESISTANCE OF THE LHP 
An effective thenna1 resistance of the LHP operating at steady-sate conditions is 
defined as follows: 
R - T.mt - T.'in k 
th.ef -
qapp 
(6.1) 
Not an of the power input to the evaporator, qapp' is transmitted by the LHP from the 
evaporator to the heat sink (the oil bath in which the condenser is immersed): A part of it 
is lost to the ambient environment via rates of heat loss from the outer surfaces of the 
evaporator body (q/oss-eb)' the vapor-transport line (q/oss-v/)' and the liquid-transport line 
(q/oss-II)' Nevertheless, qapp is used in the definition of Rth,ef' Eq. (6.1), as it is readily 
measured in the experiments, and also because the total rate of heat 10ss 
(q/oss-eb +q/oss-v/+q/oss-u) is a relatively small fraction « 13.5%) of qapp: For similar 
reasons, this definition of Rth .ef is also commonly used in the literature [Wirsch and 
Thomas (1996)]. 
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Figure 6.6: Variation of Rth,ef with qapp for steady-state operation of the LHP. 
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For steady-state operation of the LHP, graphs of the variation of R1h,ef with qapp for 
each of the three different combinations of T:ink and Tamb considered in the experiments 
(see Table 6.1) are presented in Figure 6.6: These are experimental results. As was 
discussed earlier in this chapter and also in Chapter 4, the thermal resistance per unit 
length for convective heat transfer from the outside surface of the condenser pipe to the 
oil bath in which it is immersed, R~i1' decreases when T:ink increases: Thus, Rth,ef also 
decreases when T:ink increases. With respect to the results shown in Figure 6.6, for 
average sink temperaturesof 42.16°C, 52.11 oC, and 61.27°C, the me an (or average) 
values of the effective thermal resistance of the LHP (over 150 W ~ q app ~ 450 W) are 
0.185 °C/W (with variation of±3.5% about this mean value), 0.157 °C/W (with variation 
of ±3.0% about this mean value), and 0.138 °C/W (with variation of ±3.2% about this 
mean value), respectively. 
The results presented in Figure 6.6 also show that the R1h,ef decreases slightly with 
increasing qapp' for each of the three fixed combinations of T:ink and Tamb (the reasons for 
this behavior of R1h,ef were presented in the last section). 
The horizontal and vertical error bars that represent the uncertainties In the 
experimental results presented in Figure 6.6 were ca1culated following the method 
discussed in ASHRAE Standard 41.5-75 (1976). 
6.5 RATES OF HEAT TRANSFER IN DIFFERENT ELEMENTS OF THE LHP 
Steady-state rates of heat transfer predicted by the proposed network thermofluid 
model in different elements of the LHP are presented in Figure 6.7 for the combination 
Tsink = 42.16 oC and Tamb = 27.08 oC, and three different values of the power input to the 
evaporator: qapp = 200 W (Tsat = 78.2 OC), 300 W (Tsat = 97.1 OC), and 400 W (Tsal = 
116.7 oC). In particular, for each ofthese three values of qapp' the following rates ofheat 
transfer normalized with respect to q app are presented in Figure 6.7: Rate of heat leak to 
the liquid pool in the evaporator (qhl/ qapp); rate of heat transfer needed for the liquid-
vapor phase-change process in the evaporator (qfg / qapp); rate of heat loss from the outer 
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surface of the evaporator body to the ambient environment (qloss-eh 1 qopp); rate of heat 
transfer from working fluid to the oil bath in the two-phase portion of the condenser pipe 
(q fg) q opp); and rate of heat transfer from working fluid to the oil bath in the subcooled 
(single-phase liquid) region of the condenser pipe ( q sc 1 q opp ). 
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Figure 6.7: Predictions of steady-state rates of heat transfer in different elements of the 
LHP for Tsink = 42.16 oC and Tamb = 27.08 oC: (a) qapp = 200 W (Tsat = 78.2 OC); (b) qapp = 
300 W (Tsat = 97.1 OC); and (c) qapp = 400 W (Tsat = 116.7 OC). 
In Figure 6.7, the results for each value of qapp are presented as bar charts that are 
grouped together (the groups are denoted as a, b, and c). The sum of the first three bars is 
equal to the rate of heat input to the evaporator qapp: (qhl + qfg + qlass-eb) Iqapp =1. The rate 
of heat loss from the liquid-transport line to the ambient environment, qlass-II, is negligible 
compared to the other six rates of heat transfer shown in Figure 6.7 for each value of 
qoPP; thus, it is not shown in this figure. The sum of the bars 3 to 6 plus qlass-II is also 
equal to qapp: (qlass-vl + qfgc +qsc + qlass-II + qlass-eb) Iqapp =1. In Figure 6.8, the variations of 
qhl, qsc. qloss-vl, and qlass_eb(absolute values) with qapp for T sink = 42.16 oc and T amb = 27.08 
oC (same conditions as those that apply to the results in Figure 6.7) are presented. 
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Tamb = 27.08 OC). 
The results in Figure 6.7 show that for each value of qapp (each group), bars 1 and 6 
are almost equal in height: In other words, q hl / q app and qsc / q app are almost equal in each 
case, showing that the rate of heat leak in the evaporator automatically adjusts to 
compensate for the rate of heat rejection in the subcooled part of the condenser. The 
results presented in Figure 6.8 also show that the variations of qhl and qsc with qapp are 
almost identical. For each group of results in Figure 6.7, qfg / qapp (bar 2) is a bit higher 
than q fgc / q app (bar 5), and this finding is also confirrned by the results presented in 
Figure 6.8: This is an expected finding, as part of qfg is lost to the arnbient environrnent 
in the vapor-transport line (q/oss-vl). However, with increasing qapp' both qfg / qapp (bar 2) 
and qfgc / qapp (bar 5) decrease slightly: This is because TSal increases with increasing qapp 
and leads to higher values of q hl / q app (bar 1) and q.\.c / q app (bar 6). As shown by the 
results in Figure 6.8, the rates of heat loss from the evaporator body, qloss-eb, and from the 
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vapor-transport line, q!oss-v!' both increase with qapp: This behavior 1S the result of 
increasing I:al with increasing qapp' 
6.6 TEMPERATURES AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS IN THE LHP 
Steady-state temperatures predicted by the proposed network thermofluid model at 
different locations in the LHP are presented in Figure 6.9 for two different combinations 
of sink and ambient temperatures (Tsink = 42.16 oC and T amb = 27.08 oC ; and Tsink = 
61.27 oC and Tamb = 25.64 OC) and three different power inputs to the evaporator (qapp = 
200 W, 300 W, and 400 W): The dashed line and filled symbols indicate results 
corresponding to the sink temperature of 61.27 oC; while the dotted li ne and open 
symbols represent results pertaining to the sink temperature of 42.16 oC. 
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Figure 6.9: Predictions of steady-state temperatures at different locations in the LHP. 
Consider the lowest curve in Figure 6.9 (qapp = 200 W and Tsink = 42.l6 OC); the 
arrows indicate the direction of flow of the working fluid. The saturated vapor exits the 
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evaporator and enters the vapor-transport line at the maximum fluid temperature, T.,al' in 
the LHP. In the' vapor-transport line, due to heat loss to the ambient environment, the 
vapor condenses partially; the pressure drop is relatively small compared to the absolute 
pressure; thus the drop in saturation temperature in this line is relatively small; and Tcd-in 
is almost equal to Tsat . The vapor is first completely condensed inside the condenser (this 
process, in which the saturation temperature drops only slightly due to the relatively 
small pressure drop, is not explicitly -shown in Figure 6.9), and then the condensed liquid 
is subcooled as it flows towards the exit. As was mentioned earlier, the condenser in this 
LHP was over designed and very efficient; thus, the liquid exits the condenser at a 
temperature, Tcd-exit. which is very close to the sink temperature, Tsink, and considerably 
lower than Tcd-in . The subcooled liquid then enters the liquid-transport line and undergoes 
heat loss to the ambient environment; thus, the subcooled liquid enters the evaporator at a 
temperature, T ev-in , that is lower than Tcd-exi(. Inside the evaporator, the subcooled liquid is 
heated to the saturation temperature and then evaporated. The saturated vapor exits the 
evaporator at Tsat and the cycle is completed. Similar behavior is also exhibited by aU 
other curves shown in Figure 6.9. 
For any given combination of T:ink and Tamb , when qapp is increased, Tsat increases, 
and the fluid temperature also increases at aH other locations inside the LHP. However, as 
can be seen from the results in Figure 6.9, for a fixed sink temperature (for example, see 
dotted lines corresponding to T:ink = 42.16 OC), the temperature of the subcooled liquid 
exiting the condenser, r::d-exil' is almost independent of qapp: Again, this result confirms 
that the subcooled portion of the condenser is long enough to ensure that the condensed 
liquid cools down to a temperature that is very close to T:ink for aU conditions explored in 
this study. However, for any given combination of T.'ink and Tamb , ev en though 
Tcd-exil == T sink ' when qapp is increased, the temperature at the exit of the liquid-transport 
line, T'"v-in' increases (albeit slightly); this is because the mass flow rate increases when 
qapp is increased, but the overaU heat loss coefficient in the liquid-transport line remains 
almost unchanged. 
As was expected and as is shown by the results in Figure 6.9, increasing the sink 
temperature has the effect of boosting up the average fluid temperature over the LHP 
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(dashed Iines are higher in comparison to dotted Hnes for each value of qapp)' However, 
as was discussed earlier, for a fixed value of qapp' when T:ink is increased, the convective 
heat transfer coefficient on the outer surface of the condenser pipe, hOi/, increases, the 
corresponding thermal resistance per unit length { R;i/ = 1/ {hoi/1r( DCd + 2t)} decreases, the 
overall thermal conductance of the LHP increases, and the slopes of the T:al vs. qapp 
curves (see Figure 6.5) decrease with increasing values of T:ink' Thus, at qapp = 400 W, the 
values of T:al for the two sink temperatures (T:ink = 42.16 oC and 61.27 OC) are almost 
identical. 
6.7 PRESSURE DROP IN THE V APOR-TRANSPORT LINE 
Values of the pressure drop associated with the fluid flow in the serpentine portion of 
vapor-transport line, denoted by ~ in Figure 6.10, were predicted in the computer 
simulations of the LHP and also measured in the experimental investigation. These 
resuIts are presented and their implications are discussed in this section. 
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Figure 6.10: Schematic of the vapor-transport line of the LHP and related notation. 
It is should be noted here that in most of the models of LHPs in the published 
literature, single-phase flow is assumed in the vapor-transport line. However, in many 
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applications of LHPs, the fluid temperature in the vapor-transport line is above that of the 
ambient environment, as is the case for the LHP investigated here: In such cases, the 
assumption of single-phase flow in the vapor-transport line is not necessarily correct. 
Thus, in the present study, the two-phase flow models presented in Chapter 5 were used 
to predict the pressure drops in the vapor-transport line. 
6.7.1 Comparison of Experimental and Numerical Results 
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Figure 6.11: Variation of ~ with qapp: Experimental and numericai results. 
In Figure 6.11, the variation of ~ with the power input to the evaporator, q app, is 
presented for two combinations of the sink and ambient temperatures: T'ink = 42.16 oC 
and T
amb = 27.08 oC; and T:ink = 61.27 Oc and T amb = 25.64 oC. Similar results were aiso 
obtained for the intermediate combination of T:ink = 52.11 Oc and T amb = 26.09 oC, but 
they are not shown in Figure 6.11 in order to avoid c1uttering. The experimental results 
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are shown with symbols, and corresponding numerical results are shown as solid lines. 
The vertical error bands shown in this figure are based on the calibration of the pressure 
transducer that was used to measure these data (Omega® model PX838-40WDI0V). The 
uncertainties in the experimental data for qapp are the same as those for the corresponding 
values shown in Figure 6.3 (they are not reproduced in Figure 6.11 in order to avoid 
cluttering). 
There is fairly good agreement between the numerical and experimental results 
presented in Figure 6.11. To pro vide a quantitative appreciation of the agreement between 
these results, the predicted values of ~ are plotted against the corresponding 
experimental values in Figure 6.12. As shown by the results presented in this figure, for 
the operational conditions considered in this work, the model predictions aU within 
±10.0% ofthe experimental measurements. 
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Figure 6.12: Comparison ofpredicted and experimental values of ~ . 
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6.7.2 Effeet of Inereasing Power Input to the Evaporator, quPP 
As q app is increased for a fixed combination of T.'ink and Tamb , the mass flow rate in 
the loop is increased and ~ may also be expected to increase. However, the 
experimental results presented in Figure 6.11 show that for each combination of T
,ink and 
Tamb , ~ initially increases with qapp (for qapp < 260 W, approximately), but then 
decreases with increasing qapp' This behavior is also reflected in the numerical 
predictions obtained using the proposed network thermofluid. Thus, it is clear that 
parameters other than the mass flow rate also influence the variation of ~ with qapp. 
In Chapter 5, it was shown that for the conditions considered in this study, the two-
phase flow in the horizontal vapor-transport line corresponds to the stratified-flow 
regime: Thus, the vapor flows axially in the central region of the pipe (core), and the 
condensed liquid runs down the periphery of the pipe and moves at the bottom of the pipe 
in the direction of the vapor flow, but with relatively much lower velocity. When q app is 
increased for a fixed combination of T'ink and Tamb , the saturation temperature at the exit 
of the evaporator, T:al' increases: Thus, for the conditions considered in this work, the 
dynamic viscosity of the condensed liquid in the vapor-transport line decreases and its 
density also decreases (slightly); on the other hand, for the vapor in this line, the dynamic 
viscosity increases slightly, but the mass density, decreases significantly. To illustrate 
these points quantitatively, for the combination Tsink = 42.16°C and Tamb = 27.08 oC, and 
qapp = 200 W and qapp = 400 W, the corresponding saturation temperatures and fluid 
(liquid and vapor) properties are given below in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2: Saturation temperatures and properties of the vapor and the liquid flowing in 
the vapor-transport line for Tsink = 42.16°C and Tamb = 27.08 Oc , and qapp = 200 Wand 
400W. 
T.,;nk qapp T.ml T.ml Pg p, J.lg J.l, kg k, 
oc W oc K kg/m3 kg/m3 kg/m-s kg/m-s W/m-OC W/m-oC 
42.16 200 78.2 351.35 0.27 972.74 1.115E-05 0.000361 0.0231 0.6689 
400 116.7 389.85 1.01 945.41 1.267E-05 0.000242 0.0263 0.6861 
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For the combination Tsink = 42.16°C and T
amb = 27.08 oC, when qapp is changed from 
200 W to 400 W, the properties given in Table 6.2 show that the vapor density increases 
by a factor of 3.7; for these conditions, the numerical results show that the mass flow rate 
is increased from 7.8x 1 0-5 kg/s to 1.5x 1 0-4 kg/s, a factor of only 1.9; so the vapor velocity 
decreases (by about 50%). AU ofthese changes coUectively produce the variation of M; 
with q app exhibited by the results presented in Figure 6.11. 
6.7.3 Effect of Increasing the Temperature of the Oil Bath, T.vink 
As was discussed earlier (in Section 6.3), for a fixed value of qapp' when the 
temperature of the oil bath, T.'ink' is increased, the convective heat transfer coefficient on 
the outer surface of the condenser pipe, hoil, increases; the corresponding thermal 
resistance per unit length {R~i/ = 11 {hoi/7r(Dcd + 2t)} decreases; the overaU thermal 
conductance of the LHP increases; the slope of the T:at vs. qapp curve (see Figure 6.5) 
decreases; and (T:at - T:ink) decreases. The variations of M; with T:ink for fixed values of 
qapp (see Figure 6.11) reflect these changes in T:at and its influence on the properties of 
the liquid and vapor phase (as was discussed in the previous subsection). 
The variations of the pressure drop in the two-phase region of the condenser of the 
LHP are expected to be similar to those discussed above for M;. However, the quality 
undergoes significant change in the condenser (from about 0.9 to 0.0). Experimental 
measurements of the variation of the pressure drop in the two-phase region of the 
condenser with changes in q app and T:ink are needed to enhance the published literature 
on this particular portion of the LHP and provide checks on predictions provided by 
related mathematical models. Such measurements are suggested as a possible extension 
. of this work. 
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6.8 PRESSURE DROPS OVER DIFFERENT ELEMENTS OF THE LHP 
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Figure 6.13: Predictions of steady-state pressure drops over different elements of the 
LHP for Tsink = 42.16 oC and Tamb = 27.08 oC: (a) qapp = 200 W (~ap,max = 4618 Pa); (b) 
qapp = 300 W (~ap,max = 4360 Pa); and (c) qapp = 400 W (~ap,max = 4082 Pa). 
Steady-state pressure drops predicted by the proposed network thermofluid model 
over different elements of the LHP are presented in Figure 6.13 for the combination T sink 
= 42.16 oC and Tamb = 27.08 oC, and three different values of the power input to the 
evaporator: qapp = 200 W (Tsat = 78.2 OC), 300 W (Tsat = 97.1 OC), and 400 W (Tsat = 
116.7 oC). In particular, for each of these three values of qapp' the following pressure 
drops normalized with respect to the corresponding maximum capillary pressure head, 
~ap,max' as defined in Eq. (5.90), are presented in Figure 6.13: Sum of pressure drops in 
the vapor grooves of the evaporator and thevapor-transport line (!lP", / ~ap,max); pressure 
drop over the two-phase portion of the condenser pipe (~d-2'P / ~ap,max); pressure drop 
over the subcooled (single-phase) portion of the condenser pipe (~d-sc / ~ap,maJ; 
pressure drop over the liquid-transport line (1V1, / ~ap,max); pressure drop as the liquid 
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flows through the wick ( M wick / ~ap,max); and total pressure drop in the LHP 
(M,ot / ~ap,max)' The maximum capillary head, Mcap,max' which is used to normalize the 
pressure drops presented in Figure 6.13, is a function of the liquid-vapor surface tension, 
the contact angle, and the maximum effective pore size of the wick, as given in Eq. 
(5.90). Thus, when qapp is increased, T,at increases (as was discussed earlier), and 
~ap,max decreases: The specific values of ~ap,max for each of the three aforementioned 
values of qapp are given in the title of Figure 6.13. 
In Figure 6.13, the predictions of the aforementioned pressure drops for each value of 
qapp are presented as bar charts that a~e grouped together (the groups are denoted as a, b, 
and c). In each group, bars 1 to 5 represent pressure drops over different elements of the 
LHP, while the last column represents the total pressure drop (which is the sum of the 
pressure drops indicated by bars 1 to 5). As can be seen from this figure, the pressure 
drop in the vapor-transport line (bar 2) is higher than that in aH other elements: This is 
because this line is made of a long pipe with many bends and fitting and it convey a two-
phase (vapor-liquid) flow. The pressure drop in the two-phase part of the condenser (bar 
2) is negligible in comparison to that in the vapor-transport line: This is because the two-
phase mixture condenses in a relatively short length of the condenser pipe (about 10%) 
adjacent to its inlet, before the start of the bent (serpentine) portion (see Figure 4.1). In 
the subcooled (single-phase) region of the condenser, for aH three groups, the pressure 
drop (bar 3) is negative: This is because the condenser pipe is sloped slightly downwards 
(about 1% from the inlet to the exit), the gravitational head dominates the frictional 
pressure drop, and the flow experiences an increase (gain, not drop) in the static pressure. 
The single-phase pressure drop in the liquid transport line (bar 4) is also negligibly smaH, 
for aH three groups: This is because liquid flow velocity is very low, and thus, even with 
the many bends in this line, the pressure drop is almost negligible compared to that in the 
vapor-transport line. Similarly, in the wick, the liquid flow velocity is very low, and the 
flow length is also quite small (thickness of the wick is about 6.5 mm), so the pressure 
drop (bar 5) is negligibly small. It is also clear from the results shown in Figure 6.13 that 
each of the aforementioned pressure drops, including the total pressure drop, is a small 
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fraction (less than 16%) of the maximum capillary head. Thus, for aU cases considered, 
this LHP operated weU below its capillary limit. 
The results in Figure 6.13 also show that when qapp is increased (that is, moving from 
groups a to c in this figure), the total pressure drop decreases. This is mainly because of 
significant reductions in the pressure drop in the vapor-transport line with the 
aforementioned increase in qapp, as was already noted in earlier discussions related to 
Figure 6.11. 
6.9 DISTRIBUTION OF FRICTION PRESSURE DROP ALONG THE V APOR-TRANSPORT LINE 
Predictions of the distribution of friction pressure drop along the length of the vapor-
transport line of the LHP (between points 2 and 5 in the schematic shown in Figure 6.10) 
were obtained using the proposed network thermofluid model. These predictions for the 
combination Tsink = 42.16 oC and T amb = 27.08 oC are presented in Figure 6.14 for two 
values of the power input to the evaporator: qapp = 250 W and 400 W. 
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Figure 6.14: Predictions of the steady-state distribution of friction pressure drop along 
the vapor-transport line (Tsink = 42.16 oC and Tamb = 27.08 OC). 
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Each piecewise-linear segment of the curves presented in Figure 6.14 corresponds to 
a physical segment of vapor-transport line schematically portrayed in Figure 6.10: In both 
these figures, the first and last segments of the vapor-transport line are shown as 2-3 and 
4-5, respectively. Straight-line segments corresponding to friction pressure drops in a 90° 
bend, a U-bend, and a straight portion of the vapor-transport line are also indicated in 
Figure 6.14, and the three corresponding physical portions of this line are shown in 
Figure 6.1 O. 
As was described in Chapter 5, in the proposed network thermofluid model, average 
values of the streamwise pressure gradient are calculated in each of the bent and the 
straight segments of the vapor-transport line, and then assumed to prevail over these 
segments. Thus, the distribution of friction pressure drop is shown as a composite of 
piecewise-linear segments in Figure 6.14. The segments have a steeper slope in the bent 
segments than in the straight segments of the vapor-transport line. In reality, the presence 
of the bends affects the entrance length of the downstream straight segments: For single-
phase pressure drop in bends, the length affected could be lOto 30 times the inside 
diameter of the pipe diameter [Jo shi and Shah (1987); Ohadi et al. (1990)]. In the LHP 
considered in this investigation, the lengths of the straight segments of the vapor-
transport line are aIl lower than 28 times the inside diameter of the pipe. Thus, the 
distribution of friction pressure drop in a straight segment is affected by an upstream 90° 
bend or a U-bend, if one exists, and the transition of the pressure drop from the bent to 
the straight parts would be smooth, rather than piecewise linear as shown in Figure 6.14. 
However, as the correlations used in the model presented in Chapter 5 were fitted to 
experimental data for the bent parts, the aforementioned effects are indirectly included 
via increased contributions attributed to the bent parts. Therefore, even though the 
piecewise-linear curves in Figure 6.14 do not represent the shapes of the actual pressure 
distributions in the corresponding segments of the vapor-transport line, the friction 
pressure drop over each of these segments is weIl estimated. 
As is shown by the results in Figure 6.14, the overall pressure drop for qapp = 250 W 
is higher than that for qapp = 400 W, for the conditions given in the title of this figure. 
This is in accordance with the experimental data presented in Figure 6.11. The possible 
reasons for this behavior were discussed in Section 6.7. 
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6.10 CONDENSATION PROCESSES 
In the LHP considered in this study, partial condensation occurs in the vapor-
transport line, and full condensation is achieved in the two-phase portion of the condenser 
pipe. In the vapor-transport line, the fluid looses heat to the ambient environrnent through 
the pipe wall and the insulation on its outside surface. In the condenser, the two-phase 
fluid flow looses heat to the constant-temperature thermal sink (that is, to the oil bath in 
which it is immersed), through the condenser pipe. Predictions of these condensation 
processes, obtained using the proposed steady-state network thermofluid model, are 
presented in this section. 
For T sink = 42.16 oC and Tamb = 27.08 oC, distributions of the rate ofheat transfer loss 
(normalized with respect to qapp) from the entrance of the vapor-transport line (point 2 in 
Figure 6.10) to the zero-quality (complete condensation) point in the condenser pipe are 
presented in Figure 6.15 for two values of the power input, qapp = 250 Wand 400 W. 
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Figure 6.15: Distributions of the variation of the rate ofheat loss from the entrance of the 
vapor-transport line to the zero-quality point in the condenser for Tsink = 42.16 oC and 
Tamb = 27.08 oC. 
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For a given combination of T,ink' Tamb , and qapp' the saturation temperature in the 
vapor-transport line and also in the two-phase portion of the condenser pipe is almost 
uniform (as the pressure drops over these portions of the LHP are small compared to the 
mean absolute pressure): Thus, the driving temperature difference for heat loss in each of 
these segments of the LHP is constant for aIl practical purposes. Furthermore, in these 
two-phase flow regions, the internaI condensation heat transfer coefficients are relatively 
very high: Thus, the internaI thermal resistances in these regions are sm aIl compared to 
those of the insulation material outside the vapor-transport line and the forced convection 
on the outer surface of the condenser pipe immersed in the constant-temperature oil bath. 
As a result, the overall thermal resistances for each of these two-phase flow segments can 
be considered constant for aU practical purposes. Thus the distributions of qloss / qapp in 
each ofthese segments of the LHP for both power inputs (qapp = 250 W and 400 W) are 
essentially linear and almost the same, as is seen from the results presented in Figure 
6.15. Furthermore, the corresponding distributions of quality for these conditions are also 
essentiaUy linear and almost identical, as shown by the results presented in Figure 6.16. 
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Figure 6.16: Distributions of the quality in the vapor-transport line and in the two-phase 
portion of the condenser for Tsink = 42.16 oC and Tamb = 27.08 oC. 
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Chapter 7: 
Conclusion 
This final chapter is divided into the following two sections: (1) a review of the thesis 
and its contributions (highlighted in italics); and (2) some suggestions for extensions of 
this work. 
7.1 REVIEW OF THE THE SIS AND ITS CONTRIBUTIONS 
Complementary computational and experimental investigations of fluid flow and heat 
transfer aspects ofloop heat pipes (LHPs) were presented in the previous chapters ofthis 
thesis. The main goal of this work was to formulate and develop cost-effective 
mathematical models and numerical solution methods for computer simulations of LHPs, 
and validate these models and methods using the results of complementary experiments. 
The motivation and the overall goal of this work, some background information on 
heat pipes (HPs), loop heat pipes (LHPs), and capillary pumped loops (CPLs), the 
specific objectives of this thesis, and a review of the pertinent published literature were 
presented in Chapter 1. 
In Chapter 2, a basic network thermofluid model of conventional LHPs operating 
under steady-state conditions was proposed, implemented, tested, and applied. This 
model is based on rdatively rudimentary treatments of the fluid flow and heat transfer 
phenomena in the vapor- and liquid-transport lines, and also in the two-phase and single-
phase portions of the condenser. The aim in this part of the research was to not only 
illustrate the main steps in the formulation of network thermofluid models of LHPs, but 
also to formulate a model that is capable of at least qualitatively accurate predictions. The 
capabilities of this basic model were assessed by applying it to an LHP similar to one 
investigated experimentally by Kaya and Hoang (1999). A comparison of the predicted 
results with the experimental results of Kaya and Hoang (1999) confirmed that the 
proposed model is indeed capable of qualitatively accurate predictions. In this sense, it 
could serve as a tool in preliminary designs of LHPs. This proposed basic model is 
considered as one of the main contributions ofthis thesis. 
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In Chapter 3, descriptions were provided of experimental apparatus and procedures 
that were designed and implemented for measurements of the following properties of 
sintered powder-metal porous plates (that are used as wicks in LHPs): Porosity; 
maximum effective pore size; effective permeability; and effective thermal conductivity 
when saturated with a liquid (distilled water in this work). These experimental apparatus 
and procedures were applied to two sintered powder-metal porous plates (nominally 6.35 
mm thick), one made of nickel 200 and the other of stainless steel 316, and the results 
were presented and discussed. A new apparatus was designed, constructed, used for 
measurements of the maximum pore size. This apparatus is an improved version of that 
designed and used by Alexander (1972): It is simple to construct, easy to use, and 
reliable. The pore sizes measured under so-cal!ed "rising" and "falling" conditions were 
discussed, and it was argued that they represent the minimum and maximum effective 
pore sizes, respectively. The apparatus that was designed, constructed, and used for 
measurements of the effective permeability had two different test cells: One for 
cylindrical (disk-shaped) test samples of 22.23 mm diameter (nominal); and the other for 
127 mm x 127 mm (nominal) square test samples. The results obtained showed that it is 
important to account for blockage effects (and the resultant multidimensional flow within 
the test samples) caused by sealing gaskets used in the test cell: A novel 
experimental/numerical method that accounts for these blockage effects was devised and 
successful!y used. The apparatus that was designed, constructed, and used for 
measurements of the effective thermal conductivity of water-saturated sintered powder-
metal plates was also somewhat novel, in the sense that it could provide data in the 
temperature range 20 oC to 150 oc. This apparatus was first successfully benchmarked, 
and then used to obtain measurements of the effective thermal conductivity of the 
aforementioned sintered powder-metal porous plates saturated with distilled: These 
experimental mea,surements were used to fine-tune a new empirical correlation for the 
prediction of the effective thermal conductivity of liquid-saturated sintered powder-metal 
porous materials. This proposed empirical correlation was formulated by extending the 
theoretical ideas proposed by Hadley (1986). Al! of the aforementioned aspects presented 
in italics are also considered as part of the main contributions ofthis thesis. 
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The design and construction of an LHP with a flat (plate-type) evaporator and fixed 
active mass of working fluid were described in Chapter 4. This LHP was run with a wick 
made of a sintered powder-metal stainless steel plate. Distilled water was used as the 
working jluid. The vapor-transport line, the condenser pipe, and the liquid-transport line 
were ail designed with several smooth 900 and 1800 (U) bends (see Figure 4.1), to mimic 
conditions that could be encountered in practical applications of LHPs. In addition, the 
vapor-transport line was weil in~ulated, but still allowed partial condensation of the 
vapor for the conditions explored in the experimental investigation: Again, this was done 
to mimic conditions that may be encountered in practical applications of LHPs. The LHP 
was instrumented to obtain measurements of not only the temperature of the working 
jluid at several important points in the flow circuit, but also the pressure differences 
across the evaporator (Mz in Figure 4.1) and the serpentine part of the vapor-transport 
line (~ in Figure 4.1). Full detai/s of the geometry, materials, effective properties of the 
water-saturated wick (porosity, maximum effective pores size, effective permeabi/ity, and 
effective thermal conductivity) and operating conditions of this LHP are provided in 
Chapters 3, 4, and 6. In the published literature, there is a paucity of data on LHPs that 
have a flat evaporator and are operated with water as the working fluid; experimental 
measurements of the aforementioned pressures drops are also scarce; and full details of 
the geometry, effective properties of the wick, and operating conditions are difficult, if 
not impossible, to find. In this context, aIl of the aforementioned aspects presented in 
italics ensure that the results of this experimental investigation augment the repertoire of 
published experimental data on LHPs: Thus, this LHP and the experimental results are 
considered as part of the main contributions of this thesis. 
In Chapter 5, an extended version of the basic network thermojluid model (presented 
in Chapter 2) was described and adapted for simulations of the LHP presented in Chapter 
4. As was discussed in Chapter 4, in the LHP considered here (see Figures 4.1 and 5.1), 
after charging (that is, filling it with the working fluid), the external two-phase reservoir 
is isolated and the active working fluid mass in the loop remains fixed. The proposed 
enhanced network thermofluid mode! of this LHP is specially designed to allow the 
imposition of this requirement (namely, conservation of the active jluid mass inside the 
loop). Procedures for calculations of the pressure drop .in the two-phase region of the 
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condenser and the heat exchange with the ambient environment from (or to) the jluid in 
the vapor- and liquid-transport lines, which are neglected in most of the network 
therniofluid models of LHPs in the published literature, are inc/uded in the new model. 
Furthermore, a special procedure is proposed and incorporated for estimating the 
augmented pressure drops associated with jluid jlow (single- and two-phase) through the 
bent portions of the serpentine vapor-transport line (see Figure 5.1 and 5.7). This special 
procedure was essential for obtaining accurate simulations, because a significant portion 
of the overall pressure drop in the LHP considered in this work occurred in the vapor 
transport line. The aforementioned two-phase flow and heat transfer procedures and the 
special procedure for augmenting pressure drops in bent portions of the vapor-transport 
line could be especially useful in simulations of miniature or micro LHPs, in which heat 
losses from the vapor-transport line are difficult to curtail, so partial condensation of the 
vapor is inevitable. In the light of the above-mentioned enhanced features (presented in 
italics), the proposed network thermojluid model is considered as another main 
contribution of this work. 
The results of both the experimental and computational investigations of the above-
mentioned LHP (see schematic illustrations in Figures 4.1 and 5.1) were presented, 
compared, and discussed in Chapter 5. The comparisons presented in this chapter show 
that proposed network thermofluid model pro vides predictions that are within ± 10% of 
the experimental results. These results and the related discussions are collectively 
considered a part of the main contributions ofthis thesis. 
In summary, the proposed models and numerical solution methods contain several 
nov el features. They are relatively simple but effective (they yield predictions that are 
quite reliable); thus, they may be considered suitable for use in the design and 
optimization of LHPs. The experimental apparatus and procedures proposed for 
measurements of the maximum effective pore size, the effective permeability, and the 
effective thermal conductivity of water-saturated sintered powder-metal plates also 
incorporate severa! novel features. In addition, a new empirical correlation has been 
proposed for the prediction of the effective thermal conductivity of water-saturated 
sintered powder-metal plates. Finally, the experimental results pertaining to the LHP 
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considered in this thesis are a useful augmentation of similar data in the published 
literature. 
7.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR EXTENSIONS OF THIS WORK 
The results of the experimental and computational investigations that were presented 
in Chapter 6 are encouraging enough (the author believes) to warrant sorne extensions of 
this work. A few suggestions in this regard are given in the remainder of this section. 
The enhanced thermofluid mode1 proposed in Chapter 5 was used in this work only 
for simulations of the LHP proposed in Chapter 4: The objective was to assess its 
capabilities by comparing its predictions to the results of the experimental investigation. 
This LHP had a flat evaporator (without an integrated compensation chamber) and a 
fixed active mass of working fluid. It would be worthwhile to amalgamate the enhanced 
features of this model (namely, the two-phase flow and heat transfer formulations and 
also the procedure for calculating the enhanced pressure losses in bends) with the key 
features of the basic network thermofluid model of LHPs proposed in Chapter 2. The 
result would be a network thermofluid model that could be used to simulate LHPs with 
either cylindrical or flat evaporators (either with or without an integrated compensation 
chamber), partial condensation of vapor in the vapor-transport Hne, and bends in the 
vapor- and liquid-transport lines and the condenser pipe. Incorporation of procedures to 
handle condenser desIgns other than those con si der is this work would also enhance the 
usefulness of the proposed model as a design tool. 
It would be worthwhile to extend the proposed steady-state network thermofluid 
models to allow simulations of LHPs operating in unsteady modes, such as startup, 
power-down, and power-up. Sorne guidance for such extensions could be obtained, for 
example, from the works of Platel et al. (1996), Li and Ochterbeck (1999), Muraoka et al. 
(1998, 2001), Kaya and Ku (2003), and Furukawa (2006). Hybrid network thermofluid 
models, that combine quasi-one-dimensional approaches and multidimensional 
computational fluid dynamics methods, could also prove quite fruitful. Sorne guidance in 
this regard could be obtained from the work of Bemier and Baliga (1992b). 
In the experimental investigation, the LHP described in Chapter 4 was run with 
distilled water and only one wick made from a stainless steel sintered powder-metal plate. 
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It would be useful to obtain additional experimental data with other fluids commonly 
used in LHPs (such as ammonia, ethanol, and refrigerants) and also other sintered 
powder-metal stainless steel porous plates. 
In the enhanced network thermofluid model presented in Chapter 5, a special 
procedure was incorporated to calculate the augmentation of pressure drops in bends, in 
both single- and two-phase flows. However, similar procedures for the calculation of 
augmented heat transfer rates in bends were not incorporated, as they were not needed: 
The total rate of heat loss from the fluid to the ambient environment in the vapor-
transport line was always less than 10% of the power input to the evaporator; the 
corresponding overall thermal resistance was dominated by that of the insulation outside 
this line; and thus, ignoring heat transfer augmentation in the bends did not have any 
serious consequences. Furthermore, in the condenser, full condensation took place within 
the initial straight portion of the pipe, so the bends did not affect the corresponding two-
phase heat transfer; and in the single-phase (subcooled liquid) region, the liquid velocity 
was so low that the bends were inconsequential. However, to enhance the applicability of 
this model, it would be useful to incorporate procedures to account for heat transfer 
augmentation in bends. 
Useful information on procedures for calculating the augmentation of single-phase 
forced convection in bends is available in work of Ohadi et al. (1990) and in the review 
article by Joshi and Shah (1987). Information on procedures for calculating the 
augmentation oftwo-phase (liquid-vapor) forced convection in bends is relatively scarce:· 
Sorne rudimentary treatments have been reviewed in the book by Webb and Kim (2005), 
and work on condensation heat transfer in a microfin tube with a U-bend has been 
reported by Cho and Tae (2001). In this context, it would be use fuI to conduct sorne 
fundamental experimental work on augmentation of two-phase (liquid-vapor) forced 
convection in bends. It should also be noted that most of the published experimental 
works on two-phase (liquid-vapor) flow and heat transfer pertain to applications in 
heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HV AC) systems, and thus the mass fluxes are 
much higher than those encountered in LHPs: Sorne published works related to two-
phase flow and heat transfer at lower mass fluxes have started appearing [Coleman and 
Garimella (2003), Wang et al. (2003), Wang et al. (2003a, 2003b), and Chen et al. 
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(2004a, 2004b, 2005)], but there is an urgent need for sorne original fundamental 
experimental investigations of these phenomena. 
Experiments aimed at visualization of the fluid flow and heat transfer processes in the 
passages of LHPs would also be very useful. Guidance for such experiments could be 
obtained from the works of Bernier and Baliga (1992a), Lagana (1997), and Cimbala et 
al. (2004). Another improvement to the experimental investigation would be to 
incorporate instrumentation for measurements of flow rates of the working fluid in the 
LHP. A review article by Oddie and Pearson (2004) could provide sorne useful ideas in 
this regard. 
It would also be very interesting and useful to conduct experiments on LHPs with 
multiple evaporators. The works Ku (1998) and Yun et al. (1999) could be of sorne 
interest in this regard. 
In closing, the author would like to express his hope that this thesis will aid ongoing 
efforts to improve LHPs, at least in sorne small way, and encourage other students and 
researchers to undertake sorne of the above-mentioned extensions. 
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Appendix A: 
Thermocouple Calibration 
In this appendix, the experimental procedure for thermocouple calibration is 
described and the results obtained are presented. Seventy chromel-constantan 
thermocouples (type E; AWG-30, with Teflon insulation) were fabricated (using a spot 
welder). These thermocouples plus ten additional prefabricated thermocouples (type E; 
with stainless steel sheath, 152.4 mm long and 1.59 mm diameter) were calibrated in the 
temperature range 5 oC - 155 oC. A special constant-temperature oil bath was designed 
and constructed for the calibration of these thermocouples in the temperature range 60 oC 
- 155 oc. This constant-temperature oil bath was later used as the thermal heat sink for 
the condenser of the LHP designed, constructed, and used in the experimental 
investigation (see Chapter 4). For calibration of the thermocouples at temperatures below 
60 oC, a constant-'temperature water bath (Neslab RTE 220) was used. The uncertainties 
in temperature readings provided by the calibrated thermocouples were determined to be 
less than or equal to ±0.05 oC, using the method described in ASHRAE Standard 41.5-75 
(1976). In this appendix, the constant-temperature oil bath and its details are explained 
first, and then the procedure for thermocouple calibration is presented. 
A.1 CONSTANT-TEMPJ!:RATURE BATH 
A 0.305 m x 0.610 m x 0.915 m (l'x2'x3') stainless steel tank was built to contain 
approximately 140 liters of mineraI oil. The mineraI oil (flash Temperature of 173 oC 
nominal) was chosen to accommodate the required high bath temperatures (up to 150 oC 
continuous operating temperatures). The tank was fitted with a total of three electric 
heaters (900 W, nominal power input), two hooked up to a Temperature controller, and a 
third, functioning as a booster heater, with continuous power input. An insulator casing, 
made of fiberglass boards, was built and installed on the outside of the stainless steel 
tank, in order to minimize heat losses to the surroundings. Tap water, controlled by a 
stainless steel metering valve, is used as a coolant within the bath; it flows through a two-
pipe counter flow system. By adjusting the flow rate ofthis cooling water, it is possible to 
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fine-tune the value of the stabilized temperature of the bath. A three-blade propeller 
(152.4 mm diameter) fixed to variable speed agitator (Talboys Stirrer Model 138) was 
fitted inside the bath to ensure vigorous mixing of the mineraI oil: This, in tum, enhanced 
the essentially isothermal operation of the bath. 
Figure A.1: Photograph of the constant-temperature oil bath, the related 
instrumentation, the temperature controller, and the data acquisition system. 
Figure A.2: Photograph of the interior of the constant-temperature oil bath. 
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In order to allow variation of the height of the bath, the design incorporates an 
adjustable base. Four car jacks are used in the design of this adjustable-height base of the 
bath. The adjustable height is necessary to allow adjustments of the gravitational effects 
in the overall LHP operation. A photograph of the constant-temperature bath, the re1ated 
instrumentation, the temperature controller, and the data acquisition system is given in 
Figure A.l. Another photograph, showing the interior of the bath, the two-pipe cooling 
water arrangement, the heaters, and the mineraI oil, is given in Figure A.2. 
A.2 THERMOCOUPLE CALIBRATION 
As was mentioned earlier, a total of eighty thermocouples were calibrated for use in 
this study. The readings provided by a quartz thermometer (HP 2804 A) with a quartz 
probe (HP 18111 A / 2120A; 232 mm long) precisely calibrated (±O.01°C) at the 
National Research Council Canada (NRC), in Ottawa, were used as reference values for 
the temperature measurements. The experimental set-up used in the calibration procedure 
is shown schematically in Figure A.3. 
A machined) cylindrical block made of copper (7.5 cm diameter and 6.35 cm long) 
with one blind hole of 12.7 mm diameter at its center and eighty blind holes of 3.2 mm 
diameter distributed uniformly (radial distribution around the center) was used to ho Id 
thermocouples and the quartz probe together. With this assembly, the thermocouple 
beads and the quartz probe could be assumed to be essentially at the same temperature. 
As shown in Figure A.3, once the thermocouple and the quartz probe are installed in the 
copper block, the ensemble is submerged complete1y inside the oil. Two DC power 
supplies (Kepco 1000, 1 OOV /1 OA) were used to provide e1ectrical power to the two active 
heaters operating inside the oil bath: These power supplies were necessary to eliminate 
the effects of the grid voltage fluctuations on the bath thermal stability. The 
thermocouples were connected to a data acquisition and control unit (HP 3497 A), which 
was used to measure the voltage output of thermocouple. Both the data acquisition unit 
and the quartz thermometer were connected to a personal computer. To facilitate this 
calibration, a program was developed in VEE (software application pro gram produced 
and marketed by Agilent Technologies) and used to control the data acquisition system. 
This pro gram displays and records all the thermocouple voltage readings and the quartz 
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thermometer probe temperature readings in real time, and, thus, facilitates quick 
identification and correction of any erroneous behaviors of the various systems during the 
calibration process. 
Data _ 
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Probe 
Stirrer 
Constant Temperature 
Oil Bath 
Figure A.3: Experimental set-up used in the thermocouple calibration procedure. 
The calibration procedure consists of the following steps: 
1. AH measurement systems and the PC are turned on for at least two hours before 
starting the calibration, to allow the electronic circuits to warm up and stabilize; 
2. The oil bath temperature is set to 60°C (heaters are activated and the water 
cooling system is operated); 
3. Readings of data are then started, and recorded with a time interval of about 6 sec; 
4. Transient responses of the thermocouples and the quartz probe are monitored on 
the PC screen; 
5. Once the difference in two consecutive temperature readings from the quartz 
probe becomes small enough (±0.03 OC), steady-state conditions are assumed to 
prevail, and data are acquired and saved on the hard disk of the PC for a period of 
10 minute (at least 100 data sets were recorded); 
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6. For each thermocouple, the voltage readings saved during this last 10-minute 
period are averaged and compared with the average of the temperature readings 
provided by the quartz probe during the same period of time; 
7. The set temperature of the oil bath temperature is increased by 5 Oc (nominal), 
and steps 3 to 6 are repeated; and this overall procedure is continued until the set 
temperature reaches 155 oC (nominal); 
8. After finishing the collection of data for the temperature range 60 oC to 155 oC, 
the oil bath is replaced with a constant-temperature water bath (Neslab RTE 220). 
The ensemble of the copper block, thermocouples, and quartz probe are then 
transferred to the water bath. The bath set-point temperature is adjusted to 5 oC 
and the collection of data is continued with the same abovementioned procedures. 
9. Again, in steps of 5 oC (nominal), the water-bath temperature is increased, and 
steps 3 to 6 are repeated until the set-point temperature reaches 55 oC (nominal); 
10. For each thermocouple, the averaged voltages obtained during these 
measurements are plotted versus the corresponding averaged temperature (OC) 
measured via the quartz probe. As an example, the experimental data obtained for 
one of the calibrated thermocouples (T41) are presented in Figure A.4; 
Il. Third-, fourth-, and fifth-order polynomials are then fitted (least-squares 
procedure) to the experimental voltage-temperature data obtained for each 
thermocouple to find the best calibration correlation (a total of 3 x 80 correlations 
are obtained): These correlations have the following form: 
(p = 3,4, and 5) (A.l) 
where vread,J is the voltage read for thermocouple j, Tj is the corresponding 
temperature (in OC) for thermocouple j, and biJ are the coefficients in the 
polynomials. Using the three correlations obtained from Eq. (A.l) for each 
thermocouple, the temperature data are reproduced and compared with the quartz 
probe readings. The polynomial curve providing the closest predictions is selected 
and used as the calibration correlation for the corresponding thermocouple. Table 
A.l presents the coefficients biJ obtained for each of the thermocouples (j = 1 to 
80) for the best polynomial curve. 
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12. Uncertainty analysis is then performed using the method described in ASHRAE 
Standard 41.5-75 (1976) to estimate the error bands for the temperature readings 
(in OC) yielded by each thermocouple. For the temperature range 5 oC - 155 oC, 
relatively high values of uncertainty were calculated for five thermocouples of TIl 
(±O.078°C), T65 (±O.12°C), T74 (±O.09°C), T75 (±0.12°C), and T76 (±0.16°C). For 
the rest of thermocouples, the maximum overall uncertainty calculated was less 
than ±O.05 oc. Therefore, the five above-mentioned thermocouples were rejected: 
The uncertainties in temperature readings provided by the selected calibrated 
thermocouples are allless than or equal to ±O.05 oc. 
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Figure A.4: Experimental results: Temperature-voltage relation for thermocouple 41. 
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Table A.1: Coefficients in the temperature-voltage calibration correlations 
bo bl b2 b3 b4 bj 
Tl 0.576825 16976.31 -242975.52 9107465.34 -214127300.80 0 
T 2 0.406612 17041.23 -224499.08 5231571.15 0 0 
T 3 0.579138 16916.48 -213720.98 4679626.55 0 0 
T 4 0.564985 16964.09 -238921.85 9011214.47 -227861458.10 0 
T 5 0.592189 16914.47 -213305.36 4673433.97 0 0 
T 6 0.574372 16941.92 -226545.71 6894773.81 -118114487.60 0 
T 7 0.595051 16901.14 -208959.17 4371503.32 0 0 
T8 0.576785 16926.04 -216174.97 4834705.23 0 0 
T 9 0.575387 16920.34 -212122.33 4581896.45 0 0 
T lO 0.589379 16904.08 -211008.67 4532050.88 0 0 
T ll 0.596878 16896.61 -208999.12 4387992.95 0 0 
T12 0.565938 16921.83 -213538.43 4653009.76 0 0 
T]3 0.556678 16922.42 -213794.07 4679474.22 0 0 
Tu 0.549682 16935.15 -217033.35 4890965.91 0 0 
T1 5 0.538166 16945.69 -228601.42 7099541.38 -121986410.20 0 
TJ6 0.513906 16951.05 -228846.94 7278280.17 -137127281.50 0 
T l7 0.503790 16956.18 -230261.72 7311257.95 -132062104.20 0 
T18 0.510149 16952.15 -230293.21 7245112.94 -123538359.80 0 
T 19 0.491895 16942.37 -224737.71 6626030.47 -103025319.70 0 
T20 0.498308 16943.00 -227017.51 7076755.50 -127389580.80 0 
T2l 0.144264 16991.34 -240016.11 8720726.14 -202727742.60 0 
T 22 0.139819 16986.40 -238918.88 8565039.24 -193779679.70 0 
T23 0.164189 16951.31 -218396.49 4942107.85 0 0 
T24 0.134655 17010.61 -245139.31 9358072.29 -231303926.30 0 
T 25 0.145085 17025.07 -257404.55 11661051.91 -358867658.20 0 
T26 0.148468 17003.87 -243570.01 8954430.07 -204978647.30 0 
T27 0.164257 17000.14 -243251.19 8896782.02 -201849584.20 0 
T 28 0.183344 16934.66 -214211.24 4691228.84 0 0 
T29 0.149637 16998.82 -239204.97 8228125.82 -168692669.90 0 
T30 0.160806 17003.18 -246107.46 9452379.77 -230280933.20 0 
T3l 0.137837 16991.81 -238993.35 8240883.35 -167771170.90 0 
T32 0.130115 16984.86 -234883.96 7521650.45 -129825339.80 0 
T 33 0.113089 17007.85 -245101.71 9142389.88 -212206395.40 0 
T 34 0.126827 16984.73 -237245.44 7949208.67 -151712776.60 0 
T35 0.108882 16989.25 -237415.76 7898994.66 -146585442.90 0 
T36 0.092575 17005.92 -243706.91 8563363.06 -168786054.00 0 
T 37 0.095783 16987.99 -239427.70 8448195.04 -181996512.90 0 
T 38 0.093388 16984.42 -235892.66 7652718.11 -134846512.40 0 
T 39 0.082027 16993.35 -240140.69 8337401.48 -167918392.60 0 
T 40 0.092492 16969.52 -231362.64 7090748.71 -107215767.80 0 
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Table A.l (cont.): Coefficients in the temperature-voltage calibration correlations 
bo bl B2 b3 b4 b5 . 
T41 0.114363 17011.91 -248225.34 9603944.70 -231233911.60 0 
T42 0.122206 16984.37 -235957.50 8001396.57 -165018661.50 0 
T 43 0.114695 17024.28 -251236.05 9894494.81 -242713060.80 0 
T 44 0.107864 17037.96 -254502.66 10167225.33 -250026095.20 0 
T 45 0.111328 17025.56 -250763.56 9803540.77 -238430365.30 0 
T 46 0.102533 17058.72 -264859.59 12258302.75 -369861367.90 0 
T 47 0.113935 17026.37 -251169.86 9909790.53 -245533224.70 0 
T 48 0.081070 17074.45 -266551.84 11874632.21 -329973806.00 0 
T 49 0;124105 17015.52 -247378.65 9384167.61 -220553695.60 0 
T 50 0.121171 17038.61 -257593.88 10919780.82 -295226531.70 0 
T51 0.108970 17024.52 -249497.31 9513359.42 -220587554.90 0 
T 52 0.112419 17012.88 -244617.27 8804548.29 -185826756.30 0 
T53 0.097795 17015.59 -247090.62 9251856.85 -209578213.60 0 
T 54 0.121171 17038.61 -257593.88 10919780.82 -295226531.70 0 
T 55 0.103574 17003.58 -242349.89 8554912.08 -176324249.20 0 
T 56 0.084063 17000.30 -238807.84 7839976.42 -134731688.70 0 
T 57 0.070918 17022.07 -249622.74 9659679.22 -231141438.00 0 
T58 0.057178 17009.45 -243333.73 8698471.38 -183971921.70 0 
T 59 0.079803 16984.71 -227483.37 5539000.31 0 0 
T 60 0.077715 16956.67 -222824.56 5534258.24 -21770002.90 0 
T61 0.195429 17046.79 -263132.09 11897136.04 -350342444.90 0 
T 62 0.192374 17017.67 -247095.97 9398289.61 -221402225.10 0 
T63 0.240626 16973.84 -237894.67 8405895.70 -185440699.10 0 
T64 0.228655 16982.80 -238735.40 8469300.42 -189363711.30 0 
T65 0.201430 17050.86 -269259.51 13267535.33 -431972096.40 0 
T66 0.196608 17024.12 -249434.45 9669479.31 -233486307.70 0 
T67 0.196638 17015.36 -244393.43 8702286.81 -180709847.70 0 
T68 0.177697 17072.40 -269171.17 12644330.31 -386520329.90 0 
T69 0.194432 16969.98 -226414.58 6278888.63 -75335660.44 0 
T 70 0.203158 17007.14 -245717.57 9277841.70 -221526944.70 0 
T71 0.238441 16988.17 -237260.33 5915502.66 0 0 
T72 0.272631 16940.84 -227451.35 5387491.06 0 0 
T 73 0.217643 17044.20 -283857.47 15639537.44 -551491674.60 0 
T 74 0.181566 17095.67 -309890.90 20529055.26 -825157664.20 0 
T75 0.184839 17084.81 -310117.73 2l356776.48 -894468192.80 0 
T 76 0.352695 16781.14 -171377.61 2.53 11122284.82 1.362E+10 
T 77 0.232718 16932.75 -241613.60 9985803.47 -303100859.40 0 
T78 0.220360 16944.60 -244833.74 9722839.89 -262319927.90 0 
T79 0.215016 16907.74 -218526.16 4820390.87 0 0 
T80 0.248452 16840.84 -184553.22 0.73 12006549.03 1.942E+I0 
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Appendix B 
Vapor-Transport Linè: Single-Phase Pressure Drop 
In this appendix, the experimental procedure used for measurements of the single-
phase pressure drop in the vapor-transport line of the loop heat pipe (LHP) and the results 
obtained are presented and discussed. As was presented and discussed in Chapters 4 and 
5, the vapor-transport line was made of a long pipe with several smooth bends, which 
gives it a serpentine shape (see Figure 5.7). This particular shape of the vapor-transport 
line, with its U-bends, 90° bends, and fittings (Tees), necessitates a direct measurement 
of the single-phase pressure drop for a range of Reynolds number that covers the 
conditions encountered in the steady-state operation of the LHP. The objective here is to 
obtain correlations that relate the single-phase (dimensionless) pressure drop in the 
vapor-transport line to the Reynolds number. These correlations are required as inputs in 
the network thermofluid model proposed in Chapter 5. 
In the following sections, the experimental setup and procedures are described first; 
and then the experimental results and correlations are presented. At the end of this 
appendix, calibration curves and correlations for the two differential pressure transducers 
used in the experimental investigation of the LHP and also in these tests are provided. 
B.I EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The experimental setup used in these tests is schematically illustrated in Figure B.l. 
Pure nitrogen (99.9%) was used as the working fluid in these tests. As can be seen from 
this figure, the nitrogen is supplied from a compressed-gas cylinder fitted with a pressure 
reducer and a pressure regulator rated for 204 bars to 27 bars (3000 psi to 400 psi). The 
nitrogen supply pressure was set to 6 bars in these tests. This nitrogen is passed through a 
flow-measurement unit (see Figure B.l) that consists offive rotameters (each suited for a 
different range of flow rate) installed in a parallel configuration: The flow-rate ranges for 
these rotameters are given in Table B.l. As is shown by the specifications given in this 
table, the accuracy of each rotameter is 2% of full scale (as reported by the 
manufacturer): Therefore, it was necessary to use different rotameters for different ranges 
of flow rate, in order to obtain good accuracy in the measurements. Each rotameter was 
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equipped at its entrance with a finemetering valve (denoted as M.V. in Figure B.I). At 
the exit of each rotameter, one shut-off valve was installed, to enable easy isolation or 
selection of the desired rotameter for each desired range of flow rate. 
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Figure B.1: Schematic presentation of the experimental setup used for measurements of 
the pressure drop in the vapor-transport line. 
Table B.1: Rotameters details. 
Rotameter # Manufacturer / Model Nitrogen Flow Rate (at 21.1 OC) Accuracy 
RI Omega® / FL-3663C o to 60,618 ml/min 2%FS 
R2 Omega® / FL-3617ST o to 25,311 ml/min 2%FS 
R3 Omega® / FL-3796ST o to 12,200 ml/min 2%FS 
R~ Omega® / FL-3688C o to 5,928 ml/min 2%FS 
R5 Omega® / FL-3665G o to 2,624 ml/min 2%FS 
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As is shown in Figure B.1, after passing through the flow-rate measurement unit, the 
nitrogen enters the evaporator at point 1. Then it flows through the empty (wickless) 
evaporator and exits at point 2. The nitrogen then enters the vapor-transport line and exits 
at the other end of this line (point 5). These tests were run in an open cycle mode: Thus, 
at the exit of the vapor-transport line (point 5), the nitrogen flows through sorne 
connectors (not shown in the figure) and then discharges to atmosphere. 
The pressure drop measurements are performed in two steps. First, the pressure drop 
between points 3 to 4 in Figure B.1, (denoted as 9 1) is measured for a wide range of 
flow rates. In the second step, for the same range of flow rates, the pressure drop between 
points 1 to 3 in Figure B.1 (presented as 92) is measured. Two precise differential 
pressure transducers were used in parallel for these measurements. One of these 
differential pressure transducers (PTl), Omega® model PX938-0AWDI0V, was rated for 
o to 1000 Pa (0-4 in of H20); the other differential pressure transducer (PT2), Omega® 
model PX838-40WD10V, was rated for 0 to 10000 Pa (0-40 in of H20). Using an 
Askania manometer (capable of measuring a maximum differential pressure of 15204 mm 
H20), the two pressure transducers were calibrated for pressure differences in the range 0 
to 1500 Pa. When the second pressure transducer, PT2, was used to measure pressure 
differences exceeding 1500 Pa, a calibration curve provided by the manufacturer was 
used. The overall uncertainty for the pressure drop measured using pressure transducer 
PT j was determined to be less than ±0.15% FS; and for PT2 it is ±0.25% FS (however, 
below 1500 Pa, using the calibration data, this uncertainty is ±7.2 Pa). The calibration 
results for theses pressure transducers are presented at the end of this appendix. 
The voltage outputs of the two pressure transducers are measured separately using a 
data acquisition and control unit (HP 3497 A). This data acquisition unit was connected to 
a personal computer (PC). A pro gram was developed in VEE (software application 
program produced and marketed by Agilent Technologies) and used to control the data 
acquisition unit. The voltage vs. pressure difference (in Pa) calibration curves for the two 
pressure transducers were also deployed in this pro gram. This enabled direct reading of 
the pressure differences from each of the pressure transducers, and, thus, facilitated quick 
identification and correction of any erroneous behavior of the various systems during 
these tests. 
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B.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The experimental procedure used in these test consists of the following steps: 
1. AlI measurement systems and the PC are tumed on at least two hours before 
starting the measurements, to allow the electronic circuits to warm up and 
stabilize; 
2. The two differential pressure transducers are installed in parallel in the piping 
system between points 3 to 4 in Figure B.l (denoted as fJP 1); 
3. Readings of data from the pressure transducers are started, and then recorded at 
uniform time intervals of about 6 sec. Readings from a thermocouple installed in 
the line are also recorded to track the temperature of the nitrogen flowing inside 
the pipes; 
4. The nitrogen supply is tutned on, a range of flow rates is selected (starting with 
highest range), the corresponding rotameter is brought on line, and the four others 
rotameters are isolated by shurting off the related valves (see Figure (B.l); 
5. Using the fine metering valve on the selected rotameter, the volumetric flow rate 
is adjusted and recorded for later use; 
6. The pressure drop data are then monitored on the screen of the PC; once steady-
state conditions are achieved, the data is acquired and saved on the hard disk of 
the PC, and this pro cess is continued for one minute (ten data sets are saved); 
7. Then the data are averaged over the total sampling time period, and the averaged 
value is taken as the pressure drop over the section of interest for the chosen flow 
rate. 
8. For pressure drops up to 1500 Pa, the data obtained from the low-range pressure 
transducer, PTJ, are used. However, for pressure drops greater than 1500 Pa, data 
from the high-range pressure transducer, PT2, are considered; 
9. The flow rate is adjusted to a new value and steps 6 to 8 are repeated; 
10. Once the range of flow rates measurable with the se1ected rotameter is covered, it 
is isolated, and a new rotameter is brought on line. Then, steps 5 to 10 are 
repeated until the range of flow rates measurable by this rotameter is also fully 
covered; and this process is continued until all of the desired flow rates are 
covered; 
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Il. The nitrogen supply is then shut off. The two differential pressure transducers are 
installed in parallel in the piping system between points 1 to 3 in Figure B.I 
(denoted as 92). Then, steps 3 to 10 were repeated. 
Once the above-mentioned tests were completed, analyses of the data were 
undertaken. Using the known geometry of the vapor-transport line and the 
thermophysical properties of the nitrogen (for the particular mean pressure and 
temperature), for each flow rate measured, the pressure drop was normalized by p172 (V 
is the average axial velocity in pipe) and plotted versus the corresponding Reynolds 
number. These experimental results are presented in the next section. 
B.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESUL TS 
For each of the two sections 3-4 and 1-3 (see Figure B.I), the corresponding 
dimensionless pressure drops, en = ~ /(p172 ) and Cj ,2 = ~ /(p17 2 ) , are plotted 
against the Reynolds number (Re = p17Dvl / f.1) in Figures B.2 and B.3, respectively, on a 
log-log scale. The symbols in these figures represent the experimental data points. The 
corresponding horizontal and vertical error bars are also incIuded. 
Eq. (B.l) 
/' 
Re 
Figure B.2: Dimensionless pressure drop vs. Reynolds number for section 3-4. 
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Figure B.3: Dimensionless pressure drop vs. Reynolds number for section 1-3. 
As can be seen from these figures, there is a sudden change in the distribution of 
dimensionless pressure drop at a Reynolds number slightly larger than 2000. This is an 
expected result, as the laminar-to-turbulent transition regime for flows in pipes starts at 
about this value of Reynolds number. To obtain the best correlations for the pressure drop 
in the vapor-transport line, it was decided to curve fit the data in Figures B.2 and B.3 for 
two different ranges of Reynolds number: Re :$; 2300, for which the flow is assumed to be 
laminar; and 2300 < Re < 10000, for which the flow is either in the transition or turbulent 
regimes. In each of Figures B.2 and B.3, these two curve fits to the experimental data are 
presented as lines. The correlations obtained for the two sections 3-4 and 1-3 are 
presented below in Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2), respectively. 
C = ~ = 14,360 977 f-I -2 + . pV Re (Re:$; 2,300) 
Cr-1 = 14.7 -1.42 x 10-
3 Re+ 5.27 x 10-7 Re2 - 3.49 x 10-11 Re3 (B.1) 
(2,300<Re:$; 10,000) 
C = l1Pz = 2,047 562 f-2 -2 + . pV Re (Re:$; 2,300) 
Cf - 2 = 3.45 + 6.82 x 10-4 Re+ 1.03 x 10-
7 Re2 -9.86 x 1 0-12 Re3 (B.2) 
(2,300<Re :$; 10,000) 
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The overall uncertainties in the dimensionless pressure drops predicted by the 
correlations were determined using the method described in ASHRAE Standard 41.5-75 
(1976), and they are given below: 
For Eq. (B.l): 
For Eq. (B.2): 
Re ~ 2,300 ±11.75%; 
2,300 < Re < 10,000 ±13.12% 
Re:5; 2,300 ±14.90%; 
2,300 < Re < 10,000 ±13.14% 
B.4 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER CALIBRATION CURVES 
Figures BA and B.S present the calibration curves obtained for the two differential 
pressure transducers (PT} and PT2) used in this study. The corresponding calibration 
equations for PT} and PT2 are given in Eqs. (B.3) and (BA), respectively 
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Figure B.4: Calibration curve for pressure transducer PT! (Omega® model PX938-
0.4WDI0V). 
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Figure B.S: Calibration curve for pressure transducer PT2 (Omega® model PX838-
40WDI0V). 
M [Pa]=94.31+114.07xvM' [Volt] (B.3) 
M [Pa]=180.59+995.52xvM' [Volt] (B.4) 
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Appendix C 
Geometrical Details of the Tubes of the Loop Heat Pipe used in 
the Experimental Investigation 
As was mentioned in Chapter 4, a loop heat pipe (LHP) with a flat evaporator and a 
fixed active mass of the working fluid was designed, constructed, and used in the 
experimental investigation. Several bends were incorporated in the tubes that were used 
to construct the vapor-transport line, the condenser, and the liquid-transport line of this 
LHP. The geometrical details of the bends and also the straight portions of these tubes are 
provided in Figure C.I and Table C.I. 
Condenser 
(Thermal Sink: Const. 
Temp. Oil Bath) 
Vapor-Transport Line 
o 
Liquid-Transport Line 
Figure C.I: Schematic illustration of the bends and the straight portions of the tubes of 
the LHP (not to sc ale) and the corresponding numbering system. 
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Table C.I: Details of the bends and the straight portions of the tubes of the LHP (the corresponding numbering system IS 
schematically illustrated in Figure C.I). 
Vapor-Transport Line Condenser Liquid-Transport Line 
Segment Total Segment Total Segment Total Segment Total 
Segment Description Length Length Segment Description Length Length Segment Description Length Length Segment Description Length Length 
[ml [ml [ml [ml [ml [ml [ml [ml 
1 - 2 Straight pipe 0.2920 0.2920 30 - 31 Straight pipe 0.5048 0.5048 61 - 62 U-bend 0.0898 3.4706 91 - 92 Straight pipe 0.2032 0.2032 
2 - 3 90° bend 0.0449 0.3369 31 - 32 U-bend 0.0898 0.5946 62 - 63 Straight pipe 0.1778 3.6484 92 - 93 90° bend 0.0449 0.2481 
3 - 4 Straight pipe 0.1130 0.4499 32 - 33 Straight pipe 0.1016 0.6962 63 - 64 90° bend 0.0449 3.6933 93 - 94 Straight pipe 0.3048 0.5529 
4 - 5 Straight pipe 0.1020 0.5519 33 - 34 U-bend 0.0898 0.7860 64 - 65 S traight pipe 0.1524 3.8457 94 - 95 90° bend 0.0449 0.5978 
5 - 6 90° bend 0.0449 0.5968 34 - 35 Straight pipe 0.1016 0.8876 65 - 66 U-bend 0.0898 3.9355 95 - 96 Straight pipe 0.2921 0.8899 
6 - 7 Straight pipe 0.2670 0.8638 35 - 36 U-bend 0.0898 0.9774 66 - 67 Straight pipe 0.1016 4.0371 96 - 97 90° bend 0.0449 0.9348 
7 - 8 U-bend 0.0898 0.9536 36 - 37 Straight pipe 0.1016 1.0790 67 - 68 U-bend 0.0898 4.1269 97 - 98 Straight pipe 0.6452 1.5800 
8 - 9 Straight pipe 0.2670 1.2206 37 - 38 U-bend 0.0898 1.1688 68 - 69 Straight pipe 0.1016 4.2285 98 - 99 U-bend 0.0898 1.6698 
9 - 10 U-bend 0.0898 1.3104 38 - 39 Straight pipe 0.1016 1.2704 69 - 70 U-bend 0.0898 4.3183 99 - 100 Straight pipe 0.2413 1.9111 
10-11 Straight pipe 0.2670 1.5774 39 - 40 U-bend 0.0898 1.3602 70 - 71 Straight pipe 0.1016 4.4199 100 - 101 U-bend 0.0898 2.0009 
11-12 U-bend 0.0898 1.6672 40 - 41 Straight pipe 0.1016 1.4618 71 - 72 U-bend 0.0898 4.5097 101 - 102 Straight pipe 0.2667 2.2676 
12-13 Straight pipe 0.2670 1.9342 41 - 42 U-bend 0.0898 1.5516 72 - 73 Straight pipe 0.1016 4.6113 102 - 103 U-bend 0.0898 2.3574 
13 - 14 U-bend 0.0898 2.0240 42 - 43 Straight pipe 0.1016 1.6532 73 - 74 90° bend 0.0449 4.6562 103 - 104 StraightpiQC 0.2667 2.6241 
14 - 15 Straight pipe 0.1330 2.1570 43 - 44 U-bend 0.0898 1.7430 74 - 75 Straight pipe 0.1143 4.7705 104 - 105 U-bend 0.0898 2.7139 
15 - 16 90° bend 0.0449 2.2019 44 - 45 Straight pipe 0.1016 1.8446 75 - 76 90° bend 0.0449 4.8154 105 - 106 Straight pipe 0.2667 2.9806 
16 - 17 Straight pipe 0.1391 2.3410 45 - 46 U-bend 0.0898 1.9344 76 - 77 Straight pipe 0.1016 4.9170 106 - 107 U-bend 0.0898 3.0704 
17 - 18 90° bend 0.0449 2.3859 46 - 47 Straight pipe 0.1016 2.0360 77 - 78 U-bend 0.0898 5.0068 107 - 108 Straight pipe 0.2667 3.3371 
18 - 19 Straight pipe 0.1330 2.5189 47 - 48 90° bend 0.0449 2.0809 78 - 79 Straight pipe 0.1016 5.1084 108 - 109 U-bend 0.0898 3.4269 
19 - 20 U-bend 0.0898 2.6087 48 - 49 Straight pipe 0.1143 2.1952 79 - 80 U-bend 0.0898 5.1982 109 - 110 Straight pipe 0.2667 3.6936 
20 - 21 Straight pipe 0.2670 2.8757 49 - 50 90° bend 0.0449 2.2401 80 - 81 Straight pipe 0.1016 5.2998 110-111 90° bend 0.0449 3.7385 
21 - 22 U-bend 0.0898 2.9655 50 - 51 Straightp~ 0.1016 2.3417 81 - 82 U-bend 0.0898 5.3896 111 - 112 Straight pipe 0.0889 3.8274 
22 - 23 Straight pipe 0.2670 3.2325 51 - 52 U-bend 0.0898 2.4315 82 - 83 Straight pipe 0.1016 5.4912 112 - 113 90° bend 0.0449 3.8723 
23 - 24 U-bend 0.0898 3.3223 52 - 53 Straight pipe 0.1016 2.5331 83 - 84 U-bend 0.0898 5.5810 113 - 114 Straight pipe 0.2667 4.1390 
24 - 25 Straight pipe 0.2670 3.5893 53 - 54 U-bend 0.0898 2.6229 84 - 85 Straight pipe 0.1016 5.6826 114 - 115 90° bend 0.0449 4.1839 
25 - 26 U-bend 0.0898 3.6791 54 - 55 Straight pipe 0.1016 2.7245 85 - 86 U-bend 0.0898 5.7724 115 - 116 Straight pipe 0.1143 4.2982 
26 - 27 Straight pipe 0.2670 3.9461 55 - 56 U-bend 0.0898 2.8143 86 - 87 Straight pipe 0.1016 5.8740 116 - 117 90° bend 0.0449 4.3431 
27 - 28 90° bend 0.0449 3.9910 56 - 57 Straight pipe 0.1016 2.9159 87 - 88 U-bend 0.0898 5.9638 117 - 118 Straight l'il'e 0.2570 4.6001 
28 - 29 Straight pipe 0.0600 4.0510 57 - 58 U-bend 0.0898 3.0057 88 - 89 Straightpipe 0.1016 6.0654 
29 - 30 Straight pipe 0.2540 4.3050 58 - 59 Straight pipe 0.1524 3.1581 89 - 90 U-bend 0.0898 6.1552 
59 - 60 90° bend 0.0449 3.2030 90 - 91 Straightpipe 0.2064 6.3616 
-------'------
60 - 61 Straightp~ 0.1778 3.3808 
.- -_ .. _--- -- - ----- ._-
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